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LESSON TWELVE 

‘ge | BRRREA Dam eaQransyee sqane 

MRANASTAAGAT A) 

ANQH RARASTQAARWE MASA RSAAR] FBABSS) 
g S NS S Seu ee oe + SRA aR ERRATA HEN TRB A Te 
3) RAMRARNATERTEN TN PATNA DREN San 

oN ae ES N SARRBSS RATATAT] SARITA ANAT YS 
canta’ res , sees ma ab evs le emetic nis ga ageas TANGENT PTET ANS 

BIQEGEE SIT] BRANES TINY IAM_ASANR’ 
BERS IN TEL ES] BAGAAQS] EsGrasyngag 
SHAAN AIASAR AAG] ASSRBN TSRGaNTAS Ry 
RASH AASAR] QreQomgaarcanadaarrsds 
ERASERS IRIAN BRR AARAT ANERARRS 

gtciantec arene Gee mettle ee ARARNER SAAS Rea AANAS Ga MIRAA TATA 
BARD NQARG) RUSS ed GRGa A Aaegaeseresiaa’ 
Garages Vasa qaucsiga RIA BNGEngeess 55 
Basaran GEyraans caangnrss se ayaa a eee 
BATA GUIASATET SA BNGENE BASSAS) 
waQrg BOG ARRSATAN YSREATS TT Se AAAS 

~ 2 

SWAN IAAT TAA IAAT IE RAIA 

SAHARA NSYAS YASH ATMA TINGS AKAD AS
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ack AUNTS TEANG I] AVENE 
SETA BAILA] BURSA] PTAA SAG 
RAY BARISIC AS ORY TRBRERTA RAR ER AGNES] mal 
a5 AAI] Bonet eA eR aA 

SHR TING Aa aa EAASIQ SAGER] HN GETR 
aga) asda aN qas gr ARRAS: Haneq’asqada 

SRA AVIS TAS RRR TIS ARERR IG 
ZR) Engagadeandagesy gags iqasds) YXCSs 
CRAKS AA) SAS SANASR] sadasyan AQAA 

ASSN Baan gecaks AARNE AST BS] 
atgad sdasaaaqaera Qranesy age 
PREVA) Sas gaasangassessgqaaaqcsy, 
se parece Raaeee ANTESERA Ray Rrasans 
SATAAA ATR LATS ASTAALAT TA] ARRINIES 

AT ARR HIN Fa Garadaaa Aa qaqawked VakygR 

ABARQNEN TA GTITI ARES} Ray agaagQasayen 
QAQaeny SsavearXa qa qagnangagqasagy ay’ 
RARER ETAT GSH RA] n 
PAQAQSRAS] ase cA Tangaqaesqtasa ange 
gaa) TRARARA] BNGEAS ReaysaXas Ayana” 
Ber nQagagng een sds Vgaga@ganqgnae 
acqad ge dear gaaauskagadsan agaqaaasa”
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ANE) RIA PAAIASA RAS SSAA Te ‘ON ar BRAVSNAS SRARTNERT TATA 

Meee sD SABNAAQSASTN Sy 

PEST Beyer } SRAAAS RINT 

Ganesh] aernaca] BYRNE 
SRR ARATE TAG OIA eas a 

RASAAHAGSAAATIRIVA a a YRANAADAANNAN SA RANS SA <y 

<s\ Ras Ag Qa aN atte encicr BANSN REY FIT HA AAAI TNR’ 

=e ENRON AT YTTINIT NG IGANG 
SAQATIRIAAHAISSA RGA A! a . . - eae Sa ot 

Sere nee a SSA ae aaa cas 

ae Sey Sort “PATENT 
x ASS] BARRA BAAN RRTT ATAIR’'S a. 

HATVARRSAATRATSARWS San SNCs ASST |
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LESSON TWELVE 

VOCABULARY 
\ 

QN'4' creature, person,| R&A’ to tame, to 
& individual : 3 train, to 

m discipline 
ANNA hysical body wa ot ‘o PB \ \ 

(i.e. of a ASN 34 natural resources; 
living creature) necessities and 

ax amenities 
: burden, 

% responsibility BA QS fame 
“ 

Baya: amere... eS S simulated; 
SN Se counterfeit; 
avo i comfort fallacious 

al . ' 
‘a ‘to aim at, to RASS pretended 

SAQA aspire to, to \o S \ 
strive for SAS CY love 

, XN ’ 

AASS from the. ... ane compassion 
on 

q' , child, offspring 
qe RN entirely ‘9 a" ; 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

' = ie 

BS ass a small, middle, and great 

eo material wealth 

3) fe size 

Sas those gone (going) to an evil 
destiny; evil destiny 

BAST IAAN 
from the point of view of
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NRX 
RRR 'Q' a a long life 

pa ‘ 
sas AS QS in fact; essentially 

“N ~ 

mt RZ those gone (going) to a fortunate 
AX , destiny; fortunate destiny 
AVRAN 

fire pit; pit of fire 

BARRA 
tiresome task
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NOTES 

Le yreeagsacaqga: -"the small, middle, and great 

individual"= This classification of individuals from the 

Point of view of their religious aspiration and practice is 

specifically the teaching of the Bodhipatha-pradipa of Atisa. 

The Bodhipatha-pradipa is in turn the root-text on which the 

lem rims of Tsong kha pa are commentaries. In a general way, 

these teachings are all the basic practices of the Mahayana 

as set forth for instance in the Abhisamay&lamkara of the 

Nathe Maitreya. However, the presentation and arrangement 

of the above from the point of view of a small, middle, and 

great individual are a point of departure or manner of 

instruction (upadesa see n.4, L. 7) particularly associated 

with AtIsa. The continued exposition of this subject occupies 

all of PART II, Lessons 11 through 22, of this book. 

2. NHR'AN' (Asa ) "completely without"- HAAN ’ 

"completely", "absolutely", ete., is constructed only with 

negatives, ages: ’ aA BRE - ete.
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TRANSLATION 

I. How does one distinguish the so-called small, middle, and 
great individual within the Buddhist religion? 

G. The so-called small, middle, and great individual is not dis- 

tinguished according to a small or great physical stature, or 

small or great wealth, or small or great position in the world, 

etc., by any of these. How then? Rather he is categorized 
according to the small or great burden of his thought 
or the stature of his mind from the point of view of its 
religious direction. From the point of view of this, all 

persons are included in the three, the small, middle, and great 

individual. One distinguishes both a special and a mere small 

individual within (the class of) the so-called small individual, 

and there is also a system of distinguishing him by some as 
threefold, a small small individual, a middle small, and a 

superior small. Whence one designates a small individual a per- 

son who other than striving chiefly for the happiness and com- 

fort of the present life or in the future just the happiness 

of the round of existence which is contained in the high con- 

dition of (life as) a god or human, does not strive for the 

condition of all-knowledge or the deliverance which frees 

from the entire round of existence. Moreover, one who is with- 

out any thought of the future-on,other than just the happi- 

ness and comfort of the present life only, is the mere small 
individual, and one who, anxious about the miseries of those 
going to the three evil destinies in future life,aims at just 

a high condition (in the world), the state of a god or a human, 
is called the special small individual. Also, from the point 
of view of distinguishing a small, middle, and great within 
the small individual, one designates a small small individual 

one who entirely without a thought of religion is chiefly a 
striver for the happiness and comfort of this life span by 

way of guarding friends and subduing enemies, etc. As for the 

middle small individual, although there is a semblance of 
religion, (like) going fer refuge to the three Jewels, worship, 
donation, etc., whereby, except for making an effort chiefly 
for just the present life, (i.e.) the food, drink, material 
resources, happiness and comfort, good name, long life, etc. 
of this life, there is no acting principally for the objectives 
of the future life; hence he is called the middle small indi- 
vidual. Therefore, although the middle small individual per- 
forms a simulated practice of the doctrine, going for refuge 
etc., since essentially it goes for the purpose of only this 
life,rather than a mere semblance of the doctrine,it does not
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go to the pure doctrine. One designates as the superior 
small individual those persons who, (seeing) the present 
life does not last long and having obtained faith in the 
action-result of virtue and non-virtue, are apprehensive and 
anxious on account of the uncertainty of taking birth in evil 
destinies in future life,and so strive chiefly for a high 
condition, the state of a human or a god, and for the purpose 
of this go to the Jewels for refuge and strive principally 
for achieving virtue and avoiding vice. Therefore, the super- 
ior small individual,even though anxious and apprehensive on 
seeing as objectionable the misery of those in evil destinies, 
without perceiving as objectionable, birth in a fortunate des- 
tiny which is contained in the round of existence, he perceives 
its virtues, and making this the foremost of objectives, he 
strives for this; therefore, once he perceives one part of the 
round of existemce as an objectionable and another part as a 
benefit, he does not strive for the delivrance which frees 
from the entire round of existences. 

The so-called middle individual is superior also to the 
best small individual from the point of view of his thinking. 
The reason is that one designates as the middle individual a 
person who, without being merely anxious on seeing as objec- 
tionable only the misery of those in evil destinies, perceives 
as objectionable also, the happiness and comfort of the high 
condition of a human or a deity which is contained in the 
round of existence, and so perceiving the nature of misery in 
the entire round of existence as a place productive of fear 
as is a pit of fire, he strives principally for only a deliv- 
rance which frees himself alone from the entire round of exist- 
ence. The so-called great individual is quite superior to 
the middle individual also in his way of thinking. The reason 
is that the great individual without such striving primarily 
for the peace and happiness of delivering himself alone from 
the misery of the round of existence like the middle indivi- 
dual, the great individual practises the thought of love and 
compassion to all living creatures, - and just as in the world 
good and kind parents cherish their own offspring and forsak= 
ing their own aims take on the responsibility of many hundreds 

of irksome tasks for the sake of their children, - the great 
individual also forsakes the peace and happiness of himself 
alone and makes the others much dearer than himself; the per- 
son who has the superior thought of assuming the responsibility 
of a means for clearing away the ills and accomplishing the 
happiness of the others is designated the great individual.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Twelve. 

1 PRQSraga waa draaeqaacnscgargagn 
> 

oT ee 
2 HNTSRSMITTAM|RST SEAT gy 

SoS x \ NQ& aS mS 
3 BIRR BES ERT AR TB AIRES AS | 
4 Ra WNQERE SALTER) BASRARAB NAAT 
Keeyrs) 

5 BRISTERST ERS] QNqQecErdadaagasary 
XY 

eye 
= Le Smar = RQERYRRR) Rare 6 PAG BRE AASR ALAA IE REN a 

ARRARA| 
. HaQagedakannae kan gag gsgansaen 
Oe BayReQaakeey e RU BRRIAIR RNAS | 

8 BeeSeqcaainiangy BRA ARTES 
‘9 sea a a re 

5 RAR aR ARIA GraNeRAR TAA IA 3 
RARER REA QRDA4) . 

. BNGaS RE eae BEER ASTER TIN aS oN’ - \ 
RABAT ARR TAAENA AS) |
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LESSON THIRTEEN 

ie RAQAATAG qenqaqu sing Beading 
aartesay 

ayes aR <AQTIASA <a ai] AR SAEIAETSS ; 
Ratuecagaga, AMeks gages genryans| eee 
BABAR ARAMA cana] BNGSRS ET NAAR 

. — SG ros Ny se 

AINQHAGRE TANT AAAS] cee 

OR] Ngan DrerqemnaydaFase aaa srangl An 
GER RATT RANT RR SN Fea Ragga 
agnd Ra gsaargsn RY BARA YIN HOAs) He’ 

FAY ARTA Tearqyagia] Kqavseds) RRagniaday FNqr 
BHAA T IY ARS AAR Sa TErTQae” 
NIRA RA AAAS ARAVA A TIE A’IR] ANS 

SPraariqaqer Gyan HRSA qadayeagany 

Rasen Guana aasys3qy] 
AadR Byvenagaqs| Reragranqanqaans see 

& sass%eeessy BRA MRRSRRSA BAAN 
Ga TaN Ra ATA SS|] TTWVRAVEANATIGR as 

AAS RQ AVIS TN TRNAS SPINS’ Torsyy 

RR] DANG SA Arr grgaggadiay yy ey snsag 
ARSHAAINER] PNAS RA HSA AHIMA TTS
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on candingacatacqatiaeaqaaass sansisqnag 
58) aregrgaata ake RAR SAR ANSE RENN 

AearglarSauacdiad aa ARATE SayTAYRA 
BRAQAgass| RQRTR HAS SUA VNISAIT GI] 
RRA SA Ta MAP WIAA WSTE' HANSA SAG 

Y Sy Ry C0. gee 
BESS TRASH SENS es 

x ene A BYR ASA TN a 
ey ae FAQVTURAIA | aes ERS AYR TER NER 

sBAaansy Sqqqreasaaaqeeeyas gay TA34 
Ra] SRsqQeyga sR AADBAAS saa Qag 

RSNA) Ra CTH AABN ASS GAAS AEB GRAS 

ARR eany {dass} Keperra aay qaey asa 

wr Fae daMasqanregseass j] 

SBN TSAO RSNA AS FRIST ASSIS ARS 
AreasRxes SRT ARS NEO 
a) RAS ANATAVaqasatqay eg (aaa Aeydq) RB 

aEqagaays RARE TIANA ARIAT ASSIA 
aaah) GRATES YR QI AIAN HWARTII 

Any Rarergaaees YARRA Bree TAVIS AT aT 
BAL HRVAATANARAT ISA] VA HS RT DIVAA TAI 

maser ada FAG AAq SV VAT PIA ANS 
asia) ARG) TARSATAAGAPAAN Aya Rasa
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SaKSTATIAGNA| Meranda nengedsaagn svete 
ARRAN TRAITS TAGS SS] RaA TAA 

a > wa BBAaGas YIONQINA THINS AAA TRAD Sys 
ASEARG] Fagnnsda) Nengnsdargsa eqn Ga agar 
BERET ISSN ETARRT NST AS] BNRANSVO) 
FRAN TRA SR ANA AS TSN Nqaksy TRQea<a| 
AAAS GS QQnWewagagas Asnysasyqasaseg 
AARBNSAA RETRAAIAS TERS Fasdaggwsnry 

SS se =x. 
BARRA SANT S| ee aad 

RANA HN HT RAS AAT SNS WSIGS) sar" 
RAW NNsangzr ay Gye aga asa ganaqenday 

ex 

AAARTAR ARG] 
cas Zemnieus Danang eutiguevaias eatin ian: REARA RIVA SQSRRS ATS AUST) SP RA SVS SANE 

3) RAAT SRS q{ Ne TN QReagaansy aay 
~N N“ > =x TS TAA ASV} LEQ QaKaaaaZ aqaeqey- 

sa. aansee Ny ee ene SARL Temata RAR ay ay AgASaQ 
ARS) AKG, BNan esa gre Varqegagay Sysr FRAARG] BRA) Wagasaggehesagqaysye 

SaSTAN SATAN Re sER] TINA] FRSA RE SG 
aFARASIN Ar AATaQassy Aewsasg] TES y" 

ANH ARSS TT YNAISS SATIN AAAS HN STS)| 
TAYSVA| RARE Beyer Rares garage sagen” 

AG agageas sasgacadiqnRassesss 8a
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grease sea ss) Qa) TARR Gee Renaasasy 
RRATATN DRAG) ASS SAGASTSTRNAR ANA A 
WRagaGgerngs mae SRAATAT YET AS as 

DARARIAVAGAT sAeagay {Ree BAQAgaaAqng, 
SEAR Raver qAagaQagaas Ryser ag gare’ 

oN SG SD BN x S AL ATMANHISFASAS S| Reads) aaaesd HARTAYG “ 

KFA ARAS Sor Sy gaQaangny Ts Gaaesas. Goss 
Rami Rpaleiauiny aera aetna SRVARA PAAR HTN Qa grersaag 
RASRAGQAGHA Ne adq)) 
RAQRCES Aaa areqea ae intake. UGE aaa Resa GARR A snes ee 
Raa, TRHaQanqgyygagqaeTjaggva raw 
Batansgqagasy QR agaaeranagayayenssay gn 

ReRATA ATVI VaR GW assay SAQTTN 

DETAAT AN ARN TRAIN TANTRA TRY 
SAS) AaSRsVeelawinSaren m8 Aeageraa 

WATER RSNA TS BATE SAAT ayaa ahy 
STARS aseeaqna stay eaegasssay Sr Aseaf 
KBB qQatqards) RERAR RETINA ANZARRN 

5. a ae ~ y+ BARSTADAGSE | wen RAMADAN AVY 
AQaARQa TRANS] BVsavasgey srs 
een aay can InseT a aaaesey RIN 
SARA LAAAAS™ BaakenrJarsaess i
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ARMA ATARTEN Fe Denaaasssg SaRNAN RAN 
SERAGRAT SARAH LAST IEA PAIS] 

ATDRGNARAGTETS BY RAAS ATTN FAAS ANG 
aaeagasy ANAT AIATAN DNR ANAT ATARS 
SEIS] BAAASART AAR TRA Ag Hors qa 

ARAN ARR TATRA SAVY SG 
HASSAN SAG SS] ASANATANAM 
AGROMRENSRENSISNET RT sen bs i 

NRE ES RETR ET 
Re) 

sens Saeysny Veg STN STA VTA 
aaeiieeas) <Axay BASRA SERA T NAN TYSN 
SRARWS] “QRATSTSPE RENAE ASAT IVASH ASS 

RS) Sncdsap Ratagqaasa| wea is aasasy 

SEN RAR qads) qnaa dae) #9 Ae nay” 

SAAN] AAGBNSTAA) ETYISG] THRE] 
BART) DETR) Meera, QE AGEN 

| AG ERARVAISSVAH] aR BMG aRATATS 

RHasVANasnaSsgarq) AAaeadingeeeae. 

89} DA Qer aay Bnew xr sSeyage a a B5 can 

a\ WAT AVATaT RY AAAS IMR RLATS Be SAA
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BANSENAY AR RaRaSERsgsk385) arareray 

BAVA ATARAAIADAINA IGA Faqagsgar 
AARTARASVAAG | euag en keXi85) An aige aay 

SSA BREAN TAVAA GSN 
4\ ae HRRASEARAMMAAR AIAN ATA 
RARE A AAA HASAA HARSHA QRETAS QRSSD 

Se ae NS) ReGen gesaeqecgne 
SATIS SETI],
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LESSON THIRTEEN 

VOCABULARY 

> 
‘ ' 

a\hANS' warning | nothing - AS hell-denizen 

+ “= ee without inde- 

RAR’ lower pendence 

AWNA exhortation Peek kalpa, eon 

atasy preparation a) fA my stomach 

R aR necessities of Age throat 

i Ana ¥5a: to use (i.e. ne- 

RAN RR inn cessities and 
amenities) 

AN ration ‘ 

SS ae . ‘ erception, ' j oh 

Q “\ Biought, mental AS Aan Samjiva 

formation RAC RA eee 
ala-sutr 

Ba) imprint, im- aha a) Se 
pression 4 vo RAN Samghata 

v 

S'S. elephant a'RA s ' Raurava 

~“ ‘S BORN we ae 

SADE: animal Rays BHA Maharaurava 

Aey ES footprint aa Tapana 

a distance am ¥ Mahatapana 

She Pisy: Avici 

; wh: 
a = & w* B q : Arbuda 

5" q' shadow ae 

v B'Sx op Nirarbuda 
Qv ka brute, animal 3 2 
& S'S alg Huhuva 

‘ ‘ 

“Ee uae” BEBE DHPSSA eneve
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NARA Atata Bay sesamum 

See pene seamure Cas 30 #6 
“Ogee aaa) to contain; to 

a a fit 

Baga utsada ASS ' a storage bin 

"ee : pradeSsika 

ae to double 

all Magadha 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

ww N\ 

SFAQTIAS : aim; object of striving 

QSA'A' RA to come into the reckoning of 

ASSN RET to be one of the ......00. 

FAN AGA AN food, clothes, and fame 

a. wealth and leisure 

ee human body 

RUAASAR difficult to find 

RR ER the head is spinning; going around 
2 \ s . in circles 

R ay 44 Ss 4 future life 

Qn Fanaa huge bodily size 

at = \ very forceful 

QS FS ey again and again 

RAR 85) oe
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HAR aa “\g ‘ definitely 

anand ARS) to comprehend, to understand 

ae A aK to come or not 

DATYAN' TSAR’ of eating one another 

aS BAGS food and drink 

As ary blood and pus 

RAB each former 

ENA ENS each latter 

eae life span; measurement of life
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NOTES 

1. Gar Daa’ - "a human body of wealth and leisure". 

A human body of wealth and leisure signifies not just a 

human life but a human life endowed with eight kinds of 

leisure or opportunity and ten kinds of wealth or richness. 

The eight kinds of leisure or opportunity are freedoms from 

eight kinds of deprivation of opportunity, i.e. 1.2. and 3., 

birth among the beings gone to the three evil destinies, 

hell denizens, pretas, and animals, 4. birth in a place with- 

out religious teaching, or 5. where people have completely 

wrong views, or 6. aS a savage, or 7. a8 a mental deficient, 

or 8. as a “long lived god", the last signifying a being born 

in the realm of non perception (QR ANSE ) where it is 

taught that the beings remain for many eons in a completely 

unconscious state. The ten kinds of wealth or richness are 

l. birth as a man, 2. in a central place, 3. with mental and 

sense faculties complete, 4. as a person who has not committed 

one of the five most nefarious sins, like killing one's parent, 

or an Arhant, ete., 5. as one who has faith in the Tripitaka, 

6. as one who is born in a place where a Buddha has appeared, 

7. and where he has taught, and 8. where his teaching survives, 

and 9. where there are people who follow, and 10. where others 

can help out of compassion. 

2. QNVASEVHAN’ - "at the time of the small individual" 

etc., is an elliptical expression signifying ‘at the time 

of practising the religious practices of the small individual’.
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The practices of the three individuals are understood as 

progressive, accomplishment of the practice of the small 

individual being prequisite for the practice of the practices 

of the middle individual, and likewise the accomplishment of 

the first two is prequisite for the practice of the practices 

of the great individual. 

3. AAA gary grgaraw’ "the path which is the practice 

of the higher". i.e., the higher of the three individuals, 

Small, middle, and great. (see note 2 above). 

4, aR ~"when" is a noun meaning "time" and also the 

interrogative adverb "when". 

5. RR DEHN EATEN AR SAA -"like a hair taken out from 

the butter". The simile refers to extracting a yak hair from 

butter made from the milk of the female yak, (QQ), for the 

extraction does not disturb the butter which is left behind 

wholly intact. 

6. Wagan: "pretas" often translated as "tantalized spirits", 

"hungry ghosts", etc. are an important class of miserable 

lives belonging to the round of existences (ears ) 

according to Buddhist teaching. These are discussed somewhat 

briefly in the present lesson.
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TRANSLATION 

I. What are the differences in the chief paths which are prac- 
tised by each of the three individuals? 

G. As there is a particularity in the principal aim or main ob- 
ject of desire of the three individuals, there is also much 
particularity in the principal practice of the way of achiev- 
ing them. If one takes the small individual for example, - 
although within (the class of) the small individual there is 
both a mere and a special (small individual), when one is dis- 
tinguishing the method of practising the paths of the three 
individuals, it is necessary to distinguish (them) from the 
path of the special small individual, The mere (small indi- 
vidual), as said above, since he does not perform action 
for the sake of future life rather than the action of the 
mere appearance of this life, does not come into the reckon- 
ing of the practice of religion. Therefore, in order to be 
counted as the special small individual, one has to look 
chiefly to the objectives of the future life without look- 
ing even to the happiness and comfort of this life, food, 
clothes, reputation, etc., and moreover, being fearful of 
birth in future life among beings gone to the three evil 
destinies, one must be a striver chiefly at a high condition, 
the state of a deity or human. Therefore, as for the chief 
thing for him to practise by reflection and meditation, - at 
first he must reflect and meditate that the human body of 
wealth and leisure which és of great use and difficult to 
obtain is certain to die without enduring for long, that there 
is no certainty as to the time of dying, and that at the time 
of death there is no way of help from anything whatsoever 
except the doctrine. Then, by way of considering the way of 
having certainly to take birth after death without going to 
utter nonexistence and the way in which there are no places 
of birth except the two, among beings gone to an evil or a 
fortunate destiny, and whatever miseries there are of each 
of the three evil destinies,if one is born among the beings 
gone to an evil destiny, and by considering the benefits of 
the arising of the desirable happiness and comfort of the 
high condition of a human or god,if one is born among beings 
gone to a fortunate destiny, - for the purpose of obtaining 
this, one goes to the Three Jewels for refuge, and avoids the 
ten non-virtues, the evils which are causes of birth among 
beings gone'to an evil destiny, and safeguards correctly the 

: right conduct of the ten virtues eliminating the ten non- 
virtues (and) which are the causes of birth among beings gone
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to a fortunate destiny, etc.; these are the religious practices 
which are. practised chiefly at the time of the small individual. 
This path,which it is necessary to practise principally dur- 
ing the time of the small individual, although it is not the 
principal object of practice during the time of the middle in- 
dividual and the great individual also, is an object of prac- 
tice shared by both of them. The reason is that, although the 
leading path principles which are the chief object of practice 
by the higher cannot be taken up at the time of the lower}; 
without practising the lower path, one has no capacity to com- 
mence these specific paths of the higher. Therefore, most 
of the things which must be practised at the time of the 
lower are common also to the higher. If merely summarizing 
roughly a few things taught in the small and large Lam rims, 
one explains the way of meditating the impermanence of death 
(which is) the first object of practice during the time of 
the small individual, - meditation on the impermanence of 
death is of great importance and a great benefit. Because 
by meditating on the impermanence of death one understands 
that this life does not endure for long, one turns away from 
thinking of the appearances of this life, and this is the 
main exhorter to achieve the objectives of the future life 
on. If one is unmindful of death, one makes preparations to 
remain in this life for a long time, and once for the pur- 
pose of this,one's head is spinning to achieve the life- 
necessities of food and clothes etc. and happiness, comfort, 
good reputation, etc. one will never perform the objectives 
of the future-on. For example, - if someone of us who is go- 
ing far away stays for a night at a roadside inn, other than 
preparing for going on the road tomorrow, he does not think 
of preparations to stay there for a long duration, - just so, 
if one is mindful of the impermanence of death, other than 
making preparation for the future life on, there will be no 
making of preparation for the purposes of this life. There- 
fore, the Blessed Lord, the Buddha teaches that of all per- 
ceptions,the perception of impermanence is best, that of all 
footprints the elephant's footprint is best. The reason is 
that since’ the elephant has a very great bodily size, he 
leaves a large footprint unlike other animals, - just so, the 
perception which meditates on impermanence casts far away 
the thought which aims at this life. By way of eliciting a 
very strong thought of happiness from the future on and by 
way of exhorting one to perform the pure religious practice 
of avoiding vice and achieving virtue etc., it leaves a very 

large footprint. 

As for the way of meditating on death, - meditation on :
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the certainty of death, reflection on the uncertainty of the 
time of death, and third, reflection that there is no help from 
any other than the doctrine at the time of death,are taught. 
One does a good consideration of each of these three. If 
one meditates upon these again and again, each leaves its 
own large and different impression. For example, - through 
recourse to attentiveness to the certainty of death, one sees 
that it is necessary definitely to achieve the purposes of 
future life. Secondly, by power of attentiveness to the un- 
certainty of the time of death, one sees that one must do now 
at once the achievement of the means (of insuring) the future, 
without dwelling with the thought of doing it tomorrow or 
the day after tomorrow. Thirdly, through attentiveness to 
there being no other help than the doctrine at the time of 
death, - this method of help to the future life, - the power 
of a king etc., very cherished relatives, a dear friend, 
things like gold, silver, etc., - there is no help from any 
of these, - not only that, this body which is born together 
with one is also no help, - all these are left behind at the 
time of death, and one has to depart alone like a hair taken 
out from the butter, and once one understands that at this 
time there is no friend other than the noble doctrine which 
one can take along, there will come a making of effort de- 
finitely to accomplish correctly the noble doctrine. The 
friend who definitely assists at the time of death is the vir- 
tuous action (taught by) the noble doctrine, and the enemy 
who definitely injures at that time is non-virtuous action. 
These two go along with one like body and shadow. 

During the time of the small individual, when one has 
understood well the impermanence of death, then one (considers 
that) after death,not going to utter nonexistence ,it is ne- 
cessary to take birth, As for this birth, since there are 
no places of birth other than the two, among beings gone to 
an evil or a fortunate destiny, on the thought of what kind 
of happiness or misery of these two (kinds of) beings will 
come or not in future birth, and (thought on) white and black 
deeds which are the causes of happiness and misery and (on 
their) result. Moreover, when one thinks on what happiness 
or misery of the two (kinds of) beings will come in future 
birth,without thinking on the miseries of beings gone to a 
fortunate destiny, during the time of the small individual 
it is necessary to think chiefly on the miseries of beings 
gone to evil destinies. The so-called beings gone to evil 
destinies are brutes, pretas, and hell-denizens. Since if 
one were to state here in fine detail the miseries of each of 
these there would be too many words, (it cannot be done here), 
- when one states them by way of just the names of some chief ;
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ones, ~ the brutes have many miseries, stupid, ignorant, the 

misery of one eating another, the large's eating the small, 

the small's eating the large, etc., forced and used by others. 
Similarly, the pretas have the misery of hunger and thirst, for 

instance, - some pretas have desire for food and drink, but 

even if they search for an eon, they do not find it; and others 

even though they seem to find food and drink, for those called 

"pretas possessed of outer obscurations” by virtue of quite 
large bellies and extremely narrow throats, food cannot pass 

inside, and those called "possessed of inner obscurations” at 
the time when they go to make use of food and drink, see it 
guarded by others carrying weapons, etc. in hand, without 

allowing them to eat the food and drink; again, once they 

perceive food and drink, when they try to eat, it becomes 

pus, blood, etc. without their being able to eat, and these 

have the unendurable misery of being unable to avail themselves 

of the necessities and amenities. 

As for the hell-denizens, - their suffering is much 

greater than that of the brutes and the pretas. For example, 

- although there are many ways of explanation in the sutras 

and sastras, generally speaking, the hells are subdivided 

into 18 regions. Moreover, there are the so-called eight 

great hot hells, (i.e.), Satjiva, Kala-sutra, Samghata, 
Raurava, Maharaurava, Tapana, Mah&tapana, and Avici. The 

cold hells are: Arbuda, Nirarbuda, Huhuva, Hahava, Atata, 

Utpala, Padma, and Mahapadma. ‘Together with two in Addition 
to these, the Utsada and the PradeSika, there are eighteen. 

As for the above eight hot hells, the misery of each latter 

4s very much greater than each former. For exapple,- the 

misery of the Kala-sitra is greater than the Sanjiva, and the 

Avict 1s the greatest misery. Likewise, for the eight cold 

hells, the misery of each latter becomes greater by double 

than each former. Not only is the misery of the above hells 
greater, but the life span is extremely long. For example,- 

as for the life span of the first, the Arbuda, from the point 

of view of the Abhidharmakosa, -if one seed were taken every 

hundred years from a storage bin containing 80 khal of sesamum 

from the Magadha region, the measure of time to exhaust the 

storage bin of the sesamum, is the measure of the lifespan 

of the Arbuda. As for the cold hells beneath that, the life 

span is twenty times greater than each one above it.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Thirteen. 

1 Prange Sea ganrgaaadaargaetaragarge 
AREA REAR] 

2 Rageqaccaeaings Badass | BIaRST 

FINES HAs AA HATARS AY) 
wcoN S Oa 

3 SRR BARGER ENGR ARNE AayryR aga 
x 

Bh Beggnanng gen Rsehang 
ARR ER RR RN GRNATBR OMAN eae 

5 Serene aes ee 

RARER ARATE BRANT AHR RS) 
é Seren ae 
7 RSRVETA RaQQRaeqasy es 

8 Ka Sa aangn QacANAR ASRS AAA AAA WES) 

AR RRSAIENA S| . 
9 HAR EARNERS OT BAYER AS) 

10 BRAT AR AGN FR AAAs rasig ares RRA 

ARENAS AIAN Keg Xgertq) 

nn NR RBA FRIAR AN IRA ARO 

aQraumeavag ewes ea) 
12 Ka QORETRNE RAR FRAN ARENAS 

aR staan)
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3 WN QERGR RAN PT AEN RNG TR BATE 
RARE RS) 

uw eRARATARSA)| 
a aN Tagenwamcnaccgncacqcagniaan 

16 aa SRYARAHGRIAAITARNAG| > 
4 RBA RENATAGUAT AA RRR CASRN ON) 

aRda Pasa iaaks) 
18 Seg AR_AAA Sa BIAerdArai Byes 

a Ms 
9 Aa SRA V ABST ANG AG AERA ADDN 
aq an SG ~ 20 SHAR ERE s ge TANTS 

21 SRA GAAS SRG TSAR TIAN ASA 

- HAG Q eS ART ANAT TS aS BA sq sqaay
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LESSON FOURTEEN 

29) RASRBS TASER HANAN] Raaggway ag 

RaBeIg] Aa TanDaqneaqasaanagy ayVareay se % S 
RAG RGNSRAENAARS) 9S RASA RATTAN RANT 
Famagvagsns Sma ArRatigaay ARgaagar 

aacacsn BUSA DSTA RAS Maqannaaka ga geey 
0 

Ray AAMAasavagaesggsnradsyony arg asad 
aagager FaARaaagy ane aMACARAgG aes agag” 

SENNETSNN SA] FAqndaday asda ganawassar 
ANS] STAN DHS LA PAA HANH GRIN T™ 
TAR Ganges ssgQqaqadsy] 
ASAI ANA TASS IATA AN SIG SVAN 
RASA] RRanan gate eategysansags a 
RmaceMaBahan ier sasha nasaangadg 
FR) CANS AVR ARRRARANA] QVGA 
ANES | Re TSESQ\ a GQannnga) Aqyqdarqawdsy” 
SVARAASIAT| ZH) Ha) BATA) SVAN] 
ASMA AQAA] TRAY] TESA] Hey gsady) 
SS eee lint ANS] 459\ HAN ATARANS 

BR] AaG pate qgdagsqqagTsaagxg RATS Rey ae 

Keay leqarkeaag, Jasgsqsagqagnasssg
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qRAFAN AAA NEY WNIVANGAT AT] qRRVERR 
Aro i on, ND ~ RAK fakRagQnde MNSNaAergqy gag) asaeyaey 
QAEATA] ATEVINAIARY TERS YASS TINGS 
ST AsAaRy SAesrRERTAA NEAT NAST] UE 
sq) RYAN AAR TSAR] RRalaayay aXsaqay & 

=~ ban ~e 
BA] TRYMNAISWAVSAGAH] Asai aan yasys 
Amaia mrarngn Nessa SATII Raat 
ARS LA| TNA ARAN ANIA AG BAER BRIAN 

axsia| RANAIANGHSNARS HG GNSS SARATANEN 

BRAGS Gry] AaAAA| TATNG ARNETTE” 
se ~~ wea ™\ Ss 

aRRRRRARLEGAS] AGHNAAIS] TAQAATAN RAY 
TRAN RANG AR AVSRS AAR ARAG ANAS] eee 

QRS SNEA BATS | BEARS sedans RINSE 

Sa TRAN SEITET AGIAN TSI TIN TRAY] aay 
acy Bassas on sage jAansgqgee gaara 

=< = Ne 
AVIS] AQVsannanne PURY aKa aiQans \ Sareiaaye 

Bares laKqeq]) 
a ee eS asin ened NIWA SASS RAG \ SAR INIAT GINS FANN 

VET TYE TRWATAIA SSA ITER SANTA DAY 

WRRAR TRI AAT GNAATTRSD SAT ARAATA AS 
ARP Fae em oes ecg oes aN x Sa ‘ = Moe 

RANA ARs aa" VWAASATVAN ben a my aes 

Aqqhe| RANSVAHASU TRAIN FTES ES
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BRANES) aasjansitans) Guardar gersrss] 

ARATE ATR RY mI Agger aastagaag 
Sa] TANS ASRS FRAN TART SIN GIS 

Bue ‘Nl Ns SO Sc EASA) SES BRAsaaiatwaiagers sks 
Ara) aesaqe ae agcss| RaqaaeasneFaey 

TIAA] BATA sr gadary ga qQeqensgsa gay 
ANSAATTTAAREB MATAR TING EGOS) aN 

VYSIALTA) AAAS ASSARTUSR SSARAAT VAS 
VETHAQHN ARGS SAAN ASAASISRST VAS EGAN 
amARTASS] Beggar AngaAnnR a sae 

SATIN Frrmomagagga snd ss eesn gig 
SRA RABSALG) BASIN BANK SATS AS AQUA 
RAN ATT RGA BYNARR TIN SAA AGATA TSS 
VARIN AVTATANAVSASART AA HA HQAIER | Be” 
AAGNAT HR AAQAAS TAY] WS VSATTIAE 
STREETERS NRA ITN GS | AANA AS 

AAANTN ART QNETAT IQS], BAA gar 

aN ERAER TESA ARI RTA] BRLTREAA] ST 
NS TVAAGRAASAS TN SEND AGANT ANAT SNAGES 

ee —— Wy Vraagyaay RATAN) sBqteN Aeaay
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Ray AASRANARTA| SRA DARE RNA AEGIS RS 

= AAAonaQag vere SUNARSSTATAR) TATRA 
Bl ARARATANVASR) SAVE] TAA TAVAR 
HaNsEAaQaeq4gwernggaasy AygPay Ase 
BASS) BN) TaGiasta) Yrargagsaratgy Hees 
KAAGAGANS QAI] HASRaAsAagueaVway 

SUR ATE RAN Rene ea eT 5 
AaAaRaangsVAsAaqgng Vs AISA] -L” 
HAABRHUY, WTNARRQN YAN TSS VASA) 
CHARAN ESL GN WNT RE SBN AIR] Aga STA 

BRAN HAAG Aassdagy, Lassa gessaaa 
HEVDANER ASS FAN YINTT SANTA HYD 
ARVSR| AysAQaayaga DeqnqrgergGagay| 

BAVEAKSRRA TANS) : 
TAIGAKaAA| WTRqadgaBaDagnyssrsa ge 

ERENT ENS PYAAR TESTS] aR BN SAS” 
S > ~c SS Sy ARTA 59] aq VIE Ag ASASA RQ ayy > 

RRRBRAGRRTATAA) TeaeMasessqaank 
SASTAN ARRAN TARE PA AIT ART AIS 
STRETAH] TATA RQ Garsay, Pacangyy 
HanAgeQArsy “Asa, BReSieqesqay.es 
Aan Daw ATS] Re qadtqayane Fake
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AARIRAARYN GST ANI] BRERIVARAY RATS 
NR = AReaaqcaae sting ete’ MAQQas) aS WARANT RAISIN TASS 

SENS GAN RTT ANA} SARA 
Aamir Gaaderaqacsegy DA) aqqaseTs” 

KTSATARINSATNYA ARSRNATTINEA TATE RS” 
ee L Bran Gnwrest dass aaggasy 3ag 
ARS AAAI HA DENSA Qas Naw 

VPAPAIN ALS SKY START RATATAT RQAIAT 

BR} _ {ass{sran BRYSVENTAGS] AQaeness 
Q 02 YN sco oS NS oN EN esas 

ARB) BoA May Ray ARaras Higa Revs Qa RE 
\ 

BASeRGT 1
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LESSON FOURTEEN 

VOCABULARY ae 

Yoo 
HAYFA killing Ra singling out; 
a5) 248 2 oe discrimination 

| Sheena 
ss A\ \ ‘ ee RAE BQN attachment 
ALR) EWA A sexual miscon- |S... 

duct RRS hatred 

ae 
8 lie A &' A anger 

'R' slander R'ASR' gun 
XQ a 
Ba) BA harsh speech = knife 

RADA’ nonsense q (Page) to steal 
\ 

RIAA cove tousness cx Ne article, thing 
~ . ‘ 

ARTA the wish to aS H wife 
injure ait 

~ es A. pregnancy 
ee wrong view i 
a BABA ear 

\ object YQ 
as ° SATAN irritation, 
es action inflammation 

AR AA final end Sn RARTE) to beat 
4, eo cWBoe  « 

RRRA\Q actual RAS (rage) to bind 
vO Re 

RAS to set forth “dg frost 

AS’ sheep ae @) hail 
v Se. 

Qala motivation ma 9S) leafage; crop
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

\ 

Ahan happiness and misery 

318) a (not) to know, (not) to comprehend 

RARER 
NN Sy method 

RYAR QR j 
a %. \ to anihilate 

(Rq'agy a e) 34 to make a comparison; to compare 

BARS FISTS to order or make another to do : 

AG A5' cost; value; price 

anaag ce oe AS intentionally 

Sea tea an inappropriate time 
~N 
ee the one day vow 

RA ASN RVAS such and such 

BRaes to express criticism 

Ne Ne “i haphazardly 

55 Be to do harm 
Non 

RA RS DRAN'T the result of maturation 
. a 

PRAT DRIN'F the result which is in conformity 
with the cause 

Vv 

wan AARga a the controling result . 

ane! a life (i.e. as belonging to a 
“\ string of lives) 

BW7ADRR: 
9 a ie bad results or effects 

ar me % a god of the desire world 

os a the higher regions (i.e. of the 
three worlds of Buddhist cosmology) 
(see note)
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NOTES 

Ts SyaEA "the passions are" - Nescience (Bas) is 

counted as one of the passions (Faeay: ). Also, when a 

passion obscuration (Says ) and a knowledge of obscuration 

(Ange ) are delineated, nescience is on the side of passion 

obscuration. Also included on the side of the passion ob- 

Scuration are the seeds deposited by previous passions which 

produce an empassioned mentality in the future. What are 

placed in the side of the knowledge obscurations are other 

depositions of nescience which produce the habit formations 

which are obstacles to all-knowledge. 

2. qaysyn "the three poisons", i.e. QR EEN’ attachment, 

RA hatred, and apes nescience. 

3. "the three realms". These are the three realms of 

the triple Buddhist cosmos, 1.0. XS ARN the desire realn, 

TAI AANN the form realm, and AQ ANRS RRA'the formless 

realm. The desire realm which is characterized by sensual 

attachment or attachment to objects of the five senses, is 

said to extend from the hells through the worlds of the pretas, 

animals, and men up to the sixth of six realms of deities. 

The form and formless realms are produced by the absence of 

sensual attachment resulting from meditation. The form realm 

which is deseribed as consisting of seventeen subdivisions 

of the four dhyanas or absorptions (Qnaengasd ) is made 

from the point of view of the size and subtlety of the bodies 

of its denizens. The formless realm consisting of four main
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divisions is made from the point of view of the meditative 

absorption. The term lower realm (paar Raya ) signifies 
wr 

the desire region whereas the term higher regions (RRAN'ROR) 

Signifies the form and formless realms.
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TRANSLATION 

Likewise, during the time of the small individual, one 

of the principal things to reflect and meditate upon is the 

cause of happiness and misery, (i.e.) the white action of 

virtue and the black action of non-virtue and their cause and 
effect. When there is no good understanding of the action re- 
sult of white and black action, the causes of happiness and 
misery, we, without wishing for misery, commence continuously 
by many ways to effect the causes of misery by the power of 
not understanding its real causes, and likewise, although we 
have the thought which desires happiness, by the power of not 
knowing these causes of happiness as the (real) causes of 
happiness, we defeat them like an enemy and so bring about 
their anihilation. Therefore, the necessity of understanding 
the actual situation of the cause and effect of both the white 
action of virtue, the cause of happiness, and the black action 
of non-virtue, the cause of misery, is of great importance. 

From the point of view of reducing broadly these virtuous 
and non-virtuous actions to the principal (types), each is 
taught to be tenfold. If among these one first identifies in _ 
the beginning the ten non-virtuous actions, it is easy to 
identify the ten virtues which eliminate them; hence,first, 
identification of the ten non-virtues in brief are; the three 
non-virtues of body; killing, stealing, and sexual miscon- 
duct; the four non-virtues of speech; lying, slander, rough 
speech and senseless speech; and the three non-virtues of minds 

covetousness, the wish to injure, and wrong view. Moreover, 
each of the ten non-virtues is also fourfold (by way of) ob- 
ject, thought, action, and final end; likewise, when all four 
are fulfilled, the actual action of a particular one of the 
ten non-virtues is completed. Again, if one explains killing 
at length, one can understand the others by comparison with 
that. Hence, the nature of each,individually other than just 
briefly, will not be set forth at length for the others. 
Again, killing, for example, - if one illustrates by the kill- 
ing, say, of a sheep, whatever sheep is to be killed is the 
object, and again within the thought there are the three, the 
passion, the motivation, and the singling out. The passion is 
attachment, hatred, or ignorance. For example, to kill on 
account of attachment is to kill a living creature out of de- 
sire for the meat,etc. To kill on account of hatred is, say, 
to kill the victim on account of the arising of anger, and to 
kill on account of ignorance is, say, to kill with the thought 
that it is a virtue if, having killed a living creature, one 
makes of it a religious offering. The motivation is the heart-
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felt desire to kill the living creature to be killed. The 
singling out is a singling out at the time of killing that 
this is that living creature which one wishes to kill. These 
thoughts having been made, the action signifies both to strike 
with a knife or a gun,etc. by oneself or to commission another 
to do the killing. As for the final end, when the living crea- 
ture to be killed has died on account of the action, the final 
end is accomplished and at this time there is completion of 
the real or actual act of killing. 

The second, stealing,- there is the wish on account of 
whichever of the three poisons to take away the property ,etc. 
which another holds as his own, and, having stolen another's 
article of a sufficient value, one finally produces the idea 
that one has obtained another's property as one's own; this 
is the actual action of stealing. The third, sexual mis- 
conduct, signifies the performance of the sexual act not with 
one's own wife but a wife held by another as his,etc. or, even 
with one's own wife but at an inappropriate time (like) during 
pregnancy, the one day vow, etc. or through an inappropriate 
avenue (i.e.) another aperture (than the customary), or at an 
inappropriate place (like) in front of a stupa etc. 

As for the four non-virtues of speech, - first, lying,sig- 
nifies another's hearing the telling of the lie to him in- 
tentionally by way of whichever of the three poisons, that one 
has not seen what one has seen,or has seen what one has not, 
and likewise,that one has heard what one has not heard or does 
not know what one knows,etc. As for the second, slander, - 
in regards to its object (which is) persons either friendly 
or unfriendly, the thought is the thought which,by the power 
of whichever of the three poisons,wishes to make friendly per- 
sons unfriendly and to make more distant those (already) un- 
friendly; and the action is inflammatory speech (carried) be- 
tween friendly and unfriendly persons, for instance, "he said 
such and such vile things about you'', and the final end is by 
recourse to putting an irritation between both mutually,to 
make far apart persons friendly and unfriendly. The third, 
harsh speech,is by power of whichever of the three poisons, 
bad words which express criticism concerning another's body, 
speech, mind, or behavior etc. like calling another a thief 
or stupid etc. The fourth, senseless speech, is talking hap- 
hazardly as one likes without purpose,under the power of which- 
ever of the three poisons. 

The three non-virtues of mind are covetousness, the wish 
to injure, and wrong view. Covetousness signifies the portion
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of the mind which longs for another's possessions with the 

thought "would it were mine" at the time of seeing another's 

possessions. The wish to injure signifies the attitude 

which wishes to do harm to another by way of striking or bind- 

ing or killing,etc. Wrong view signifies a bad viewpoint 

which states that the Buddha, Dharma, and Sangha are untrue, 

that former and future life are untrue, that the arising of 

happiness in future from the performance of virtue in this 

life )and the arising of misery from the performance of non- 

virtue in this life are untrue, etc. Now, the result of these 

ten non-virtuous actions has three major (aspects), the result 

of maturation, the result consistent with the cause, and the 

controling result. Through performance of a great non-virtue, 

maturation is birth among the denizens of hell, of a middle 

one among the pretas, and by a small one among the animals. 

Again, for example, if one illustrates by killing, maturation 

of a great, middle, or small act of killing is taking birth 

among the beings gone to the three unfortunate destinies, and 

the result of killing which is consistent with the cause is 

both experience in conformity with the cause and acting in 

conformity with the cause. 

As for experience in conformity with the cause, ~ once 

one has experienced the evil destiny (which is) the maturation 

of killing, afterwards,even though one is born as a man, there 

will come a short life, being killed beyond one's control by 

another, many diseases, etc. Likewise, acting in conformity 

with the cause, - by the force of being accustomed to kill in 

former life, as a result of that, there is pleasure in kill- 

ing another in this life also. As for the so-called control- 

ing cause, there will be a ripening upon one's outer resources. 

For example, there will be injury to one's outer things by 

fire and water,etc., the bad result of destruction etc. to 

crops by hail and frost etc. and these will also be of small 

virtue. The ten black actions of the non-virtues and their 

cause and effect having been made briefly, as for the white 

action of the virtues, one does not set down as virtues mere- 

ly not doing the ten non-virtues, but upon perceiving the bad 

effects of each of the ten non-virtues, one avoids them ac- 

cording to this thought, and the ten which safeguard against 

these is called the path of virtuous action. Through recourse 

to preserving according to the lawful conduct, which avoids the 

ten non-virtues such as these, one will come to obtain the 

high condition of the state of a human or a deity, and again, 

one will obtain respectively (the condition of) a human by 

performance of small virtuous action, a god of the desire 

world by middle action, and the happiness and comfort of the 

higher regions by great action.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Fourteen. 

aay = ae vaales Ee ae 2 BREE ERRIN TR BLINDS PRAT AN BAQNEE 
REA ARMSAHN RIAA FRAT AR 

ei ne ae . ‘\ 2 FARA RAas maga eade, 

> BRAT AARAT A TRAGNARS 
4 SSE Seo ARR] 

| : ie Mae ; : a : " 3 wee ney : 

SERAE RR RY ANSE SESS 
ARRAY | sae ial nex Sp Soper i ae 
TRANQHAVAR WANA RAV ALATA me 
P sak Lc spi arouses aie bee  SeeSee eT ae 
Fe Oe ae ee 

eVRR AR) 
=f ae © ie tN. te 

8 AYVATUANESA aq oe aR er 

9 Rar Gada anc adagcaasy anesy 
10 Aqua GQaqaSaRgqaeqeyeqesq) 
m eaaamaagdiqataay seers hanRga 

n NS 

OR RRR RRS) m 
i 

2 FRESE] SBA ABAAT HAAS) 
13 dn PARAR ARRAN ARY VEROARASS)| 
us RASS amqneaigna aan anyaqcagesy 

~ a 
15 AERA MA VAAN IAS TAYTRRN AS SH) 

16 Saba qeseg ae ankag aang aes
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Seek 
8 neon Ng \ he Sk, 17 Sere eee 

a BRA MR R5) 
Dé an > ie 6 oh 

18 RRARURAAANQRT WA ARRAN AAS 

a5 _ 
9 EAAAaMAS LA aA AQAMAGSA SRA gays) 

~ mA REN SS 
SGASRHAAT UIA] 

» Sh BeRRnER Rea Rene aR BAD 
AQUA T A a ReRQNe ass)
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LESSON FIFTEEN 

“N an ~~ =~ eG, 

es Stee 
BNTAdsaRg3) caries RRIARRARTARAR ERS 

RE VABAVSURST ANAR IRAN AS ATRIA 
“AadRy ana RAR A RRR AREA GNESI Bay 

gana akeak Spadsanadsae Fae Bonzacveay 

RAT RANA HNARANEA EH TRAST Gres 

RS) <ARa) AEE A RAGIN IA HSA 

Bateauqarasrg WRadaaenadsaneagsay sq 

BRRARRAN SN GAVSSARTAS] FAGHAKSR) ARTISAN 

BRR RE EAA ANTES AN GNETIRATRS| TARSS 
Tee ~ oN ae, 

aARR| RRqyaaaran| REQ TVA” 

BS) RERR RR ARATE WARNS RAT IN TH 

SS) AAT ANEARRE ORY RR a aN = 

TRATES) AERA RERGTUTA TERA HS 
3 ARRARRERS AS GSATATASA ANN] ANAT 
WANES BAA HIAR AAA GTA] RRA 
aman RAQNGASAS ISNA RYSHAAAAIA| <A34| 
MAKRAB RRNA RASTA YIANAA ETIHAD BAGG 
PARA) AAASASATAN DASAGS AA TIA SAA] 

REA AER LIAN TEAS AIT EAA TNA
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emminNeranng yn GNA Red qe BED ANAS ang 

ANAS ATA RSA] FORTS) BARI PAMSIVISHRS} 
PARANA RRQ TAR RTRRS) Aa TQ saa gneia 
Seer S|ARAESSEAA 
Shera es 
saNee way ee 

"3S) SRR A TARE ATRIA ARE ARaenssee 

BERGA ASR FEN SNE AEASES] SIRENS SAS) 
aan Genmnnsrstg| Seta RSTSERS" RANI 

SAAR TAR EATEN RQA TAN] BSA BRR TTOA 
SRRRGRENRER TAR NAIA TET WATS REN RENTING 

SEER TEN aN eens egg ara 
RENAE RNAS RGA ARR NRA) A RENAE 
wRadarieSaaaqandasiagangnssgsadsgysas 

VUBA RSD RH TTEARITSATQSVN AS] STRAY 
RAR) SRS AMATAAAAAG PRIVY REHASH 
eraRnGass) BARR ER DART PASTOR TIEN 
SRR HRA SSA RSa) 3S3 BRakaQndasRgseags Xs 
SRBGAAANTWTSASESSA RTI] WAT TOTS 
SADE SNA GNAT ETAL STAR TAR AH 

DAHA) AAA GTA STSSAHARAIN BAS PAS DAY 
See aa eae y es aha SSS"
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RERSRRTSEA TIN TANT SAKINA AN TER 
BRAK UT ANSAA RST AAA TS ANGARG TA” 

AZRAANSNH TARGA SUT TAT SUAS 
an BS ETN anage {ORANG aR qrararaasaese 
RATDARA] ARBAGNETARS ANETTA ADAG 
MereATO AR QAI AREAS) 
qnaanscsae EqSAaraangyrngrdasnsansIaassean 
Qweinsskay Sagres} RRRA QT ARA SRS AATR 
Mqaagara) BART ARS AAAS NEAR] TSTISH” 
ARAVA TA TIN ARREARS N THINS 
SRRaRENTTN EN RANG ADA) FASS ARE 
QaerA| RATATAT PALATE RT SAAT NH 
Aa) grande TRS SAA TASH HegyQan dig gy 

RRSRaNR TINEA] BAa) SASqSeanseady- 
RERAAAR BIA NTS WATT] Tha) BUENA 

Ramee gnag Sq aasng da FAT AQT SS 

RAETSIEAAT] AASSAATERES STN GRISS SY TA 
BI ARSQTRDTS AA AVAR Kgs Ada anana Saale: 

qnenneaads) FARAVSATSVAATA] RHR: 

ANASRG aes Kgesn) RRR ARSE ETSY” 
ee ae as ER tay BAY R: RA RETIRE SAS NES 

APTSRSA YET AAS AR) we hadavaqaader
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BWASIIAVOTLAN] TARA AARAARSS agree 

SANTA SARA RAROT IEA] SAH TE 
BRA BRAT RAN BASSE DARN SSNS 

aan KRSNA SANG SENTRA SE 
SAS] RARBAsAa QIU VAs Geangnnsagay as 
SENS Savaaghsakq) Aaorsaaqagageagagg 

“s x. ‘ : pie S Ne 

GARRATS AQ ATQINAAS| & 
gaara Re Q See Bang 

AENNRER] RARAR ARVANA FATES A] 
ASTRAY ASSAAS] Setar aRsenaas” 
SEA ERar sty ARB AS we Kwan ggaasng 

SR] BAERS NERY FRR ai 
Spiq er Reman Ga NNO TANATI AGS RSS 

wy BAG BAG EAA Ras QAARDAN GIT AS’ 
ak ears) Raeakomaaqaeans BAe) aRSRaRS 

AERAA PARA GHANA Ley HS SN BAVA 

sy aa Aaa Xs) Haya Xqauns RTARS qaqa Sey” 

ARRAS) RASS ANA ENTRAT IRONS) 
RSdlaqadaqagaskieadyy <ARg| sigue: 

SEP BR RSTO RATAN EH AEA mn gaceagageay 
Shain sen cacacteadignan nach 
Ta RAGA aN ASARANS Waa ARAYA TSH
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sa Base MAAR ERERAN ARSRSARR GAA) Reagan 
gnnarRemaan Oe ATR TIN YRELWAIRAATR 
aS SA BAGS avrgaakqerss) aqraangataae 

EHasnng 9h DIAVVEAAAS TN INSTVAR TION 
ReQmaaaskeagnqera| FEKSATAG ATH A’ YATAY 

#R5) RSER IBAA ARSSERATA PAR NGM ATA T TR 
TANASE GARLTIN GAS BURN) Radew aes 
aRaernng ake Retina FSR ENSEN TR WERT aut 

SRG AERAR aT ABRAE RA qaka) AKA) HANS HTH 
APSA HAAR | BAYS RK aaiqaramaaa daar Fans, 

Sada den ga) BIAS QURENERAT RATA SSS 
energie” ARTA RERIRIS TBE BAAR] ARRAN 

BReRAaQG AERA GTH) Bassdagnssessay 
FRAN AAAS gqaenaas SRTARAN ALAS MNS 

GR] RIAA YANACANSN SAAR SA THAR TIN” 
Sed ereueran ance BRR \\
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LESSON FIP TEEN 

VOCABULARY 

wr NO 

S to be depressed | KNX '' satisfaction 
ems Lo ga 

RAVES to recover BAG’ satisfaction 
a 

Bya5: to search for; RAE Mandhata (P.N.) 
to investigate a 

\, : Ragan wealth 
24%) a specific, Rea AS 

A a particular e eee 
N s world con- 
ON'5aR FIN disadvantage ee tinent 
Xx 
aS family qa’ continent 

W, ~ iat ' 4 “ 

e Sy pool RATAN 08 Cakravartin 
SAA" RAR'R' daughter-in-law |X'<@Q Mt. Sumeru, the 

Sie cosmic mountain 
husband a 

8 « AS SF Indra 
ys lap 3 : 

se . al to go 

gua sravaka, disciple aRINA - od 
throne (H 

ghey Sariputra . 
a Rs RaQ to fall 

to beat vv 
- ARES century 

‘A laughter 
a HRN SNR’ sometimes 
3 to raise - 
Si Cherie cme 

4) = position ws SRS 7” oa 
le e 

AAR’ to chew ae 
‘SN a5 AS inseparable; in- 

RIAA ney incomparable ie distinguishable 
‘ ae ‘ x 

44 S beggar = ~ whole
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

| ne la . avery great ..... 

QS QVAs 95 to motivate 

ANN ae in the three disciplines 

aaRARR BN'R AZ the dharma-wheel of the four 
truths, i.e. the doctrine of the 
four truths 

QAvas\ there fore 
SPN 

x ON a couple, a few ; 
“a 
SFA S59 since, so long as 

ae wealth; wealth and poverty 

oe hal trust, confidence 

5 to reverse (positions) 

et when this happened 

Soe. without measure, extreme 

SANASNART to fondle affectionately, to 
_ ~ caress 

ASA ADA) supernormal knowledge 

ByS (A) (in) later life 

AEikedin aya which one happens to have 

Was string of lives 
\ 

858) FASE)! (not) to satisfy (H) 

BIAS VAS ZN the heaven of the 33 

35:7) one-half 

‘QRS BT to take rebirth, to continue on 
(i.e. after death)
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NOTES 

1. Haaya sae "an extremely strong despondency 

which is despondent with! Tibetan usuage often qualifies 

or specifies a verb derived noun by joining to it the 

identical verb, a usage which English usage would consider 

unpleasantly redundant, e.g. (Lesson ASRS VACA Bay 

Vayaa yan ad "the refuge taking which takes refuge 

in the Three Jewels." 

2. + 2 BIN "continue to:. . TIN is a particle which 

suffixed to a verb signifies "to continue’ to..." 

3. Aaregrsa gore "Oakravartin". According to 

Buddhist tradition a Cakravartin or universal monarch is 

@ being of such an extraordinary accumulation of moral 

merit as to be assured of an unimpeded and non-violent 

sovereignty over a whole world continent. Four kinds of 

Cakravartins are distinguished, i.e. a gold Cakravartin, 

a silver, a bronze, and an iron according to whether their 

sovereignty extends over four, three, two or one world 

continents of ..the Buddhist cosmological scheme. Similarly, 

the appearance of Cakravartin in the world is viewed as 

belonging to earlier ages when human virtue and life-span 

are held to have been much greater than the present 

degenerate times Raeegey).
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TRANSLATION 

I. At the time of the middle individual, what is there chiefly to 
be practised? 

G. Since the so-called middle individual is a striver chiefly for 
the deliverance which frees from all the miseries of the round 
of existence, not just the miseries of those gone to the evil . 
destinies, - in order to develop a very powerful striving for 
the deliverance which frees from the round of existence, once 
one perceives the faults of the round of existence, if one does 
not produce from the heart an extremely strong depression 
which is depressed by the round, there will not come a strong 
attitude of wishing to be free from it. For example, - it 
is just as if a prisoner, without manifesting despondency with 
remaining in a prison, has the thought to its goodness and com- 
fort, there will not come a desire to be free from it, and 
if this is absent, he will make no method of being freed. 
Therefore, in regard to cultivation of the method of release 
from the round of existence, the Blessed Lord taught the four, 
the truth of misery, the truth of the arising of all, the 
truth of cessation, and the truth of the path. As for these 
four, two are made from the point of view of the cause and 
effect of circuiting the round of existence, and two are 
made from the point of view of the cause and effect of de- 
liverance from the round. The reason is that the cause of 
circuiting the round of existence is called the arising of 
all, - for example, like the virtuous and non-virtuous action 
which is the cause of circuiting the round of existence and 
the three poisons, the passions which motivate these actions. 
From the point of view of the effect of circuiting the round 
of existence, it is called the truth of misery, - for example, 
like the suffering aggregates which take birth under the sway 
of action and the passions. Similarly, the cause of deliver- 
ance from the round of existence is called the truth of the 
path. It is the path of the Aryan individual which is com- 
prehensive of the three disciplines, the wisdom etc. which com- 
prehends directly no self (thereby) cutting off from the root 
the apprehension of a self. The so-called three disciplines 
are the disciplines of lawful conduct, meditation, and under- | 
standing. The result of deliverance from the round of exis- 
tence is called the truth of cessation; by the power of the 
truth of the path the action and the passions which are the 
cause of the round of existence are anihilated at the root, 
and it (the truth of cessation) is like the deliverance which 
frees from misery and its cause. Therefore, during the time
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of the middle individual) the principal practice is the necess- 
: ity to cultivate and to avoid by way of understanding well 

the actuality of the four truths. When one actually makes 
the sequence of the order of the meanings of the four truths, 
first comes the truth of the arising of all, next the truth 
of misery, its result, (then) the truth of the path (which 
is) the means of avoiding misery and its causes, and by re- 
course to that the truth of cessation which is deliverance 
from misery and its causes, - successively. Nonetheless, the 
Blessed Lord when he taught the doctrine of the four truths 
first stated misery, the result; next he stated the arising 
of all, the cause; then stated the truth of cessation, the 
result of deliverance from the round of existence; (last) he 
stated the truth of the path which is the means of effecting 
deliverance from the round of existence. The stating (them) 
in such a way is statement in conformity with the sequence 
of the way of developing the attitude which wishes to culti- 
vate and to avoid by way of understanding the actuality of 
the four truths. The reason is that it is like the steps of 
a sick man's commencing the means of being delivered from the 
sickness. When we are suffering from an illness, first we 
recognise the misery and objectionableness of the illness. 

Only at the time of seeing its objectionableness is there pro- 
duced the thought investigating whether or not there are 
causes for it. At the time of recognising,upon examination, 
the causes of the illness,there is produced thought of wishing 
to find the happiness of recovery from the illness and its 
causes. When this is produced, there is produced successively 
the thought wishing to take the medicine which effects cure 
from the illness, - just so, persons striving for emancipation 
also must first understand the truth of misery by way of con- 
sidering well the disadvantages of the misery of the round of 
existence. After understanding this, once there is con- 
sideration as to what are the causes from which it arises, 
one investigates the truth of the arising of all. At the 
time of investigating these causes, (i.e.) the arising of 
all, there is produced thought wishing to obtain the truth 
of cessation which is rid of misery and its causes. When this 
is produced, there arises the thought wishing to cultivate 
the truth of the path (which is) the means of release from mi- 

sery; such is the sequence of their production. 

Therefore, first upon considering the actual situation 
of the misery of the round of existence,it is necessary to 
consider its disadvantages. Consequently, if one asks what 
is it to consider the misery of the round of existence? - to 
state briefly a few things stated at length in the smell
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and long Lam rims etc. on both the consideration of misery 

in general, and the consideration of specific miseries. 
Again first,the general misery of the round of existence: - 
although many are stated (i.e.), a way of considering eight 

miseries, the misery of uncertainty etc., a way of considering 

six, and a way of considering three, - to put forth just a 

couple from among these:- for instance, - the misery of un- 
certainty: - Once one has taken birth in this round, without 
having surety or certainty about friend foe, wealth poverty, 
etc., they reverse back and forth, and there are many miseries 

of vicissitude. Moreover, it is just as in the present life 
also we have seen and are seeing stories of a principal foe's 
becoming a friend and also of a principal friend's becoming 
an enemy. From the point of view of other lives, for instance: 
- once there was a pool in the back of a family's house, and 
its father was constantly killing and eating the fish in 
that pool. The father having died, on account of his former 
attachment to fish he was born subsequently as a fish in the 
pool behind the house. The mother by the force of her at- 
tachment to the family, when she had died was born as the 
family dog. The principal enemy of the family was attached 
to the family's daughter-in-law, and after death he was born 

as the son of the daughter-in-law. When this had occured, 
one day the husband of the daughter-in-law killed his father 
who had been born as a fish (in the pool) behind and ate the 
flesh. The mother who had been born as a dog was beaten when 
she tried to eat the fish bones; their enemy who was born as 
an infant)they carried in their lap and fondled affectionately 
without any measure, Thereupon, a bikhsu of the Blessed 
Lord named Sariputra, perceiving with his supernormal knowledge, 
spoke thus, '"'A father's flesh is eaten and a mother beaten - 
a mortal enemy is carried on the lap - a wife gnaws a husband's 
bones - the law of the round arouses a laugh.'' Now, as there 
is uncertainty as to friend and foe, without certainty also 
as to a high or low status, the station as of a king turns 
into the least of servants etc. in later life, and as for un- 
certainty as to wealth, for example, it is just as even though 
desirable lands and fields, riches and resources, attendant 
servants, etc. are without comparison by others, in later 
life (their owners) have become and are still becoming beg- 
gars of the most abject of beggars. Similarly, the misery of 
dissatisfaction, - once in the round of existence a little 
happiness is present, we, unable to be satisfied or find a 
way of satisfaction with that, (and) dissatisfied with the : 
food, the clothes, the resources and amenities, the status, 
and the like which we happen to have, wish for more and better 

etc. than these, and there are many miseries in hard work
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for the sake of these or in not obtaining them. For example,- 

in a story of the past, a very ancient one of the string of 

lives of the Blessed Lord)was a birth as the king Mandhata. 

Having immeasurable wealth and power, he first held sway over 

Jambudvipa. Then, successively having become master over the 

other four continents, he became a Cakravartin. Then, dis- 

satisfied with that he went to the summit of Mt. Sumeru and 

obtained mastery over half the throne of Indra, the king of 

the gods of the heaven of the thirty-three. Then, the de- 
sire of Mandhata not being fulfilled, he thought he must take 
all the power of Indra, and at the time of trying to take 
it the result of his former good karma was finished, and he 
fell down powerless. Similarly, in the twentieth century 
the story of the German Hitler, well known in this Jambudvipa, 
is also a happening through the fault of dissatisfaction. 
Likewise, there come many miseries of vicissitude, high and 
low, again and again, and the miseries of leaving the body 
again and again and of continuing on. For example, - some- 
times one obtains the good body of a human or a deity. One 
uses the best resources and amenities of the wealth of food 
and clothes etc. Even experiencing the happiness of the 
wealth of play etc. together with the beautiful and attrac- 
tive sons and daughters of men and gods, powerless,one comes 
to have to leave a body such as this, and having died, one 
must experience many miseries of heat and cold like burning, 
body and fire having become indistinguishable for those gone 
to the unfortunate destinies, or once one has taken the body 
of a preta there is the great misery of having to become of 
the nature of hunger and thirst etc. not finding food and 
clothes for the entire life. -



EXERCISES 266 
A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Fifteen. 

Ot ; i N ie EN SO + RRRARAR ER ANAT RT ATI GAIN aL 
PRBS SAAN RG 

2 RERIA PMs Aaing sd aaerede Dama 
Raa Xeageayaqads) 

> RRQ RRAAMATAAARN Haw haa Saag es) 
LAR AE 5 

4 Sa nage nehananasancaksSeBgaqn 
SERRA renee 

a 

3 Sendo nenaresnaaset ee 
RRR AAT OS) 

~*~ Ss 
6 AQAA QRS Res Sa) 

2 ASIRRRRR WA IR RE RRR RETR ORAS| 
a MNO We “a ® RAAKTAARA ATTRA RAN REREaNDA 
Ray qeRgars) 

9 Ear BR RRR BASRERER EN RK QR ERART 
SABRE RATE RANAT SIREN 

Nip alee S.. : a 0 RARKNAT Ra ™N “ARSRENSER ES ANDAl 
RNERDARTAT TQS! Began y) 

1 Pe qanagangaanspeahaqcagey 
AAR)
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2 Xe RRR RRA BARA RNREATEREN A] 
13 FUQTVAN RAR ARRA A) ARAL AEA 

ZNAAR VaRQNAAAaS QR Ka ea sree 
ARRAS) 
~ ~G aN IN w ke AKRRQARNVAARATNATATASS| a 

15 KAMA AHAA VUAAH A Agarean gaa 
NG 

SRAVIQINAGAG ABPSSASAT AGA 
Seat Soa eee, 16 Retna ne a eee 

sere : 7 8A AERA HRS ATRIA INNA 
RRA TRA TNA AT TQSNKE aR
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LESSON SIXTEEN 

~S8| PERS A Ra auAQaEs Bignangsayara 

RUAAAIAAAA] SaRER RT ARRASREARN SESE 

RANAHERABNETQAARIAATS | BATES RAN 
ecto eee aeag 
ABBR aNaarGargrgnyy] FRARNER AS AS 

aTaRNgsaaaasaag] RATA] SBSRETAER 
RERHARRTINA] BAR RTABA RAR RAAASTAVA} 

TRHARS ATS PY AVAAIRETIA| SN ETASS 

RARER} BERRA SRSA RAE TIASTIEA) 

BAAR AA BRERA FIA RT AAA A Re AER 
AR ieg aged) A 

REARS qnan de gay akan sEss) aay WHR 
Frere aTQests) 3a 

STAB TRRTER TUT SAAR NASAL SR 
TPRSAINASA] ARASABWANARAGAGS GOR 
RATATAT NIRA BABAR VSS 

Sage] HRA] HONEST AT RAI GNYN MHRRS 
Ravey ARNE WAR RRSRSRRRARRAN 

Saeed eee WHVRARNYS RT 

REA RAET GUT ASRS TINA MAMN AME BAAASS |
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SIRETAINGA Ha GAWaQaergQwayaqyngary’ 
SET ANET EYRE ARS TREE TN) 
SARRNTRTIBA ANY TAIATAS] BRAN BRAY A” 
WHAVSAVAGG AQAA AHA) 

FARRAR) ay atari RqasNgenss| Ns 

Rae QWTATeAA_ANTAQSSAERTS) INTE 
BAR] ALAS STESARA SETTIN RET SR RVEYSS SIS 

TU GUA AA TASAAEA IAA TTNA AT ANAT” 
Yor FRSA NRSevAS] HAR AVL IYNITS] FARES 
Aen sie me a ; aan R RGA TA AAGAH BASTIEN BIS TIE 

RES) Arana a5} HARA] Se 

AONE SHRKAARRATYTMANTATIN) ATTA 
STATA aE TQ RSA, 
3 SQngys RAEI ANS] WAIN 

RASTER SA ATATAAGNAGIINTN] SATART 
ARAT RRA TTR | semen ee 

A) NRARNEAR RIS ay AAG AeA N 

a stanaand <aengenipena NET ea ARAM RETA ET ABN SUV 
REASFNARHANYRRAS GUAT HIT ARG ASI] 
RAPA REA AS GAS ARAB ATEN” 
aRayqaks) ARRANIENAR SAMRAT rae
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RAN) TADVASRSANAN ARNT ay Aq sTQaKaey 

35) NRO AUPE SUE CAS a ease 
aga {sasay RARER RANA ARASAT TN 
Baa tecenqganectnnBaede| a ARN S BRAVA 
HORA IN TATA] ASAAHSAAARAAT ARTS 
SRNR ANATTA RLS WN GUase sy) agaN aia 

Rancidanagnas Saag Qoesqae esse 
AURHAK BA GAT RTAEA RATAN DRTARA SG 
RETSHNETDRA RANG ARS) ST AQARS aS’ 
&\ BFABAKANTYAAATSN HART RANTSTS 
BRBNNGIS] 5 ARTAN HRT ABN] BARTS 
HVA ZAQATALY A MISHA SIGNINGS 
RS) BREMAAGDENER ANAS ATO RAEN 

PART MGAsy| Saarinen qeNaes| SR 
SRA ORES ARRAS) ANTS TARAS AW 
AKHVSIRA] AN REAGSTSENA TIAA a 

SIG gnensgneqgtagansen Bhs BREAST HAM SED Y WN TEYG 
RTARA TAINS] BRPAARAA gaara ae : 
amass AQTARRLGRTLATNTSS] War 
ARERR RQ YARN QRS qaceacsns 
SREQARS AA] Saga Baz | AadeB repnna
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KaaqergsGyaenanssy ANAmana es Tes 
BN BNSER GRANT RIAA ATA 
SBASAT] ARNASTR] QABRT RAREST A] 
AANGRTAEN GRRBed aS SESSA 

SAG) ARGRTEAR ONS] TETHER HANTS 
Bewrseda ANASRAN TERE ARs TDA | 

KasSeQaraa ER PRT SNARSASTN Qaea| ReRS 
SANA TINTS 1 AARAGAS QHIeNaass 
SASEEVATARNSS FRannangasacsaqns sey BR 

KE Ws RYAR AVARARaZEAS) = aga as a 

MAY TRSNLATA SRSA OTE ANTS saa 

TYATEASTAAN SS AG TAAVSH RGN Rasnese 
aa BINDS GAIN SST AA TAVAVAesy 

RIRAN NTA J] 1 |
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LESSON SIXTEEN 

VOCABULARY a 

aa to age RAS to be diminished 

xa to be ill a bow 
oe 

q\N5'4 life rela) bent 

ene pleasant, at- Se aN radiance, bril- 
tractive liance (of com- 

Seo plexion, youth, 
are stomach; hollow health, etc.) 

of the trunk or = ; 
torso 3 sack, bag 

\ ‘ 

NaQVasa uncleanliness BS to. break 
~w ~“ 
RS : smeL1 "eet wrinkle 

ay cavity, hollow |AS4|' cast, appearance; 
color 

qe! to close up, ~“ SN 
. ne to stop up eee eN) to change 
ss f 
A narrow, tight Fa SRN a pole for teth- 
i. ~ ering 

RANA boiling aq) ' 
\ to arise, to 
ag to touch stand : 

Na 
WDSSR' to jump RES to hide; to 

sneak 
ASA womb, uterus er. 

VW ‘Gq! load 
al ia (anatomical) bo 4 a 

oes AES old woman; grand- 
* to be squeezed a ' mother 

aaeagny (un) bearable RER to bring together; 
eS ia 9a to come together 

VAX slowly 
AA skin
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RQ (v.) to protrude, q: to fall 
‘o (n.) protrusion 5 

Ns : bef 
Ra deaf = +) PX just before 
om pn . : to be hit, to . 
ASS blind i be eee 

RXR to be confused Ba seat; abode 
v N 
Ax to sway aay garland; rosary 

So 5a 
GRADS experience AAA to become old 

Bang asura, antigods, Ray’ dust 
9 titans ‘8 — 
wg wv QA (Paanqay) to accumulate 
REN DGTN a part of A\S5\ ( + 

pi AR just before, at 
RRA the worse (i.e. the point of 

of a better and 
a worse) 

et Fags) to cut in pieces 

S58) the most; the 
general; the 
common 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

AN ~~. 
AR aN 5 the body of a human (i.e. a human 

life) 

£5 AS Qe) to descend upon one; to happen to 
one 

QR aN g just to touch the surface of 
(i.e. to discuss extremely briefly) 
(Lit. to mention the corners of) 

BS ee: to remain throughout or during 

SN qa precipice; cavern
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aque ‘ey narrow 

a - near to dying 

' aa \ Sn as ue pave pinhies (i.e. the hands 

NS FAR to be depressed 

SS 
AAR a scowling or frowning woman 

labs a ' since having already... 

Raq Raa the desire region, kamadhatu 

ASIN ARR’ the form region, rupadhatu 

TAINAT RAN the formless region, arupadhatu 

nee nh quarrel and dispute 

RAT AR'S | a god of the denies region 

RBRX’ to die; to transmigrate 

RANA RN "a three occasions (god)" 

RE BEY signs of death, death omens 

FRAN BY the three regions or realms (of 
the round of existences)
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NOTES . 

1. Ae eas "4nto the tenth month". The word x » @ noun 

meaning "face", is used in time expressions, months, years, 

etc., and signifies any part or portion short of completion. 

2. (5 “almost”. The verb +—< or me signifies "near to” 

or "almost". 

3. wPayysyngrsay "like the breaking of the (hold) 

rope of bags of dirt". This simile refers to the Tibetan 

method of transporting goods or stuff on a mule. First a 

portage saddle is placed upon the mule's back. As a means 

of securing baggage, etc. humgxem both sides of the mule by 

a hold-rope tied to the two packs of baggage and stretched 

across the portage saddle. 

4. aaaxa "a scowling old woman" is literally a fierce, 

wrinkled woman. The term is commonly applied to female 

dieties of a fierce, wrathful aspect. 

5. yan "since", "because" = Rade . 

6. yavla ada cd 9 Rang saa tne asuras belonging to 
the gods of the desire world." In the Buddhist scheme of 

the round of existences (ames: ), the asuras are sometimes 

included among the gods of the desire world. Sometimes they 

are counted as a separate realm of beings. In the former 

instance, the round of existences is reckoned as fivefold. 

In the latter instance, 1t 1s recokoned as sixfold. The 

sixfold scheme is the more commonly resorted to, especially 

, in paintings depicting the round of existences.
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7. WANWAA "the three occasions gods" is an epithet 

applied to all classes of dieties belonging to the desire 

and form worlds. 

8. Garay Literally, “to put away from considering” 

is a rhetorical expression like the English “what need is 

there to mention?"
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TRANSLATION 

The general misery of the round of existence having been 
made just briefly, - as for reflection on specific miseries; - 
since the way of reflecting on the miseries of those gone to 
the evil destinies has already appeared briefly in the chap- 
ter on the small individual, in this chapter on the middle 
individual, the way of reflecting also upon the miseries 
of those gone to the fortunate destinies, humans and gods, 
will be explained. If one illustrates this by the example of 
men, - even though one is delivered from those gone to the 
evil destinies and has taken a human birth, this human body 
also has the characteristic of misery. The reason is that 
first there is the misery of birth, then the misery of aging, 
the misery of illness, finally the misery of dying. During 
this life also, there is the misery of separation from a 
cherished friend, the misery of encountering an unpleasant 
enemy, the misery of not obtaining an object of desire even 
though one strives (for it), the misery of many unwished for 
evil conditions descending upon one; (these) etc. will come 
without limit. 

Concerning these, - merely to touch upon the surface 
of a few; - The misery of birth)for instance. At the time of 
remaining in a mother's belly throughout a great travail to-~ 
wards nine or part of ten months in a kind of darkness, a 
tight stopped up cavity and the bad smell of uncleanliness. 
During this, there are many unbearable miseries by force of 
the mother's proper or improper eating, drinking, behavior 
etc. For instance, when the mother drinks hot tea, there a= 
rises a pain like the touch of boiling water. When the mother 
carries a heavy load it seems like being put under a great 
hill. When the mother jumps and when she walks etc., it seems 
like falling down from a great precipice. At the time of com- 
ing forth from the mother's belly,one is squeezed between the 
two pelvic bones of the mother, and there comes an unbearable 
pain like near to dying. Many infants even die from the mi- 
sery of this time. Often also,many mothers die together with 
(them) . 

The misery of aging; - The organs of the eyes and the 
rest (of the senses) and the understanding etc. slowly by 

_ degrees are dim, the body bent like a bow; the radiance (of 
complexion) deteriorates. There is much difficulty, like on 
standing up,one must rise planting all four extremities, and 
on sitting down,the body falls like a sack of dirt (from a
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donkey) when the (hold) rope breaks. One becomes of a very 
evil cast, the head hairs etc. white and many wrinkles etc., 
and there is the misery as of a completely changed birth. 
Thus it is as Mi la ras pa says, "Getting up like pulling out 
a tether pole for one. Walking like (a cat's) sneaking up 
on a bird for two. Sitting down like a (rope-)cut bag of 
dirt for three. At the time when three, these three, combine, 
grandma is upset at the decline of the magical body." and, 
"Wrinkles to compress the outer skin for one. Bones pro- 
truding from spent inner flesh and blood for two. In be- 
tween, swaying, and confused, dull, deaf, and blind for three. 
At the time when three, thé@se three, combine,grandma is a 
scowler with an unfine appearance." 

The misery of sickness; - Since it is easy to understand 
from our own experience (of it), it will not be discussed 
separately. Along with that, the misery of death also, as it 
has been touched upon above in the chapter on the impermanence 
of death, (the reflection) of the small individual, there is 
no need to discuss it here. Just the miseries of humans (of) 
those gone to the fortunate destinies having been made, (the 
others of) those gone to the fortunate destinies, the gods, 
also have misery. As for the gods who are included in the 
-round of existence, there are the three types of gods of the 
three regions, the desire region, the form region, and the 
formless region. Although generally,the Asuras belong to the 
gods of the desire realm, among the gods,their envy is greater, 
and on account of their many miseries of fighting and conten- 
tion etc., they are the lowest of the worse among the gods; 
therefore, often they are counted separately from the gods. 
From this,they have the many miseries of being wounded and 
maimed etc. by quarreling and contention back and forth with 
some of the lower gods; not only that, generally,most of the 
gods of the desire region)just before dying, have an unbearable 
mental anguish called "the misery of transmigration fall". 
The reason is,that these gods called "the three occasion (gods)" 
know these three: at the time of their birth from whence in 
the past they are being born, at the time of the present 
where they are born, and at the time of dying where they will 
be born in the future. The so-called five signs of death 
strike that god ascertaining that he is to die after seven 
divine days. At the time of the appearance of these, the 
five signs of death) such as the deterioration of his radiance, 
displeasure at remaining in his abode, the aging of the gar- 
lands of flower about his body, his garments' having an odor, 
and the appearance of sweat, no other god comes near him; 
even one to behold him with the eyes is rare, and he must ex-
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perience the misery alone in a solitary place. During life 

as a god, once rapt with divine felicity, there is no accumu- 

lation of extensive new virtuous acts and, having used up the 

result of former good action, most gods come to be born among 

those gone to the evil destinies. Therefore, at the time of 

their perceiving clairvoyantly just before dying their place 

of birth among which of the three evil destinies and the evil 

body etc. (to come), there arises an extremely great unbear- 

able mental anguish. Therefore, although the bodily suffer- 

ing of a hell-denizen is great, the mental suffering of the 

"transmigration-fall" of the gods of the desire realm is taught 

to be greater. Likewise, the gods of the form realm and the 
formless realm; - although there is no misery felt by mind 
or body, the birth of these arises from action and the pass- 
ions, and it is necessary (for them) to die without a person- 
al control (over the matter), and without obtaining personal 

control over where they will be born after death, they are 
under the other power of action and the passions; therefore, 
they have the misery of an all-pervasive conditionedness. 
Consequently, once one has taken a birth in the round of ex- 
istences here in the three realms, it is necessary to know 

well first the character and disadvantages etc. of misery from 

the point of view of reflection on the way in which (none of . 

the above) go beyond the nature of whichever of three (kinds 

of) miseries.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Sixteen. 

1 BNgSSN A RRQ SRR a gaan RE 
gH KearRay 

7 Aa Bar aniawaaadaaqaagmaary 

5 FACE ILAT RANA ARTETA TTS 

see RAN MRR SARIN BARS NSA SE 
ATTAIN OY 

: Bar ARR Teepe R Ey 
5 ACR BAIAB A RAR RATATAT ER . 
6 RESQRIABAS SE MRRRT AGAR GTA 43 

eal Pets x Nel 

7 RAG RATER AA GARRET A TATA] 
a SX HARUYRARRAT HATTA) 
9 ceca ghee yen NGS 

oe ak saa BASRA IAENS RTARTA 
QREASTTAAAAG ASS] ARgadaas Aq 

all 
u ged Bee—cagng BS eeniqon 

ae 
2 RRR RIN RABI ERD BASLE ARN
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Seq aqanaks VRE AR ae 

<n A aaa RRNAGH asd BSB 
: ARRAY ARN RG)
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LESSON SEVENTEEN 

“ae ARES AAAS ASAT 

sary ae ne ae aes) gaa 
ASEAN FATA) Scere Saalsyaass 

ANQRARR?G AMAT ARN ERA TARR RRR] BARDS 

sear g qaradinn Keak) Saecer nese 

Fa deraqgay PAGES) FER] SHH] AIS BS) A 
BOQRNAAR) PAQETNAR) FADASRVINTSAYS 

AKT SAAR KAGIVSFVSTHAAYAA SAAR” 

ARH] DIRQAUARASARSTNAVT STARR) Fada <35 

ARG) Baga AVNER RATS] BRNIRVIAT TR 

YS] VSNVVETNARCSSASS } ARTS AVASS Tana 

AVSIRBRDAG), RASERTS| TASS AGH TISASAIY 
AGE RRs HAST VSA Ra KARSHASTTA AY 

ABR] REAR) SABE QTINASAQASTAMADN 
FRBHNAIR] SaBVAN SEMANAS BRRAASATA 

aEa any REAR RaRe RNASE, 

BRAAR SANTS) MMMAQu ardlaerssqasAasen 

ASR] TASTAAG RAN STATA RAIA 
FRRNATINAGT SS] RUA AER RANE aiaye @ 

AAT ALS GA RANAFL HINTS RSET SSS
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Haag SRacanse SASNG) TARO AST RAEN 
PEERS RNA BARR TRIE AANA] aR 

Sx. Lox ~ 
BATROOAAT ITTY] “Raa aeags) {RRA Aeae 

ainoAneesiantaeveras) TARaseeasney ss 
SR) MATT AA STEPS USANOAAH] HANS 

R ERARIS ANAT AERIS] FQN 
= XX ~ a 

FATTAANERAL ETN] NSA BIG AN 
SHAQ SRSA EAST EET AAN] BASSET 

Seas Kay gadanaa gagsSawqaqasea Gy 

BA BQ™ ASN) Ja Ramagn"Gansanessanagy 
RY aeleaian BX REST Qnncsrnrgagr) BIS 

ave a . x a 
KET AAQIN GUTTA ASH IRTA HY HAM RAG 
gy REG RRR BQAAR) BERRA) ARIARS| 
GRASSES) BRR aay hggsdiqgy SHR AG™ 
quae TS PYAAAY| 
“FS ~ Yen n nN 

Sa slemnn Saeeqgea wes aqayeagesn 

ARR RUSRR ARAN) Racesieengay 
SiamyTRATSVAGRES | FaseRAKga FaseaAeane 
Ss xe dy ~ acs 
TRABRAT AES AH TASS A RSS 
Bqakay FadienSqaqaesisaqgeQaas kqngp 

“ 
Anatase Qaegssanss| AN8) ns 
any acimy_ayeageranaagendiqass) aver
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BR Haalon sec AS TARA TNA TSA] BAY 
FURAN AL SSSA ss i: 

Ragen Serer Creer: 
RAR ATRAN DA] TATRA AA HAIER AGS 

A Era Sara aga gqasaseay TR Eqques a eaasitesai ga syssasny TART 
PARA GUAT AATSE HA AAT UN GTS 
BOSSA ANAS IS SSAA SPAN” 
RANA AENSAMAS AAT HTSARAVATS 
apslay FAR ga] BRAG TRAST SNES TS 
SR RGRVATRATRTSAS TS NG ITNT ]] 
\ “\ BY wy SaNONTTARGRAAG| Pas TBAN SNS 
RAPRASAWARANTR] AVSHAR AAT AT FAUT GR) 
RENARANATS RATAAGNASATS] ANGSTY SY 
ASSASTRRAR INSTA NETS GIA NISHA 
FIST ABA] AMEAARANATTA) Asner Sayqasnager’ 
aR BRVET|S} gasqersa ASAT TR HES AaTONS 
BRR) FRNA A PAAR RRA ANAS BTA 
ZPNYOsa) sediagQreandsagqadqasay 
HAFIAANSR] ASVTRSABABARSMAY BQAANAR 
ANAT VIENTSRASARS) RaAaaRaaasnsg 

BEN VANS] HHNARRSASAAAS AD ALAA ITIAdA 
ARa) akqaeaqts asa FARA DRQuaa) saNcseq"
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maahaatgaratads) <daay Rehaasagadean 
Sa Ne Eee Re SASS 
a FRIAR AQHYA ARTES Wan Ha Sarina eas 
Fa AURA Na ara dager Qviqards) RATA 
aRaaesh sal RANT RagRRATAA AREAS 
NAFSA SRY Teva HAgass)| 
WE RAS ABRSEN ZS RENAN ws Sarny” 

BAN RATAN RATATAT ANANTH ASS 
Ra) sHsdn*eagagang) SASGRAASAANG tee 

Landatquacardadeangs AS RRA RIVSARS) 
BHA MIVTNAR ANT CANS BG VAT ETAT F 
we ARIAT GBTHINGINSI AST | SAAT AQNYS 

AAS ARE SN AGU ANS GATES GATES 
SRTRAQVI ANG) BERETA EGA ANANTSR 

Canoe BR RR BAIN AEA AMAA ANAS" 
BR\ REATRNTARRGARTTAANAR| BNET 
Yaar aCe gas Bags oragay Vysay” 
AQAA AN SUA) Saqyngae| Faaqeanss 
Bansugaqneasnsdgns de aig hag MAA ns 
HARASS AARAA BSAA | AK 
mangas secKsQaGasaas, Asada ears 

BBANSS] AATHSANGS] yes sasdqacan
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HATASTSIAG) BRASHTANBATA) Aersaeger 
RaARATTRRSSAN GB VAGAA ARR eVa GAM RET SIRS” 
DARA MAG aBaasqadsy LageteeSaadaaya 
RaeWBsaQAaT Rg RATAVTANAASA) BAAS TAG 
eskaags BAAR ENAIEAATAFAINRSN TRI AVN 

AQAA IA HAADANHAAAS) AF rsaqqasrsva” 
Bsa} QUANT RAHA DAA ASAHMNS TAFT 

UPR Qaganssasasasagy esq seney Aas; 
os RESTS RATRTEN aaas FAVSR CL eee ay Ahr gn 

managasgesy BRAREN ae ass as ey AAV’ 

PRK AAA AAS) ARR Samant seTRN 

SQu hae Ganeaal RATARS SHARAN DERE 
SAMIR WNAAAS AS arses) FRatadeay =8 

AQAERAAR TNR STEGER Gea 
ASdssanBaQaasarsadagay {XaaRgataa 

Raa REQ ARN STO MAT TN] ANT 
ARR BERNA ETANANS | BA Baadergqaqsarenwy 

Seaau [BRR GN agéqs) a a 
ee Teer ee ee 

Seeker ee 
ATT RESTS yaaa myst BIg tye” 

BRASS] Rage isds) RRR ARRAS RARQS”
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BAAR RAT] ERNST SENS ARANETA 
BERS AGAVSIAR] PRAHA WAAAY” 
SANE ANITA BYRNAAAAHaasaSagQa 

ASQ] PAIRS HAA Aasay, BWV BITS 
BRRASBRS e255) RARER TIAN ANTS ETN 

BRATS NES POTS GA AENTA SSG 
BARKENG| BASSANI ARS AAA BS 

ATLASES RPERA AAA IA AGTNRH ET HS 

SAAB FBS WSS ANG DRT 
AREA REAR SISNET NTIAINGT | Res 
TER ARRAS ARTA SRY” NABH RRS ATSNTR 
Scere terey aa 
RGAE NETL SAAN SITY ek 

BRR IRE Qe AANA A ANTI AT 
AIAN EH PAIS] AA ATPRERS EARS 
NARQRRAAR ARIAS SraNes) eaasesasaqge 
SAAN) Ayerey RERHANTIAL AS] agaaase” 
ANSESNASRTR] BART BSISANATT SASH] 
ARR RTA ARSARAR RSA AY TRATRERSA]] 1
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LESSON SEVEN TEEN 

VOCABULARY 

a i 
XQ Bay roughly a RN merit 

Vo 

RSA conceit, egotism |S\W'S' (v.) to move, 
(a.) mobile 

ABA'S equal aq 

BR a to be inflated, NX Reese 
to be puffed up BAS’ heavy-light, 

Re weight 

R' uncertainty (i.e.{ SoS 
between two RAZ 34 thrower, hurler; 

alternatives) , shooter 

dilemma wy, 

aw SN N38 seed 
HARE nescience 
yO BBRayEy to be like, 

REAR) to destroy to resemble 

eo ue i 

RAGIN to hypostatizes aa heat, warmth 

~N to superimpose x , 

’ eA puppy 
Aa moisture ow 

. RA eq’ savory, delicious 
AN barley Wa 

wa RAS bad, evils 
AA dry miserable 

ev sprout ae pain 

x ' ‘ 
Ss Rayay’ outer aia) 5 servant 

ee 

Raa’ to cook ee renunciation 

aaa a5: careful 

Svante 3) neutral; 
indeterminate
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EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

S S a ae s 

BAR GAARN the cognate passions 
xy 

Aang inappropriate; unaccording; im- 
proper 

aN gm x ’ very much,extremely 

Rees nA «~ view to the impermanent 
RETA A BS 

SGA san religion, discipline, manner 
~\ 

RESIS TAN in every single instant 
“~ 

ae former-later; past-future 

aye a nihilistic view 
me 

AA "the five fires'', i.e. a form of 
we austerity in Brahmanism 

mas AS whatever you have; whatever is 
ssible to you 

NS 2 NS a ” 
NAN AR AR! mental action 

NS 
ANA'ARA QR deliberative action 

_ 
RARYAS AH the higher realms or regions 

(i.e. the form region and formless 

eae region of Buddhist cosmos) 

im the present 

AYS'S) SR ' 
xe “ number of times 

>. first part of life, earlier life 

ao the second part of life, later 
life 

‘aun ‘ ' 

i) - EY the one after the next 

RAF IITA precipitative action
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RQ Ben (A\A' ffecti tio : ‘2S effective action qrg55 
Pago das complementary action 

GAN ATA song of experience (i.e. of dharma) 
(see note) 

. ae . 

B ae as is3 exact 

RENAN steps of entry (see note) 

ASS RB RY! please do
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NOTES 

\ Nw S 
Lee BATS VARY ASA! "performance of the actions 

of a dog or pig" refers to various ritual’ and/or ethical 

behaviours, which have recourse to imitation of the 

gestures, movements, natural cycles, etc. of animals. 

2. FAs Aq "the other passions". See Lesson 14, Note l. 

3. ANDYACSS "the arising of all which 1s action”. This 

is a genetive of apposition, e.g. the sun of the Buddha, 

viz. the sun which is the Buddha. 

4, Prenees "songs of experience", a kind of yogic song 

in in which the yogin gives a lyrical expression to his 

personal religious experiences. 

5. ARR "the steps of entry", 1.e. the procedure of 

entering or becoming involved in.
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TRANSLATION 

I. What is the so-called truth of the arising of all? 

G. The so-calkdtruth of the arising of all is both action and 
the passions, i.e. the action which is the cause of circuiting 
the round of existence and the passions which are the cause 
of that (action). These passions, generally speaking, are 
the six root passions, attachment etc., and twenty cognate 
passions, etc. From among these,to explain just roughly the 
six root passions, - these are attachment, hatred, conceit, 
nescience, (wrong) view, and dilemma. Attachment signifies 
a desire which wishes to obtain or not to be separated from 
the object once one has,with an inappropriate fixing of thought, 
imputed a cognitum as of attractive aspects. So-called inap- 
propriate fixing of thought means, for instance) apprehending 
the unclean as clean, or apprehending the miserable as happy, 
or apprehending the impermanent as permanent, or apprehend- 
ing the selfless as self. Hatred signifies a mental at- 
titude possessed of an angry aspect once one has with an in- 
appropriate fixing of thought imputed a cognitive object as 
of unattractive aspects. Pride signifies a mental attitude 
which is possessed of an aspect of inflation or elevation 
which,with an inappropriate fixing of thought, apprehends 
equality on viewing a higher object, or superiority on view- 
ing the equal, or extreme (lowness) on viewing the lower, etc. 
Nescience is explained both as gloom as to the reality of no- 
self,such as apprehending the self of an individual, and the 
gloom which does not . understand the causality of action etc., 

and view is the five; a view to the impermanent, view to the 
extremities, wrong view, holding (a wrong) view as the best, 
holding (unlawful conduct etc. ag) lawful conduct and a re- 
ligious discipline. Among these, a view to the impermanent 
is a view which opines "I" and "mine'' upon having as its ob- 
ject the five aggregates of one's own continuum which have 
the character of aggregation and of destruction in every 
single instant. This is the two; the apprehension of a self 
and the nescience (which is) darkness as to the real; not 

only that, this is also like the root of all the passions 
and the root motivating the accumulating of acts etc. A view 
to the extremities signifies hypostatizing and then holding 
as pure, or permanent, etc. a cognitum apprehended by the 
(above) view to the impermanent. Wrong view signifies a ni- 
hilistic view which views that there is no past-future life, 
no cause and effect of actions, no deliverance etc. Holding 
the view as the best signifies holding a bad view, wrong view
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etc., as good or excellent. Holding lawful conduct and a 
religious discipline as best signifies holding as excellent 
a lawful conduct which is not excellent and as the path of 
deliverance (corporeal austerities like) placing the five 
fires on the body, washing again and again in a river, per- 
forming (i.e. ritually) the action of a dog or a pig, etc. . 
Dilemma signifies dilemma considering whether the four truths, 
the Jewels, deliverance, etc. exist or not, whether they are 
true. 

This nescience which apprehends a self is the chief and 
root of all the passions, Therefore,under the sway of this, 
the other passions, attachment, hatred, etc. come into being, 
and if the passions are present, there come the various vir- 
tuous and non-virtuous acts which bring about circuiting the 
round of existence. If the passions are absent, even though 
one performs whatever acts of body speech and mind, they are 
unable to bring about birth in the round of existence, - for 
example, it is said to be just as there is no production of 
a sprout from a dry barley (seed) deprived of moisture. 
Therefore, these passions are the foremost of enemies doing 
injury to oneself. The inner enemy, the passions, is the 
worst of enemies without comparison to any outer enemy what- 
soever. In one's life, even though all the gods, humans, 
asuras, etc. arise as one's enemy, if one does not let one's 
mind come under the power of the passions, they merely do in- 
jury to this life of one, but, however bad they are)they can- 
not do anything else other than being able to deprive the vi- 
tal force of this life. The inner enemy,the passions having 
put one into the fire of the hell-denizens for eons, can 
bring one to cooking etc. Therefore, a person striving for 
deliverance, must be as careful as possible to subdue this 
inner enemy. 

Then, the so-called "arising of all which is acts": - 
these acts which are motivated by the passions are both mental 
actions and deliberative actions. What are these so-called 
mental actions? These are the thought which thinks to do such 
and such an act of body or of speech (and) has the function 
of enjoining action of body or speech. . "Deliber-. Coates 
ative action" signifies the three, virtuous, non-virtuous, 
and indeterminate acts of body and speech which are motivated 
by the (above) mentality. Now these acts (i.e. mental and de- 
liberative) are the three called "meritorious acts" such as 
the virtuous acts (effecting) birth in the fortunate des- 
tinies of the desire world, and "demeritorious acts'' such as 
the non-virtuous acts (effecting) birth in the evil destinies,
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and "non-mobile acts" such as actions (effecting) birth as 
a god of the higher regions. Why are the virtuous acts of 
the desire world called meritorious acts, and the virtues 
(leading to) the higher regions called non-mobile acts?. 
The maturation result of the virtues of the desire world, 
since it ripens also in the life of those gone to the evil 
destinies, is mobile. For example - once born as an animal 
on account of not keeping the lawful conduct of avoiding the 
ten non-virtues, since there will come in (that) life of an 
evil destiny greater food, drink, resources etc. as the re- 
sult of having given gifts etc.the previous life, it (i.e. a 
work of merit) is called mobile. These virtuous acts (lead- 
ing to) the higher regions, since they ripen only in their 
own sphere without ripening in other lives or spheres of 
fruition, are called non-mobile. Again,these actions are 
threefold, action experienced in the present, action exper- 
fenced on birth, and action experienced at another reckon- 
ing time. Action experienced in the present signifies the 
fruition in this life of the maturation result of having per- 
formed a virtuous or non-virtuous act of extremely great 
strength, for example,like the fruition in later life of the 
results of works accumulated in earlier life. Again of this 
action, since it is of a much greater force, most of the re- 
sults once started in this life, will ripen in the future 
life. The act experienced after a rebirth (is) of a little 
smaller force than the act experienced in the present, (and) 
signifies those acts,the fruition of which,will be experienced 
in the next birth. Those called “experienced after another 
reckoning of time", smaller in force than the acts experienced 
after a birth, signify acts which will be experienced from 
the life after the next on. Therefore, in general whatever 
acts are of a greater force or heaviness, the fruition comes 
earlier, and if the acts are equal in weight, those acts 
to which one is more acclimatized come to ripen first, and 
again, the one which one did earlier will ripen first. 

Again,this action is classified also as threefold: pre- 
cipitative action, effective action, and complementary action. 
So-called precipitative action signifies the act, virtuous 
or non-virtuous, which is the depositor first of the mere 
seed of taking birth in one of whichever of the six kinds of 
destinies, human etc, It is like the example of first plant- 
ing the seed. The so-called effective action signifies the 
action which effects directly the resultant birth through ener- 
gizing the potential (i.e.) that which has been deposited 
earlier as a seed by the precipitative action. This is like, 
after a seed has been deposited, the coming forth of a sprout
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directly upon the earlier (planted) seed's potential's being 
energized by water and heat etc. The complementary action 
signifies the action through which come the various other 
results of happiness and misery in that life, after one has 
taken a birth in the fortunate destinies or the evil destinies, 
in dependence upon the two, the precipitating action and the 
effective action. For example - a puppy which we treat with 
love and affection - even though he is born as a brute, an 
evil destiny,-on account of a non-virtuous precipitating ac- 
tion, - he is loved by a man, given savory food, and is cher- 
ished like his own child, and the passage of his life is 
happy in mental and bodily comfort. Likewise, there is also 
a taking of birth as a human, one gone to a fortunate des- 
tiny, (and) even though this life of one arises on account of 
a virtuous precipitative action, during the human life the 
body has pain, one's resources are robbed by others, and there 
come various miseries like being the least of servants always 
imposed on by others; since these are the effects of non- 
virtues, the non-virtuous acts which are the cause of the 
arising of those (above) are called complementary action. 
Therefore, birth in the round has these four: precipitation 
by a virtuous precipitative action, and complement by a non- 
virtuous complementary action: - like the passage of life 
in misery once born as a human; and, complement by a virtu- 
ous complementary action to precipitation by a non-virtuous 
precipitative action, like the passage of the life in mental 
and bodily happiness such as a brute, the (above) puppy; and 
precipitation by a non-virtuous precipitative action and com- 
plement by a non-virtuous complementary action, like a deni- 
zen of hell; and precipitation by a virtuous precipitative 
action and complement by a virtuous complementary action, 
like a god of the higher regions. In brief, - if one does 
not perceive well the objectionableness of the round of 
existences, by reflecting on the disadvantages of the truth 
of misery, there is not developed a strong attitude of long- 
ing to be delivered from the round, and even though one de- 
velops this, if one does not understand the way of circuit- 
ing the round of existence under the power of action and the 
passions, (i.e. the truth of) the arising of all, it is im- 
possible for a person wishing for deliverance from this round 
to understand the way of avoiding at the root the causes of 
the round; therefore, it is necessary for a person wishing for 
deliverance from this round to develop a pure thought of re- 
nunciation and a great depression towards these two truths 
of the cause and effect (of misery) from the point of view of 
the round of existences. The Lord Tsong Kha Pa also says 
this in his songs of experience: "Understand by what one is
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tied to the round. Make use of depression and renunciation 
of the world since one doesn't know the way of cutting the 
root of the round if he doesn't reflect the steps of entry 
in the round, the (truth of the) all arising, and doesn't 
produce an actual striving for emancipation. I also have 
practised yoga thus. May also you who desire emancipation 
do the same."
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Seventeen. 

1 EEE ARR RARE ne R ER 
\ 

wo ~ 2 Sa Faden ara qrRgngsRanieads 
3 Se TOTNT 

+ PAST ARR RRNA 
5 BES ae wanes eae 
6 RA AAA RNaADRAAAG AAR S| ae Re LAG] 

NS i a an Sradh tiene ke 7 SoG Meme SAAR SRTRANTS NAGATA) 

ae Bw — XQ 4, 8 SRR RRAR OR RETR AR BRITA 
9 ABARAT ANTVAQAY AT STIR 

AAT ANT AATAR_ 
1 RRR SR SRSA ANAS AA SRD ARR] REN Spada dama sia laa anSradg andysy 
RAs Sa) 

1 Ra RHR ERT RROD AMAT RRG 

2 Reger deeycry maeeneneeepten a BARAT RRR AR AGATA an 
1B BATHE AAMARRAR RET ANANARR AS 

Taqngasasas sa RA qary oe 
- Se Nae ery ey Te
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15 Fam QrOnnaandaqcag enka oo 
16 Ba AAAQR TANASE ATA A TSN 
BARAT AAA RAT RRS) 

17 RRQATQT ATA ANARER TAINAN DAAAISR 
bso isis wes roa aoe RARE AR SERRA] 

18 REF QRR RAR AERA BEN GT SAN SAY AS 
SO w 

a 
" BkatleSs RENN STIN TSASNSA NSS 
agBay NgR5) . 
Bree eee ; — ea 20 RarRRR Ste mae q aR Pon MASA 

SETTAB NATE TIN]
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LESSON EIGHTEEN 

~ee) FRR] BASU HA ARH RR ge ARR 
Bkqakq) 
RA maragradsdaacre Raaaaanasenyyaag 

ATR] MVARTA WAR aUaqanssey RAITYNS 
ipdlemasn ag Sean Hey ETE OPEV IAN 
Q — ABS QS eee Pi ae west matt 

RAHNASTSAG] SAATNANAF SANG SANGHA HARIRI] 
QRSIHALTNARAT RETA AGAVE INAS 

RAR ae mencle BAA RSRTCASERT ESTAS 

PR QaRky ada SBT ABAgegass) Raqndade | 
RAR ANSGAR INCE RRS AAA RR) SIRI 

aaa) RATED AAMNARTATA TSN SqAQSASA 

RRB AEN TRANG AG ASRA AN HS THATS” 
HAAR GATEN AAS YGAHRG] Rade esqann 
Rayan Fame TA Qasecgnas ss Agaage) 
Aa aQcars yas HELET RAYS SY AAGURI ANY 

Qa BA RRATTARSA GTN S Hr aaa RY 

Fan dscigerackaan Sa qines9| eARRRRTaA TAN 
Agparaney ncdigarecaarennangay aggnsss 

TA RMINUTATAY APRA] PAST AGNIGSNS)"
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AaN PR AsagSaayagayaqads RAVER GRINS 
ON sees ws >a THATS GAIA] TSN TNI' OVA 

Res ajqamang ay SaqaaanngnnsaA hae yan” 
Adaqagewnansaass) Aaguitisas| BAHT 
ARR BRAARS HAG RAN GSAS WARS STS Ba 
ACARI] ARRAS Wes AA RAS 
FaAaqassesssqR) Fracaecagaqraganas 
STANTS RA AQRASA RSA RNS RAR BOT 
AGURANTURNTANTN SS] asa gugnasse 
ASAT UMA agg AG RET IAF NAAT 
RAMI AS RAMSAR SSVI T | BSISIS 
PRIYA NS SHAS YAW WIV Ey 
AR} Agsgnes5qA} AA NERT TENTS BR 

AENRETACLAGSES)| FRA Pa Sacqaacgre 
RRNA | 
aRASIYAFAaSAG) RATHI NEST ATINAR 
REN ARET OITA ATES TNA ASRS ATA 
Nx oN aS S. \ Biqaks) LasHrsadaengs AaQaasngeysa” 

Soh eer rae 
REFDYAQIA] ANAT OSHA TQRATARST AG) SR 

SREY RERIANRTARAINASD FDIS IITA” 
vdepinigtectismaree an a Sahara)
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eee arin Saneny 
DEA ARS GA TRG] STTVAQSAIA IGT AASATS 
MATIN SER] SARIRRA SAAS RET SRRA SNA TAG 
BR RRA AEAS TAN SSIA ANS SRS Meee gersihs) 

XS y ‘ x DQ FRENTE] SVS TARTAS AAR NY ATAISR 
REAR AEA NNG TINIAN AR STAT TST DS 
RANBSN] ARS) YATRA RABAT AEROS 
Re aRRERNNARAARS| agg] ARS BANS NA 

SARAIVA AIN RASS AR TN AAAS SANTIS 

aRER TT atiqagan eign] SEAR 
ASPARFATIRH ASANTE GIT AY 
AM NALYS RASH SATS TAY TIAY an” 
TAAL HARA RATAN STITT ARTA SITY 

ARRAN ATS TNS AEST Stecianensniges 
RRSRGRE ERS) FReRRRAR RST 
BIMAGAQNSTAGTAAA AA ara ATA] 
ANAT TA RAN VAS VFA ATG ISN NAG 

Ragadiads) Sagendg aga gawinge sa 44 
qaygg) AAAs astesmeayagaa) Asada 

ABR) R9R)_Ae Meanie ea 
PARMA AR TANAATS Bs NVR SA Daas nase: 

\ CN “ S 
alan) SAAN TNARNAA Na Ga Raes erage
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aRarigeds) RaaQugegadnanatagaslagaigany 
BrasnaqansahanaaQagcahasabggigga an 
Sseseteanaaengegeyssn) Kanes ens GRQuA TATA HRTSRSAAA] [RERAN TARTS 
TARAWagHAqaeagacaang FWMAA ANA Ags 
ARTA NATE GPATSATQVSN AAA ATG RSS 
Randy daar aiagrasssagaasds) Rua Qsaa 
AER QATAR AR VAR Anak garhaFaganngs 
a] ARVALASD | SSA) grea RATA) Rava) 
AKaaeagRq) Say aaseQransgngnygaer” 

MaRS] AK Asiqga) Karan) Ao marqQaers aang 
aiRasika) Faqudsga) aaaasassaasaaeaa 
Mert BAA AQ ESSN BIIGISN Raagggae 

RANTES) TRATNERS) STVAEARGRAHT TING” 
HAMS AAR SARNa g045 HRSG aaay 
aR wa FRAAIAANE TY acaQaS SAR Nae 

HAAEAATRS | FAQ RNa Reg ARiT Aa gS 
AIR FASNTANYTSATN] BTS AAS RS asiggy 
AA RRTNAA ASUTAED RANI AS QATTT 
aasayacsst RAGA RAS GRRENS FSR 
Ragan adr aa assrasaanqasas) Fasads 
AAD RANA AAMEN SA GSAT SSeS AA
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saliey ’ = Sen 7, FAN DN RENTER TINCT HVAT SS] TERS 
RET NS] AAT V ART NS) Fanasragse ga gansssse 
AX rqeansaRansn ea rade yada Qasseaey 
AN DTENAA SAIS ISAS MINNIS TAT HI} 
Kqavig] Fan raaQaansaadeaan asta 
QE GENS SHAN AAAAT ENA ANTAN DRA ES 
TARA WATS WNT IAA aq eee 1 
RAAT MBTSARVAATS AAG) Aa aveisadke 
ATHRTA STANTS HSN TQA VAT ASS} 
RS NATAQEN ATTRA HIS HAIN ATRSRN 

FONFSa qaaaVaguagquagasadgaas 
BR) ANWAR amaigagqarqanraadrSngnsgq) > 
Raadasaa faqs vsasy Fqagaaianass 
Rago are qragaas Gamage aay 

SR SRA REPRE TITANS ANT aaa 
TQNRAR AMT RTTATIA RT RAS WR RGA Ke 
eas) TANAARNA Raed aga] 1
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LESSON EIGHTEEN 

Voc ABULARY 

ayn to reach the Say ey clean, pure 
source 

- BA) BX the kneading of 
ASTANA’ obvious Seer clothes etc. in 

water 
RS depth >» 

“\ we ANB lamp 
Alay a5) clothes, garment |y 
x AN'S a general notion 

‘EN! stain 
s\ 8 VR" remainder 

BEX’ to soak 

AE soap 

Ss S85 rub, rubbing 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

AS S riddable; qualities to be got rid 
of (see note ) 

> ‘ , 

SANDS the mental continuum 
xa 

SAAS for a long time 
Oa 

Sri Ran how difficult 

RES RS riddance or riddances by seeing; 

seeing riddance 

AAS 
x as riddance or riddances by medita- 

tion; meditation riddance : 

-_- s ‘ 

a STP sa the best, the superior
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ie al al the three poisons 

ANAT actual condition of existing 

aRaF basis, support nN 

a AAAS the highest good; summum bonum 

ayy superior 

AN a the five paths; the fivefold path 

BINA the path of accumulating 
we 

BR the path of reaching or of join- 
ing to 

REE ae the path of seeing or of vision 
a 

RA AR the path of meditating or of 
A meditation 

~~ 

x qs FAR the path of no further training 

4 Sy a indirectly 

rea 
aA 2) a general mental image
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NO TE’ 

The scheme of the subjects of the Tibetan Lecture may be seen 

from the following: 

Ae Path of accumulation 

Saayaa PATHS OF AN 
ORDINARY INDIVIDUAL 

wens ee 

NAN RAR 23) 
2: Path of joining 

a 

Bran 

3: Path of seeing 8 riddances by 
ag seeing 

ALR AH’ HAQ'HE' 

PATHS OF THE 
As Path of meditation 81 riddances by ARYA : 

meditation 

Naya’ RELEVANT! RAR Rane AAAS 

5: The Path of no further 
training 

Raa
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Cessation, being a manifold, signifies all the various 

passions and nesciences which are definitely extirpated 

by means of the Arya path. The two former subdivisions of 

the path are a preparation for this. The path of accumulation 

commences with a devoted attention to the teaching of Buddhism 

and culminates in the attainment of mental stabilization 

Aaa ). With the attainment of mental stabilization 

one commences the path of joining which is principally the 

practice of transcendent seeing ( gnde ), which has as 

its object the Truths. The path of joining culminates with 

the direct yogic perception of the Truths, and is called the 

path of joining because it directly reaches or joins the Arya 

paths which commence with the path of seeing. These two former 

paths are also characterized as "the stages of adhesion through 

faith" (Fa Zqaga: ) because until the attainment of 

the path of seeing there is no direct:perception of the truths. 

With the attainment of the path of seeing, there commences the 

practice of bringing about the definitiive extirpation of the 

passions and nesciences through recourse to meditation on the 

Truths. This extirpation commences with the grosser and 

easier to get rid of. ‘These are called "riddances by seeing" 

or "seeing riddances" ( nee Sys ), and are classified as 

eight, two for each of the four Truths according to whether 

the qualities which are got rid of by seeing the Truths, belong 

to the lower region ( RRARTN! ) or to the higher region 

(AANA). With the elimination of these eight, which
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are further schematized into 112, there commences the 

practice of the extirpation of the more subtle and difficult 

to eradicate pase@ions and nesciences called "riddances by 

meditation” or "meditation riddances” ( Sarsye: ). These 

are schematized as 81 from the point of view of a ninefold 

great-great, middle-great, and small-great up to a great- 

small, middle-small, and a small-small, belonging to each of 

the nine subdivision of the three regions (RANA). 

With the extirpation of the smallest of the small belonging 

to the "world summit" ( ase ), the highest of the four 

realms of the formless realm, the path of meditation if 

climaxed and ompleted. With the final completion of the 

attainment of all the seeing riddances and meditation 

riddances, there is obtained the final level and fruition 

of the path, the path of no further training.
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TRANSLATION 

I. Well then, What is the meaning of the so-called truth of cess- 
ation? 

G. As for the truth of cessation: - here, since the action which 
is the cause directly producing the misery of the round and, 
also the root of this action,is found in the end to be the 
passions, the getting rid of all the passions of the three 
worlds from the root as well as the deliverance which frees 
from misery and its cause,is that truth of cessation which 
is desired as the ultimate attainment at the time of the mid- 
dle individual. Generally speaking "the truth of cessation", 
not signifying only emancipation, signifies that part which 
is anihilation or riddance from the root of whatsoever major 
or minor obscurations, attachment etc., the riddables, by 
recourse to meditating whatsoever Aryan path of the Hinayana 
or Mahayana. Therefore, the truth of cessation has many sub- 
divisions to be made from the point of view of the riddables. 
The reason is that these obscurations, attachment etc., rather 
than being got rid of gradually cannot all be got rid of imme- 
diately at one time,since,for a long time,from begininglessness, 
there has been a habituation of the mental continuum to these. 
Therefore, the more obvious passions of attachment etc. of 
great strength are got rid of earlier. Then the middling are 
got rid of. Finally, the small or subtle (which are) diffi- 
cult to recognise,residing in an unobvious manner in the depth 
of the mind, must be got rid of through recourse for a long 
time to a strong effort of meditation. For example, it's 
just as when we wash clothes, if they have been having many 
stains for a long time, having first soaked them in water, 
one puts in soap, and when one does some rubbing, the larger 
stains on the outside come clean. Then, when one kneads and 
rubs, the middling become clean, and then, in order to clean 
those residing in the depth of the clothes,it is necessary 
to wash them for a long time by way of many methods. There- 
fore, (of) the riddables, even just the obscurations of the 

passions has two, called "riddance by seeing'' and "riddance 
by meditation", and this distinction is made from the point 
of view of how difficult it is to get rid of them (i.e. the 
passion obscurations) ; riddance has the eight seeing riddances 
of the higher and lower realms,which have as their object 
each of the four truths; riddance by meditation also has a 
great, a middle, and a small, and the nine levels of the 
three worlds each has nine making a small, a middle, and a
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great to each of these (above) designated "the great of the 
great" etc. When one thus divides extensively, there are 
many divisions to be made, an eighty-nine etc. From the point 
of view of the passion obscurations, the riddables are the 
eighty-nine fold truth of cessation which is riddance, and 
there is a method of dividing into eighty-nine also, the truth 
of the path, which is the means of effecting the riddance of 
these. For example, the AbhidharmakoSa says, "These are 
eighty-nine fold, both the paths of freedom and their ex- 
haustions."; there are many statements such as this. If one 
formulates these in fine detail here, since it would become 
too extensive, now just this is made on the truth of cessa- 
tion. 

The fourth (truth), the so-called truth of the path, sig- 
nifies all the paths which are included in the three disci- 
plines belonging to the Aryan individual who abides on any of 
the paths of the three vehicles. Again, generally speaking, 
every kind of path is comprehended within the three disciplines, 
and the so-called three disciplines are the discipline of a 
lawful conduct, a discipline of a mental concentration and the 
discipline of a wisdom. Of these, the best means of deliverance 
from the round of existences, is the discipline of a wisdom 
which perceives no-self as directly (before the eyes). The 
reason is, that as explained above, the cause of circuiting the 
round of existences, is the two, action and the passions, and 
the root also of that action is the passions, the three poi- 
sons, and since the nescience apprehending a self is the root 
also of the three poisons, this apprehending a self cannot be 
stopped even by another path without the wisdom which direct- 
ly perceives opposing this way of apprehending. For example, 
it is just as in overcoming directly a formidable darkness, it 
cannot be overcome without an illuminating fire. Again, for 
example, by way of dispelling darkmess, as by a lamp, in order 
to make clear form and color, etc., just as it is necessary for 
the lamp itself to be steady and clear without being moved 
etc., by the wind,- by way of overcoming the darkness of ap- 
prehending a self etc. by the wisdom which directly perceives 
the absence of a self in order to perceive clearly the actual 
condition of "the person", it is necessary to develop the dis- 
cipline of a mental focus by which the mind remains steadily 
and one-pointedly on its object, without being moved by excite- 
ment and (the flux of) thought etc. Also, to produce a 
steady motionless mental focus, it is necessary to remain ac- 
cordingly, in the discipline of a lawful conduct which pre- 
vents the movement of pody, speech, and mind to non-virtuous 
spheres. Therefore, this lawful conduct is the basis also
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both the other disciplines. Not only that, this for example, 
- just as this great earth is the support of the birth, and 
survival, and growth etc. of living creatures and non-living 
creatures (like) grass, trees, leaves, flowers, etc., this 
lawful conduct also is taught to be the support of all the 
virtuous qualities which are comprehended by a high condition 
(in the world) and the highest good. Moreover, when at this 
time of the middle individual) by way of remaining in a fault- 
less superior lawful conduct,one meditates the truth of the 
path, one makes as the principal object of meditation the ac- 
tual cause and effect of entry into the round (i.e. the first 
two truths) and of turning away from the round (i.e. the lat- 

ter two truths) by way of the four truths,as explained above, 
and when among these (i.e. the four truths) one makes as the 

' principal object of meditation,the concentrated gnosis of the 
Aryan,which directly understands the meaning of no-self, a 
specific of the truth of misery; then,one principally gets 
rid of the passion obscurations of holding to a self of an 
individual etc. Again,generally speaking,the path which gets 
rid of the obscurations makes five paths each for each of the 
(three) vehicles, and there are fifteen. The so-called five 
paths are the path of accumulation, the path of joining, the 
path of seeing, the path of meditation, and the path of no 
(further) training. Both the path of accumulation and the 
path of joining are the path of an ordinary individual, and 
three, the path of seeing, the path of meditation, and the 
path of no further training are the path of the Aryan. There- 
fore, the two former paths although they cannot directly get 
rid of the obscurations)are a method of getting rid of them 
indirectly. The reason is that at the time of the paths of 
accumulation and of joining, other than meditating the actual- 
ity of the four truths by way of conceiving them after the 
fashion of a general mental image and a notion, one is unable 

to meditate them directly; therefore, at the time of these 
(paths) it is impossible also directly to get rid of the ob- 
scurations of self-apprehension etc. At the time of the three 
Aryan paths, it is possible to get rid of,from the root, the 
obscurations and seeds of their own respective riddables, by 
understanding the absence of self as directly before the eyes; 
therefore,the remainder, the paths of seeing etc. must be 
posited as the actual truth of the path. Moreover, at the 
time of the path of seeing, by virtue of seeing directly for 
the first time the actuality of the truths,there are eight 
passion obscurations (which are) the seeing riddances of the 
higher and lower regions, yes riddances by seeing misery,
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riddances by seeing the arising of all, riddances by seeing 

cessation, and then riddances by seeing path; - or if one fur- 

ther divides these extensively, there will be got rid of a 

whole one hundred and twelve. After this,at the time of the 

path of meditation, by way of doing meditation on the actual- 

ity of the four truths as already directly perceived, a divi- 

sion also into eighty-one passion obscurations (which are) 

the meditation riddances of the three regions is the nine 

steps of the path of meditation, and by degrees there is a 

getting rid of these eighty-one. The path of no further train- 

ing signifies the riddance from the root,without exceptionyof 

all the passion obscurations ,inclusive of the seeing rid- 

dances and meditation riddances of the three regions)by re- 

course to the two, the path of seeing and the path of medi- 

tation. Since this (path of no further training) has overcome 

without exception the enemies of the passions, the person ob- 

taining this is called ''an enemy slayer"! (Arhant). At this 

time ,since the passions are exhausted, even though there is 

action, it cannot take a birth in the round, - for example - 

just as a barley seed deprived of moisture cannot produce a 

sprout. Therefore, at this time one comes to be called an 

obtainer of the deliverance which frees completely from the 

round. For the middle individual the path roughly is thus.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Eighteen. 

2 RERRAERARANAA RATA TAATRE TAS) 
2 Rasa asaarn sara HRVAAT QV ads 

ce | EN s S 
3 RAAT AIRGAS AGAR K AGATA 

XA 

gems taaey ee 
4 DRQA SWS TATA AWAY SATS] 

FRARHYRAS Seanad TREAT GN RS) 
5 Rakes ge RN NR GA RUA SENATE] 

STIPE HS TUG AGAR] FATASAG 
¢ BAS ETRRAET TOT 
ARREARS OITA WHA AAS 
aR KR ARS) 

7 aRasTas WET ALAS) RRS) Kass) 

| Baaguengneseeesey ° o> + S 9 SARTRE AE FANART TITS IS 
RAVAN DERIVA TP PRO ATES? fis 

10 AAARG RARE TINARANTA PN AGAR ae 

Segger gaan ademas Rees SAAS 
RETA RSSVSAGA] VINYASA 

a A we n Aa Sa RAN Pagans asqaign saan
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Baagnckedig qq aang Vaeqgawgensgs 

qa ARSRSHTARG| : 
2 Fe Qr aq eA AR ass qQenssgs) eae 

Ver aRARRS) 
3 ARAL RA RRNAT RAR) 

< ~ QW 
(wm FARAH GR] HAG gassyy ssa) RRA 

Aga gaagaasesaga ggg age 
tel o 

s Raa RaaDaragggie ges sas 

“Nl san a we ~~ 
16 ey : ex RTP RY ae = “ RES SAIS AR HETRR TYTN 

1” Haas Rang geeQerqeess Kears) 

18 WeATRasyarwFqeagnrs) 
9 Raaqrkenanys Sy 

20 ARRAN ATR GATSA RT RA ENA Ray 

Aaqnegas)
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LESSON NINETEEN 

ee] BN TERA RRA UR SAR RANA NR 
ARDALTSRENTARRNATT) 
Bagqaaa Seramgeen gaEe eae sy 
ARAN RGNARATANTASRG) SNGRARAESY 
aanisaacic nga saiigngn Baensge has 
AENAGAIN GT STARA AAA HG SARAG BIN 
KATA AAAVENAS | FAVQES TAY ARLRQNY 
RENEN GAAS YANN CATANIA TYAS AGN 
So Soe ogee narg 
RAS Ba GENIARE RAIS AA GRAVY ANS 
AAATENARAR RARE BAG aargahe 
AEVATAGARANG RAST ISAT PTAA 
RRRAVERYS] ACI GDAUS'ASEVNF RASA 
SOSA Mea Raadera AIA NVBVscay 
BNSRRN ERE TATA WARES TIA 
Raaswggavgy “ke asds) Fagen gaa 
Serena asey BN GNI YNARGS 
ARRAN ATS F ofbace FAN STATA 

Swede sengaatyerse) Aegnags FEAR DRRGTATART ATER NSAAN SAVERS
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eye) sag Bha sag aT QGaesg yas 
SORES AA LEAN] AH TTEAaAay sg 
RBNET AIRC AR RET AARC E BIAS] SR 
BA gAa Taya WS QaBey QAUQSAT 
AYN PSQQUKS mamcRalamananSe RY 
* HR ISR RSH ROMS DAG SATL Aas: 
BABA" DAG VGN AGNI HAS ASQ 

ee See 5 
FRG ARSC SS TRAD ASMANRARQTAQNSY 
SNH QAR A aAR TC ARAAAVARS) FARA 
BRASS ATLA SA” GAVE QTR SAA TS 
srs) GRavagaA nave eq aaR gene 

~ a UN BL WRIBASANANTARG FATAAGAAG| GSS 
PARRA RadggncaTa Rs ey Gha pass” 
ASNAASANAVATS ARH GRAAL AN 
AANAGRESASIAAS] NSA] GTEH]_ AHS 
ce) 5995) BRANT ATVAT AINA TNG 
SRI GRAN HAMA ASAT Q AVS SYARTVRE 
AR REGNER] SRYVNGTRVASHANA ANT 
AZANCNGNTAINAT VATNATFA ANTS 
AA YAT ADS ARAAS) ANSHVAGSSENTASN 
QAAASN TATA INSIST AIS THN
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qaca) Ryas8) 2 es malian 

Sn ee TAT RAVAYSS) ARNE 
DN VINASA AT AGAR SHDWTSARAY 
AWS | AmaRaaR NG] GURERHENA" : 
ARAVA EY NAGATA BHAGAT 

Raagdaahsa GRaaqacs geass aang 
areaglgann Gas Aaa Ney ngs] a 
REAATANAERRENAS TEN TANT] 
RF GREADARVARSAAH IW AAV TDA TR AS 
ays HARANER SUYAHVALAE SAIS REY 

Sinps eAanin Set RAT SATIN RANSTAGNE] BHASIAANGS 
WARIRA VARANASI AYPANAG| aqua” 

SAGA DRAIN GSVIASN HTB NATIT IS 

AAATATRINAA RIN GSAYASN II HN 
BRAT INTIQN ATT ARSRSNGSAG AWN 

PRIA TRANAAN AG BONA QAHTSTR] 
RarRRTQHA SAGA] ANAERSNRINY WET 
QAsNaRA SATIN INN GATS STARS 
RTRRRARA) SAN) BSR] RAMA ARS 
GANG] ASTHSAA) erisrsargenaay gy
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& Fass Qa] 
‘ ‘ ‘cain ‘ SN NAN ; ‘ 
ASNRQNASA GIPASHVAA AINA BARTARA 
QmagaaaaraaqanNanageanasoaya ges 
eR) RIAA AUTH TINTA ATER T ITAA 
BND HABE RAVAS RATARA AERA AAR 
MARAAS) FRESE QCARAAN VIANA Sa” 
SHAVES RATAN AY AVRATS| AWSETSA® 
AAR AAG GARE ABNIAR EIST SAR85) 

SRST SACI AT APSR RAEN NS 
RAGA RTAQAS ATER GAAN STATA 
Re Ragan ads wRna sq Fnyqeqang ges” 
BBN ESaaNA RE AEAD AAI] 
ATARI ANG] AAAGAGASANSR SD AGA 
TANGY AA TAA ATRIA AAA A 
mee PEST en ae 
FANIQ SRR RT GA RSA Ag VAT’ S5] 

Soe NCEE 
RBRAATAS BAN ARQ ANERA S| RASATS 
TPNQYTASHSATAS TNS A RTISAGSGN 
RRS Aass ss ARQTNE SST RQARDA) aaey 
Ray Amgaagyeaaggnsseasersygusa”
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aA BRAINS Talal al ARN QSAAETEN FSIS 
qnsagy 5 BRAS ASS AS AaSANAaS 
NEW'e RR SANG SSTANY ES] BRERA TNA 
qqnaragansdagaaas) BRgaars eager 

ngeuetane eee Bean] BEER) RAEN qeacaieieeh brane pet ea 
ia nN oN PY N : ; eae RNS me ant “Ve eiauitsh =2 , 

KATA RAR NSN AA RANIRY'S REN ASA aay 

BRIA NANT ONS Qrnaas ARENA N56) 
HAA Raasassganaa FARTS 

WARRINASAT GAN IARISTSRS
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LESSON NINETEEN ; 

VOCABULARY 

a : ! NO Se 
BRS SQL without partial- L.talarurlabe Ganda-vhyuha 

ity, impartially ‘ 4 
34 RE i Bodhicaryavatarce 

RAS’ disposition x eS 
RANA (aigey) (un) feigned 

Wavey man (in contra- 
Y distinction to AtR' neutral 

woman) x ad 
‘AAR indifference; 

Qa’ line, row ao % evenmindedness 

vw 
aca ay praise Wy S84 
aaqaaye to sleep 

~ i 

& G'S 'e\' immeasurable 
4 “ie 5 incalculable. 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

“Cc 

eq Xa PQ Rerssy the six Paramitas, the six per- 
s ‘3 fections 

yS4 the three bodies 

Ch ete Sravaka and Pratyekabuddha 
— GN oN EN ay as 

aa RA (Faqaqag Bee) passion obscurations 

ans knowledge obscurations 

Pa im ‘ 

Sanh " some portion or part of :
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yee: a small part 
w 

aaqS a the objective(s) of others 

AX'QEQA' to say nothing of .. .,; 
putting aside... 

ee ’ 

a one's own objective(s) 
\> 

SF SS DRAH' the mind to enlightenment 

WS sat (H) body, speech, and mind 

‘QA son of the conquerors 

Sang the ten directions 

SRA aS'S' without interruption, unin- 
S$ wer terruptedly 

er , ’ 

SAiss ans worthy of a respectful salute 

Bre\ Rae basically 

§ RQNAA ‘i Linky seven cause and effect precepts 

ASNANRARZH' SE’ sameness of oneself and others 
and exchange of oneself and others 

WS 

<i "understanding as mother" 

A584) "mindfulness of kindness'! 
n 

Nya "repayment of kindness" 

ei "affectionate love"! 
we 

BS Ba great compassions 

2 eReas "a pure, superior thought" or 
attitude" 

oom 
QA RBA to bear the burden, to carry the 

responsibility 
, \ fay ’ 

VIS Ss 54 enjoyment, pleasure 
‘ J 

as SAAR an attitude of hatred
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NOTES 

1. 055) and aA - "one's own sitintine and the 

objective of others" - the attainment of one's own aim 

or objective refers chiefly to the perfect realization of 

the rewoval of the two obscurations CRs ), whereas 

the attainment of the aim or objective of the others refers 

to the perfection of the capacity of assisting others 

particularly in the attainment of their own objective as 

above. 

2. angamarengey - "the two major systems" - the first, 

the system of the seven cause and effect precepts, belongs 

mainly to the teaching of Maitreya-Asanga and was given its 

final formulation by the acarya Atisa. The second, the 

system of exchange of oneself and others, belongs mainly to 

Nagarjuna and his Madhyamika followers and was given its 

final formulation by the acarya Santideva. 

3. HENNA: "at each time of acting as mother". Raga: 

is an elliptical expression always denoting at each (time).
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TRANSLATION 

I. At the time of the great individual what things are there a- 

bout the path which is chiefly practised? 

G. That which is practised at the time of the great individual 

is, generally speaking, the path of the Mahayana and its re-~ 

sult. Again one may reduce this to three, (i.e.) the develop- 

ment of the mind to enlightenment (which is) the gate of entry 

to the Mahayana, and once this mind is developed,the way of 

training in the six perfections etc.,a Bodhisattva's actions, 
and through recourse to this,the way of obtaining the three 
bodies, the state of a Buddha, the final result. To explain 
just briefly these three respectively: - Moreover, having re- 
course earlier to training in the path practice of the small 
and middle individual, one has oneself got rid of, from the 
root,the passions and acts which are the cause of birth in the 

evil transmigrations and in the round of existences, and even 

though it is possible to obtain a state which is free: like 
the Arhantship of the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, Arhants 

such as these, except for the passion obscurations which are 

the cause of circuiting the round of existences, are not able 

to get rid of the so-called knowledge obscurations which ob- i 

struct knowing all knowables just as they are. Therefore, 

since they do not get rid of all the riddables rather than 

merely some, and since they cannot know just as they are all 

knowables without exception, these have not,except for some 
portion)completed (the process of) relinquishing and under- 

standing, and therefore)these,to say nothing of the objectives 

of others,have not obtained the completion of even their own 

objective. Not only that, once they are distracted by the fe- 

licity of their own pacification, they are deprived of the 

mind to enlightenment and the great compassion which proceeds 

impartially to all other living creatures (and which is) the 

cause of doing this (i.e. their own objectives) as well as do- 

ing the vast objectives of the others, and they do not obtain 

the perfection of the capacity which is able to accomplish 

spontaneously without effort the vast objectives of living 

creatures according to their disposition and wish by way of 

unlimited psychic powers of body, speech, and mind. 

Therefore, it is necessary definitely to obtain the state 

of a Buddha who completes his own objective and (that) of the 

others. In order to obtain this, without entry to its method, 

the path of the Mahayana, there is no method of obtaining it.
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Now, for entering into the path of the Mahayana, its gate of 
entry is the so-called "mind to enlightenment". The reason 
is that without the mind to enlightenment,that person, however 
great his virtuous qualities or riddances and of understand- 
ing, cannot fit into the line of the Bodhisattvas or of the 
great vehicle. A man or woman, a layman or monk, a god or a 
human, whatever may be his walk of life, whenever he obtains 
the mind to enlightenment, that person fits into the great 
vehicle end becomes as the object called''a Bodhisattva, a son 
of the conquerors" which is praised etc. by the Buddhas of 
the ten directions. Not only that, beginning with the develop- 
ment of the mind to enlightenment, that person during all his 
behavior of sleeping, eating food, walking, sitting etc. in- 
creases merits without interruption, and beginning with the 
development of the mind to enlightenment,he becomes worthy of 
the hommage of all men and gods. Thus,for example, - like the 
burning of the world in a single instant by that fire called 
"the fire of the ends of time'' at the time of the destruction 
of the eons by fire, that mind is taught in sutras like the 

Gandavyuha and in many sastras like the Bodhicaryavatara to 
be*of immeasurable benefit (like) being able to overcome many 
extremely powerful evils in each single instant etc. 

I. Well then, what are the methods of developing this so-called 
‘mind to enlightenment''? What basically is the mind of enlight- 
enment itself? 

G. Well, to discuss two methods together, - the method of develop- 
ing the mind to enlightenment has two majer systems. There are 
taught both a method of developing the mind to enlightenment 
by way of seven cause and effect precepts and a way of develop- 
ing the mind to enlightenment by way of sameness and exchange 
of oneself and the others. Among these the first method of 
developing the mind by way of seven cause and effect precepts, 
makes both the way of developing six cause precepts and by re- 
course to these the way of developing the mind to enlighten- 
ment (itself as) the effect, (the seventh); if one asks then 
what are the six cause precepts, the six signify: understand- 
ing as mother, mindfulness of kindnesses, repayment of kind- 
nesses, affectionate love, great compassion, and the pure su- 
perior thought, Then the so-called mind to enlightenment, 
(which is) the result, signifies the unfeigned attitude of 
wishing oneself to effect the happiness of all living creatures 
upon not bearing living creatures' suffering misery, and to 
obtain the state of a Buddha for the purpose of this, upon see- 
ing the need to clear away the misery. Therefore, to produce 
a mind such as this, before the pure superior thought, it is
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necessary to develop the wish that all living creatures be 
free from misery, and moreover,a great compassion to bear by 

oneself the responsibility of their being free from misery, 
Also,to produce a great compassion bearing a burden such as 
this, it is necessary to develop beforehand the so-called af- 
fectionate love which has as its object all living creatures 
(i.e.) the thought having the aspect of treasuring and cherish- 
ing living creatures from ones heart. The reason is that - 
for example - generally,when, say an enemy of ours, has misery 
in addition to not wishing it and not enduring it, there comes 
a kind of enjoyment; this (enjoyment) is elicited not only by 
the absence of a cherishing love which cherishes this enemy 
from the heart, but also by the presence of an attitude of 
hatred for him. At the time when misery comes to ones best 
friend, say ones mother, the coming to one of an attitude of 
not bearing this is elicited by the presence of an affection- 
ate love which holds the mother dear from the heart, and 
again, by the force of greater or lesser strength of a heart- 
felt affection, that much there comes a greater or lesser 
strength of not enduring it when she comes to have suffering. 
Likewise, when one sees the suffering of a neutral living 
creature who has not been made either a friend or foe in this 
life, there comes an indifferent attitude neither too happy 
nor too unhappy; this arises since there is neither much heart- 
felt affection to this (creature) nor much disaffection. Now, 
as for the method of achieving a cherishing affection such as 
this, three (things) are taught: understanding as a mother, 
mindfulness of kindnesses, and repayment of kindnesses. Since 
the mother is like thé principal friend in this life,upon first 
meditating an understanding which regards all living creatures 
as ones mother, afterwards it is necessary to develop an af- 
fectionate love through recourse to meditating the way in 
which(all living creatures) each time they served as mother, 
performed kindnesses just as the mother of this life has taken 

_ care of one with kindness, and (to meditating) the pure thought 
which wishes to repay the kindnesses of these.
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A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Nineteen 

1 QNgaa ha naaihee qrangagad Kearns 
ABN GNATCATHAS) 
~~ Se = ~ 2 Raga ARRAS RAW BR Rae AGARASE 
WRAET Qa aKa Ae yada gee tany) SR 
AAT AR nen 

> SRERD) BRAY RAH ARETRR TAZ ARR 

mae oN \ ~7 * GRAN Saar agqaaea ila qgagass Aaa 
5 Ra GRENDASNIES we aaaRar gages Nee; 

x 

6 - Neo 
ities a (RRR Qe Re eat y Remigaenbhenisqeacink ‘ Ra SRENgaangeey HAAS RAST SIAN 

BRARRRA EA TARR Gag ESA aaS 
AARENSRRRSS| 53 

9 NARA GAN AIRAR RRR Ae SR QR Kaede) 
10 ATA NaN TAR OVATE GaeqeRgnds Bea! “eee v4)
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LESSON TWENTY 

\o0) a) ARRada Garand gaan 
Prac aqua garqajverRs) RAR ANRRSE HAG 

gacin anes a er RT TTR gaadgeyee 
SEAR Aa ere ngg ga An eyeqase sae 

ALASTAIR HTHITANSAVHILAT HAN 
Prac gas ree ag HEAT TEN RIALS 

enim ee Snag” 

RATTAN GF ABS ARWATATYVATES AUARERIAE 

AFANAFRL ALAA) awaReasa) Fa0 
eR Teas SAG gTRGoRqyarasagn ss 

Ka QansBae HeRqyagey [essa yaw 

QA KS ETNRRAAVASAYAATG A SRAAAHALODSY 
BR RARATA'SS} Baqade grgynsTRangges 

AQATAVaQ ar gqgaw Fray ayw'sssy RIYA 

qar’s ala day AKWAQRANSTATAY VIVANT] 
Ba) RRRV ARASH DNAS SN NATH HEAT 

SERENA RS A WATE RH NSA VANTIN 
—— Aan age asasg Baganan2a 

gAWSS 55 BNR Asy rg a Gey FeS VSS] 

Br GeBwA Rs GSAS TAT AT A HANAN IE
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a cy hepatabieieadiea a Dwacmme nce: RRNA QIN AR AAAA SAN SAT AY DALE YSN 
AHQVAVANasys RHQ Aa aq aayay ss 
ANHANRHA SIG YAGI HSH NVR] 
SNS ARTA HATA BRN asst ae 
RANE RLRR Pm eA ET 
ARS] AD VSN] =_— ef 

ARLANSSS Y YANG INWARL YS AVSSH VS 
989955 YPYWARAA HAAS Ty geiays” 

~ ~\ ~ tN \N 
gdS%] ARAN HN AAR QUITS SRR AN HHI RE Ay) ee 
SITAR BSe GA QA Ne haya ys awe RHA 
BY RAVAN SERA ANOK BNI SAN FN TS 

ASR ANSS GNSS INA LUNSSARAS) 

BRRSTENIENRREGAN STS VERY 
ANSAAPSATAT QIN GAING BRA BAVA AYG 
ANA FAS THR Ragas] WAYS HT AY 
DAA RNSTABS SY BIE RA TANT GAAS AT 
FARGSRSANBAR RR HARSAGARS) <axagaqg 
KeRARVTQss aca Feds Kaneda aasy as 

ARaaey RARE <=) as gaan FER Ba Ras 

FRAT AR AY IRI IATSSH YN PRIVAT 
qnramicergay S5) goatatagenans' 4 Pan’ 
ORa AR dqarys BRIA KANE) qnanay
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wt Es aes ENO Ae G% Sire 
TAY TRS oh EVAR PRINS RY Si 

oe ae ee ee ee 

wank BamNagnanany Sgnsna Sages ST GS AY Ue gO eee 
aaiavey NERS HTS GR RRS Qa Agere ang 
ARRAN AAA AL TSN ATV NTT INAH Sy 

AQNNAATATARN SS) RAGA STANVET 
AMAR NANR RASS AGHA GAAS ORV AT gS 
Magnnasienganass ARs) S3qee a" 
ARS ERR WARGRTAN AAA’ TAT ANAS 
RAPA HRRST ESNAAN AYN AS AWS HIG 

GRR a A gcinns Kev geyBavey WaT Ayaagay 

SERAA NRHN SET SINS GARR AS Seen RES HR 
NARA ETNA GHAR FAGAN BHT 
qusssa Wreneqierssegsadsadgga 
ARanrarcra gana ray aay HENAN FART 
g) AMavanayaqasa) Ragas gaySa Qa 
ASV AWAIT AIA Am RA ART Sra = Hes 
RA ARRRHASASGNACHATR STATS AT SS 

ene S ‘ S SN SN 4 SCR RWA TATA eee en ees 
ATs aq55) ATARD A Gawer dqangareg
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AR ARAB AAaTTAA ARN TIRWaTG] GVFTI™ 
ARRAY ET TY AT SIS TT 

SAAS IS] HAVE SIN YA RANT HINA 
ARABS RARE ATR SAAR Inga” 
VBAAGA AQAA MAN TN ray PARRA NaS” 
asa saeqy AINA TYNAN TG AN” 
ages | BRANVEAT BLINN ATTRA" 
Bseyersnha sand eas Qanag\agQussy’ 
Raggedy 
S SN NL ORG ~ SUS af RENARD AA GANTA WARS) Tages 
WRT HARASS AAR AS 
WANA GI SNNAE SA BAN AS VA RVATAR BS) 
RET aS a gaa Area agers ZB ay aa 
SFAATS TAHT avas | xe QV SANS aaa 

aaattyieten seer Sa SRSA SR ATAST OSU AIAG AGS] 
HRTAGAIRYa RaW gay aAqaaagy Aa de 'qaay 
ay ARAN sey ag QNIEA ARRAN DARE AR 
aE ASTARRARAN DOM RG AACA 
Sa ghgcsASny gassas| ARQnwR as 
ASAT TANGA aces <3 NW QORQIN BSS HAV 
aganada APT RVAR RA ART ATS NET
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“ 
aR ATANSS | SSTAATHARNASAYSY PRIVAT 

HALASAAASF TIN ISAS] GAARA BS” 
AMNSS NT HSH AIHA Ha Qaeda Va 

RUST GQRATAWARAN YSN) AS GANG 
wt LBS esi ; x i ee RA QREYRY'RAS'ARARDN ane —) 5595 RIANA 

x v RATAN AT
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LESSON TWENTY 

VOCABULARY 

Rejeyey logical reasons Sqr to stir up, 
BRA to incite 

‘ experience wv, 
; Zan a madman 

25 even y 
& RA SR)’ to step 

aS nest \ 
: RIA’ Aa - notes on the 
Sq a small piece of Lam Rim 

wood, twig 
Sf. ‘6s’ effort, exer- 
aS egg a 94 tion ‘ 

Rqea kind 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

a> 
NSS the world summit 
a Ss ‘ 

RVYAATMN SS the six kinds of beings (i.e. men, me ‘ gods, asura, hell-denizen, amimal, 
and preta) 

Age ae womb=-born 
sf 
RS aN egg-born 

‘ ’ d BE a to decide, to determine 

rotection LFS ? 
NaN BS to the extent of one's understand- 

~ ing 
ANay 

to the extent of one's ability
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K 
Hag x benefit and happiness 

Reme es! 
OBS me many hundreds and thousands 

FER RAY stick by stick, piece by piece 
SO 

&Q QD) ay Rx to go back and forth 
iN \ Jaga Raeq every day, daily 

aS, ‘ 

aaQqs time or opportunity to eat 

aN food stuff 

ae ane fight 
‘fal . ‘ 

33) as to repay a favor or kindness 

phan) to be able to take care of oneself 
aM 
ia sa" one who leads a blind person 

~ 

za bse . mud hole 

ares aes about to fall, ready to fall 

eae ot poor, destitute 
yw 

NSE aid, assistance 

ORAS BA ays more miserable than that 

oN ie BY low, disreputable or ill-mannered 
people 

nN \ 

Aa "old mother" 

AQAA the three doors (i.e. of body, 
speech and mind) 

“ae - to throw or cast aside, to disregard 

le ae ails how can it be right 
Va ee \ \ _ 

fi ny A a qj cannot be without, indispensible
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NOTES 

li MF "the world summit” variously called the absorption 

of 'neither perception nor non-perception' (QgRAAS: ° 

, Qnaqag: ) is the highest of the four levels of 

the formless world, and the highest position attainable 

by means of the mundane path ( QA FRAVAR ys 

See Lesson 5, Note 8. 

2. Qyadaygay "the six kinds of creatures", i.e. the 

creatures of the six realms of the round of existences, 

hell-denizens, etc. 

3. BR - ye the verb meaning "to experience” may sometimes 

be used with other verbs as a kind of particle indicating 

past tense, i.e. when the agent of the action is an animate 

and not an inanimate object. 

4, nasa - mada is the title of a commentary on 

Tsong kha pa's Lam Rim. It. represents an oral. commentary 

of Pha bong kha as set down in notes by Khri bzang rinpoche, 

one of the tutors of the present Dalai Lama.
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TRANSLATION 

I. It is said that it is necessary in the beginning to meditate 

as mother, isn't it? So, how ought one to meditate this? 

G. At the time of meditating this so-called “understanding as 

mother", first through recourse to the arguments which estab- 
lish a past and a future birth such as are set forth in the 

Pramanavarttika etc., it is necessary to find a stable ascer- 
tainment and trust about the way of taking birth that there 
is no body of (any of) the six kinds of creatures of which it 
may be said "I was not born as such and such", (ascertaining) 
by way of understanding, that birth has no beginning or number 
via reflection on the manner in which all living creatures have 
from beginninglessness taken birth in this round of existences 
from the height of the world summit to the depths of the Avici 
hell. When one has obtained this (above trust), then, for in- 
stance, the majority of us, the womb-born and the egg-born, 

humans and gods etc., needs each a mother, and just as births 

such as these are without a number or a bound to their begin- 

ning, the mothers also of each of these is without a count or 

limit; and once one makes it thus, finally one does not find 

even one to show of whom it may be said;such a creature as this 
has never functioned as my mother} therefore, all living crea- 

tures have just been one's mother, and each of these also has 

functioned as one's mother a countless number of times; having 

determined in favor of this notion, it is necessary to meditate 

(thus) until the production of the experience. Then,the second 

is the mindfulness of kindness. The reason is that if one pre- 
viously understands that all living creatures are one's mother, 

they have not merely functioned as one's mother; for instance, 

it is necessary to meditate that all living creatures are just 

one's own kind mother by way of reflection that at each time 
of functioning as mother, just as one has been taken care of 
with kindness by one's mother in this life, each living crea- 
ture has also done thus at the time of functioning as one's 
mother. Moreover, as to the way of being taken care of with 
kindness by one's mother in this life: - first at the time when 

one is in the mother's belly, the mother to the extent of her 

ability avoids all faults of possible danger to her offspring 
in all her behavior of eating, drinking, walking, sitting, 
sleeping, etc., and to the extent of her ability she takes the 

safeguards of eating food which is beneficial to her offspring 
etc. Then, in brief, after birth also, the mother secures 
every benefit and happiness for her offspring to the extent 
of her knowledge,to the extent of her ability, making (her
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offspring) more dear than even her own life,without being re- 
luctant about any physical toil, or mental misery, or expense 
of things, etc.; through many ways, (the above) and the dispel- 
ing of all misery and harm, if one considers the way of hav- 
ing been taken care of by kindness, its measure is unbounded. 
It is just as we have seen and are seeing,that even the most 
dumb animals have this way of the mother's fostering (her off- 
spring) as dearer than even her own life. For example, a bird, 
- first at the time of building a nest for the purposes of the 
offspring, in order to accumulate its material, she goes a 
great distance to search, and carries grass and sticks etc. 
piece by piece,and has the toil of having to make,say, a hun- 
dred trips back and forth every day, and similarly, when the 
eggs are laid,she must furnish(them) protection for many days, 
without opportunity to eat foodstuff herself, and also,once 
they have been born,she has to go many times to search for 
foodstuff to feed her many offspring, and when an enemy ap- 
pears, for the purpose of furnishing protection to her off- 
spring - if the enemy is of a size of which she is capable, 
goes without saying - but even if the enemy is of a size of 
which she is incapable, she will give up her own life, and as 
we have seen and are seeing,many who having made a fight for 
the purpose of their offspring have to die themselves; it is 
necessary to meditate, having reflected on the way in which 
that all living creatures have done thus (for us) countless 
times. 

_ As for the third, the so-called repayment of kindness, 
- there is reflection that it is necessary from the heart to 
repay this immeasurable kindness done for us by all living 
creatures previously. Here,for example,in the world, once a 
kind mother has looked after an only son without regard for 
any expenses and difficult labor etc. until he can take care 
of himself, if later the mother herself becomes very wretched 
and destitute or is blind and without another leader in her 
blindness,and she were about to fall into a very great danger, 
an abyss or mire etc., if then,at this time,this son stood by 
watching without making assistance (and) repayment of kindness 
out of mindfullness of his mother's kindness, wouldn't he be 
counted as the most shameless scoundrel. Likewise, if one 
leaves, without rendering an assistance or repayment of kind- 
ness, these living creatures,an old mother who has done im- 
measurable favors for one, at the time when she is like blind 
on account of the absence of the eye of wisdom which under- 
stands well the virtuous and the non-virtuous, and when she 
is also without "'the good friend" who is like a leader of the 
blind and shower without perversion of the way of cultivating
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and avoidance, and when she is as crazed from a mind always 

incited by the passions, the three poisons etc., and by way 

of various evil actions through the three doors,has such a 
wretched situation of walking,like stepping in the direction 

of a great fall into the evil transmigrations or the great 

river of the round of existences, - (if one stood by at this 

time), since one would be extremely shameless and a scoundral, 

how would it be right? -: thinking thus, one must meditate 

until arousing from the heart the wish to repay the kindness 
of these. 

Then the fourth, - this so-called affectionate love sig- 

nifies a pure attitude possessed of the aspect of holding in 
esteem and as dear and attractive,all living creatures with- 
out partiality, through recourse to the understanding as mother, 
mindfullness of kindness, and repayment of kindness as were 
explained above. Moreover, generally,love has both a love 
possessed of an aspect of affection such as the above and a 

love which wishes living creatures to have happiness. Without 

the former,there is no means for the latter's coming; not only 

that, this affectionate love is the principal direct cause, 

the sine qua non, of both the great compassion which wishes 

living beings to be free of misery and the great love which 

wishes them to have happiness,and by virtue of the greater or 

lesser strength of this,both love and compassion come to be 
of a greater or lesser strength; therefore,the technique of 
practising this also has two specific different systems of 

practising this, the system of the seven precepts and the sys- 
tem of the sameness and exchange of oneself and the others, 
It is said in the Lam -zinthat according to the (oral) pre- 
cepts of a guru,the latter has the entire practice system of 
the former, whereas the former does not have the entire prac- 

tice system of the latter. Whatever many techniques this af- 

fectionate love may have, .it is necessary to raise it to 
experience with a great earnestness; this is the most impor- 

tant point.
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A. Answer in Mbetan the following questions on Lesson Twenty. 

; BqaQn dans Raga Kas sR 87qaqy: 
yR5) 

2 SAAN BAS ge RENE Ree SG 
3 TARMINA SARA Kegaey argc as eas) 
*  BARASA RA SN SASS Ras aN Say 

SESSA AGA Sar Ker asian gayey Beg & 
Soe ead ge A 

ek 5 ARN BY ITATQN HA Banas 55 2g 
eggvakaaacasss| 

6 SARA SEAN ST SRS ae 
7 NAVE TRN GAN ASS GAN EV RPL ARAL 

Hagar Braga deeds) | 
8 ERAS Ro gaa ga yaa Racaaay Ya 
BRAXZ PAIN OS AG ay Reg Papaya d 
N\ 

24)
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE 

a Rea E etees aaigsisy RA wags BVR55) AAS Ragas aq 
QaaeiQasd ZAR TYNAN] RV AAIAT 
AVDA] SR QQIAR RASTA RN HN ACTS 
AVN ANY T YIN WSS HAHA 

Se 
ASTAG HS ANN GN OA eee 
BAVAVYAAS He RARATYAG DVS IVGATH 
BRATS TENT TAS | RagszaAs acy 
NOAH age gaasaysis RALTAYNT AA 
ee ; ‘ : ; EN ees Na ne cae a : RRNA AS AGHAAS | Qceag ss SS SaANAS 
AVANT RET HYTGITASN PY BIASES igdR) Baga dandg gaan) AaveR 

SAGAN IG ABIAG AeA GNIAR 
BEART NAS SAG AAAS T LATINA 
BAITARN SSAA TH AHS A TNIV 
GAIT NASR AGIA SAA QT SIIS a 
FNBAANSD vi ey RANTES AANA es 

CARE Oenen a oNeee er BRFSS] RAERSASTANARTAEAIH TAS
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SPaemmacut el aEMArAaR YEAR 
SeBR eng THE a FRMAQAR ARIS 
QRAISRARIASANA TANS RTAY |) 
Rgds ag aa dGaaqaqngnenqgar 

QRSSARIAS) QagPAGRAINAVATARS 
Ss) FAMRAGRE SSS AMN DISA BAG 

BRGRINNAND PANIIT MAY ARIAS 
AASER ASRINT SHANA NIAAA ATE 
ARFAVAR WA WARY ARRAY RIABN RANA 
aseiamemat gesture 
SAINI] FATES HN G BSAA IYI 
19S RANA URSIN EN ARANSASATA 
SRAANASYSS] BR YNIRASAT GANA ITA” 
ASAT ASA) BAVA NAAN ST 
SRA DES TAGS Been ee aie 
SNR SS RASS TESTA Gane RTS 
BAVARA REGU WANA TR GAIERA NAT 

SRN AG RS AeS secre eas 

BASEN AERIS aT ENG saigas'asaq) 
Ela Seg Ul he 

ARRARAA A SSNS FVAYAQTNING) 
ga BSR RRA Sas gaya ds) VYragraay’
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ARR ARR RAT VO SPNT AAA ReSqsg” 
NON PANN ON : aie met || 

a qsignsng) RSESS INN” 
NIN YBN YUH IAS TNSPRHNS DRA 
ABA MASRATS AY SINSATION AY 
SAAR te eee RETR ESARAN 

NEEM REVAR BNARaNerygHs157] 
AVARRZATSRA]] 
AA IAQN GA ANABAG Aagerdrgiy gs 

LVATN TAAL ARG VAAN YTANSS YN 
FS PATENTS WS MNANSS'NGR SR 

RARSARRG QS bn Ran eg SRS AAT ASN 
BE RATA ASAT SN AAABAN ASH AASN IAT 
AKAN ASKS] SFGNTATS XS) Aq TAgRT 

REN AEGAN SASS 
BR UR SS Sega AR 
Saga hema BancQnsngn ng adgarerss 
a ty ee Ks 

BARNET DAA GINO Ya CAAT VAI 

Syacdrandakaasgeazqqneg 
GRAVDAAAN SSN ANAS TAN FAIS | aa 
VATAR Ais VKYBLAMAN IRS) SANT aS IN
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PRIRSFETAG ACY INT PEPIN HH 
BSA DABHASSRIBNS SAGA) _ ARR INAY 

a Sra SeNae ee ys 
BRAVA VAT AAT HAGENS ASA” 
RENTS] AMARA ARSTSR] ASR BRS” 
eS Se ee Se 
SANVAVALAA RET PES AT NINA SOF 
BS] BRET ANIA ASS AISA} 
=a Tay MAAS} Ss GAIN BN sa] 

RASS EQPASNA WES Wa wass ARRAS) 
x ~ 20 x BRAGA SHINN QH GUIS ONY 

STG eee BRR] ASAT WIA GRAS HaCaT asqaey 
AHVAQTIA RDAVT MSA QaRNAAS 
QA ARIAS QHRS) FARES AAAS Sis 

QV GANAAD IANA QA Sey SAHRA RR 
SBI) Be gqaarag gases RS a 
RETRARHARS Bawa 39 RSS) gs 9849 
HANSA HIVSH AgaWhe BRA Pas sayy 
SSSA LTAIANATGS aways ais 

SRS) BLYAHT A PRAY ATA T GA GI 
VARIN TAG MIA TINIS | SERA]
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RAG) QRRAMA] GRSLA|AA) GNAADANGTUAZAy’ 
Roendnen nay SaeREN NEN ENO f 

RNa SNHSS) JATN HAV aana) Fayse 
cadens ead ph unnsleieee seiner 
SVINYABNASH] PERE AGAS SE) WAS E79) 
Serer Se ae agar 
SAVY RGA AO GS BARN OR NAD AG AF 
Rasa Qari gqand aca adnan Qsan 
“a VSN AAAS AVN TS Gag] on) 
TVINAL ARNT GANG AAAS] 
FAIAR ARAN Gaga AasqQageass” 
ABNSR'SANT an Qrevasas A gga 
ART ADS CA RQ aanas gage SQ a As 

Maga Nea) sqeackaa Qeeaaqa) 
sen 5 gana ar cSerny ag asaaa BINS 

STR Se NEN ee ST 
BNIBFAVS] WR a AVDA’ BANAT RTA 
YRSFHATEN WTR vk a a4 AQHA RES" 

ey PRAT RIAaSSa} AARHRBTAYNAGS) 
ARES aisay AAHRVITS eT 
BAQAN Se regnee NAVAS] FRG 
AE WAQSA AN PVAVS IS STAG] TART
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sy SN at ES ~ Dk SN 
NARA BIAR'A SAS | DASASN YW AWAETSNAS 

Saagngn iaeel UE eREanem aired 
Marga] GNTQAD SA Te Raa Regs 
SAAT ERAN RQ ADNANS AR AGATNS” 
ATARI AGA AANA TIS AALS" 

NADNAFAARLY TANS G Reng Gah Rass 
aaqnassy RR HASARSA WS AASAads) 4) 
RAS aS lama SaasaQuaysr BNSTIQANAY 
Reet TRA SR pac SNe GAa aeNe ara5 

se PERSIANS) AAs Qe RETA) TATRA AAA 

Se ee 
ARwdes RONDA STS Ava Aer GSN 
Bntac RGA Rass ag) RSIS USER” 
RAWSS) Van) GSRRN) DNS NN OLN TYR 
Ai Qaaa Hasyn Gad AQaansasgagyss 
ERS) BANVSAVaNRS VS ARANESIESS 
HRS AAD FTAA BAA IASI GIS VAG 
VASDAN FNS SS ENA ATS RNSS SS) 

aS Rasa Aaay VSe Gey ana) Ag Hq 
Rasagag ssa 4agen) SPA AN TAS 
RanagDagqagaqayerqTagaagega a” 
SEGVVSR ANT AG] Ka Reng ansaad
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FaansAqyqaayangereqngany Gagansa 
LAagQa a gggasAqsaawa Aeagnanays 
AQadq ATesc qs Rasy asasan gases 
NAVIN TAVYSSSASNA ANY NAS 
Ba AaQneranay{a aka quays sysiar 
paged Rem Den QalemrgenNa TORN 
QA arg ransad dan qesAaqaanaagy 
GAavaqgaasasqardqrseaqagaas 
ARIANA FYAANANIRAYAS] BVIFVA"™ 
NON GNTHY PNSA HAN AM ATTVAN SAS} 
BAQNENAS) Seger ee 
aay aqQassag SAR QADIBN ARS HRN” 
a) BART A RESTART] ISLA 
BRAVA) BAAN TNIV ATRIA AT 
Peay QavAyrsr Ps Qagysagargsy sa908 
eda KARR WAV RASTABTS TN ANDYSNYS 
Hana ARanssnqaasdas) aqqQaqseyaay 
eeeeneor SwsSaQagaqaaansasey 

Fagdsay sAasRasseqsAanagagsasy 
PRAIA AYA RS ARSNDA YAN 
BASINELIRAS DTK INYNSA TNS AAA 
AT AYANY AQAA] nee ee
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CAER ATTA ARAN NARA RANE Re BRAN 

“Ree 
AA RARAN' SS sees a eo] Sagara 

aRgadal Arasqqnscaqgqesqa Psen ss 
Kan Waanganss) RESARAISA ARG MSS TREN 
ARRAN SIANS IRATEVNTS aSTSQRN aa) 

ARR ERTAGRINRSAR AN FART AY ITE STS 
La S S Bh SC GN AX : ARR RNARAQe aS) aay FLA TAGGIN AAT 

BEAR A DARREN TANS gr gas 
Rey eee eRe a ny Sp HRTAT AS ASIAING 
Bay HARA VARY IAW DITA BVA’ 
FARqvag{QsAsS IANS VAD SATS 
LARA GATRRD NSA ETON TA BR a 

Raya gss Aaa aayadseyS RQQRVAT ANN 

Rag aaegn cagA AGses] RAT AcsAaa eg 
ager sineraaer sey SABIE SS ARR NNE 
QIAN RRS NTag) Fa Nqeya ga dag aargew 
FBSHN A YS AEAGT AE AWAY AY AYSINSAGT 

ARAN HSI AN SAS] 1
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LESSON TWENTY-ONE 

VOCABULARY 

EN NE 
Raye’ (ax) until te to restrain 

RAZA (kK) deeds, actions | GAS’ Bodhisathvabhumi 
Ns 

Ba to fall RIGS harm, injury 

35° to sink down 2 ial to infer, to 

Ra ' Ss know by inference 
8 Santideva Se 

x ane ASS evil spirit, 
q ox city ws demon. 

ac'de material stuff BS to become out of 
“ control (like 

ARGS jail, prison drunk, insane, 
etc.) 

Bgaq'Q" destitution, = 
weakness - to be drunk 

et 

AA 3 stinginess, mi- gN'aS many different 
serliness varieties of; synonym 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

on 

ay | praise and salutation 

Fay SR’AT 
AS the beginning, the middle, and the 

Yv \ end 

ANS’ REAM’ 
to rise higher; to be elevated 

& QE’ : 
x) c water and manure 

* 5 es until empty or void
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“a 

AAAS + (®) how good it would be if... 

aye RANA at this time 

bee eae is there? 

ABA aE an lia knowledge, compassion, and power 

pape iol honest to goodness 

RUA A Ray ay at this point 

aq eh manual of systems of mental disci- 

wi Sa na Se pline 

RAS = gp ABA the mind of wishing 

RENAN AAA ARE the mind of entry 

SST Nirmana-kaya, magical-creation body 

ae a Dharmakaya, dharma-nature body 

* Stee accumulation of merits 

vee BAR’ accumulation of gnoses 

RRS a morsel of food 

ee to belong to one 

oe (aay) arsimo parsimony 
GV Rae 

ZB ane to be able to give 
Qa ‘ \ 

oe the prescribed limits, the limits 
w< of the rules 

on SAN the opposite, the reverse 

RA) Qa (not) to even the balance, (i.e. 
in kind ARAQSa) {not] to repay in kind) 

to strike with a weapon
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NOTES 

1. aays = BA ZTABRY: 

2. BSA'NN "a son of a conqueror" is a common epithet of 

a Bodhisattva. 

3. AENENTR "the body of a Buddha". Here, the word 

4 "body" connotes rather the totality of an aggregation, 

e.g. the body of his compositions, rather than extension. 

Rees the dharma body or non-corporeal body refers to 

the manifold of cessation achieved by a Buddha as well as 

the manifold of the gnostic knowledge which he attains. 

ASAIN RI the corporeal body signifies the aggregation 

of corporeal perfections exhibited by a Buddha's physical 

body as well as the perfection of the physical resources 

and amenities, like the Buddha field, etc., which a perfect 

Buddha attains. fhe corporeal body is further subdivided 

into ARN the enjoyment body or smbhogakaya and y~ 

Ll the magical creation body or nirmanakadya. The former 

arises at the time of enlightenment in the Akanistra, the 

highest of the divisions of the fourth dhyana (an aungaraa'st') 

where it is said to be accessible to Bodhisattvas on the ten 

stages (As ) and where it enjoys the use of perfect 

resources. The later is a myriad of magically created bodies 

many of which were produced before enlightenment while 

practising the higher of the ten Bodhisattva levels (55 ye 

Thus, by way of example, Amiteyus is the name of the sambho- 

gakaya of a Buddha as he appears in the Akanistra, whereas
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Amitabha is the name of the nirmanakaya of the same Buddha 

as he appears in the pure land of Sukhavati. 

Also, the Sev H is often called Ra Xa@) x" » and 

the ASTIN ST is often called NAT ARDY’ - These are 

discussed briefly in Lesson 22. 

4. aXiqqnrgs BAe SN "the accumulations of merits 

and of gnoses". The basis for making this distinction is 

the Hew ena S Aa of a Buddha of which the accumulation 

of merits and the accumulation of gnoses are the causes re- 

spectively. 

5. Ve" oh 65" "giving the roots of merits" refers to a 

cardinal Mahayana practice of turning over of dedicating the 

merits acquired through one's development of virtues to the 

enlightenment of all living creatures. This dedication of 

merits is called aaa: or Sea gyia ta: .
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TRANSLATION 

Then, the fifth is the so-called "great compassion". Here 
the Natha Maitreya says that this great compassion is the root 
of the path of the great vehicle, "Great compassion is accep- 
ted as its root.", not only that, it is just as it is also the 
reason for Candrakirti's needing to pay homage to great com- 
passion in the introduction of the Madhyamikavatara without 
paying hommage directly to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas on 
account of great compassion's being of great importance in 
the beginning, the middle, and the end for the production of 
the desirable harvest of Buddhahood, the fruit of the great 
vehicle. The reason, then, why great compassion is of great 
importance in the beginning ,in the production of the desirable 
harvest of Buddhahood,is that it is of importance at the begin- 
ning as a seed,inasmuch as)this great compassion is the root 
of producing directly the mind to enlightenment, the gate of 
entry first to the path of the great vehicle. Then it is of 
importance in the middle as water and manure, inasmuch as, 
even having produced the mind to enlightenment and entered 
into the great vehicle, one must,by the force of great compas- 
sion,practise to increase by degrees, the actions of a Bodhi- 
sattva, the six perfections etc., for the benefit of others. 
Then, thirdly, it is of importance at the end as a mature fruit, 
inasmuch as, even having obtained the fruition, the condition 
of a Buddha, one would not perform benefits to living creatures, 
if compassion were absent, and one remains continuously doing 
immeasurable benefits for living creatures by way of limitless 
deeds until the round of existence is empty (of living creatures) ; 
just roughly,it is thus. 

Moreover, having countless living creatues as their object, 
even the Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas have a compassion which 
thinks "It is a joy if these were free of misery," and “how 
would it not be fitting if they were free?" as well as a love 
which only thinks "How would it not be fitting if these had 
the happiness of a high condition (in the world) and of the 
highest good?"; therefore, as merely this is insufficient, 
this so-called ''great compassion" of the great vehicle requires 
a powerful compassion which wishes for their deliverance with 
the thought ,"I must free all living creatures from misery." 
Moreover, it is the development of the real great compassion, 
when)through recourse to reflection on the general and speci- 
fic miseries of the round of existences, as explained above 
in the chapter on the small and the middle individual, and to 
the cultivation of a good attitude from understanding as mother
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up to an affectionate love, there arises by its own power, from 
the heart to all living creatures without partiality,a nonar- 
tificial attitude of wishing without partiality,all living 
creatures to be free of such misery,upon beholding living crea- 
tures afflicted with the misery of falling into the immense 
mire of the round of existences, as)for instance,a very affec- 
tionate mother of a single son has a nonartificial attitude 
of wishing from the heart that he be free from it,upon seeing 
her only son fallen into a mire. When this is produced, there 
is produced by its own force together with it also a great 
love wishing living creatures to meet with. happiness. 

Then ,the seventh, the result, the mind to enlightenment: - 
(The above) having been thus done, when there is developed 
the attitude which from the heart assumes the burden of bene- 
fit to others, again,at this time,upon seeing that one is unable 
to effect the completion of the benefits of even a single per- 
son, to say nothing of all living creatures, and,at the time 
of searching,with the thought of whether there is one who is 
able, of whether, if there is, one can himself obtain such 
himself, - there is only a Buddha,who has without any exception, 
got rid of the faults of the two obscurations etc. and who has 
fully realized the virtuous qualities of wisdom, compassion, 
and power, etc; not only that, upon seeing that this is obtain- 
able and ought to be obtained, at the time when there arises 
the effortless experiencing of an attitude which thinks "I must 
quickly obtein the condition of a Buddha for the sake of all 
living creatures.'', one has obtained the honest to goodness 
mind to enlightenment and has entered at the beginning the path 
of the great vehicle. Now,this up through the above,makes 
merely roughly and in brief,the steps of the technique of de- 
veloping the mind to enlightenment (the technique) of the sys- 
tem of the seven cause and effect precepts. Since at this 
point,the steps of the technique of developing the mind to 
enlightenment by way of the sameness and exchange of oneself 
and the others),is a point of very great importance, it seems 
that there ought to be explained briefly some few(points) from 
the Bodhicaryavatara of Santideva, the instructions of the | 
different systems of mental training, and the small and great 
Lam rims etc., because of fear of too much (size), it will not 
be explained here, and if one wishes to know this, one may 
know from doing a good study of the above books or from the 
instruction of a geshe. 

I. Well, once the mind to enlightenment is developed, what is the 
way of training in the action?
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G. Once the mind to enlightenment is produced, if one does not 
actually train in the actions of a son of the conqueror, there 
is no way of arriving at the Buddha level for the sake of 
others. For example, it is just as,even though one has pro- 
duced the mind which is decided, 'I shall go to the city.", 
if one does not actually commence the action of going, one 
cannot arrive there. Therefore, having the mind to enlight- 
enment without actually performing the practice of (a bodhi- 
sattva's) deeds)is called the mind of wishing for enlight- 
enment, whereas having the mind to enlightenment with the 
actual performance of deeds,is called the mind of entry to 
enlightenment. Generally speaking, although a Bodhisattva's 
deeds are without a measurement, if all of these are gathered 
together,they may be included principally in the practice 
of the six perfections. These so-called six perfections are 
the six practices motivated by the mind to enlightenment; 
the practices of charity, of lawful conduct, of manly effort, 
of meditative concentration, and of wisdom. Moreover, if 
one brings together their fruit, the Buddha body, it is in- 
cluded in two, the perfected non-corporeal body and the cor- 
poreal body. Likewise, the causes of these also are included 
in two, the accumulations of merits and of gnoses. The 
reason is,that, the causes of the attainment principally of 
the corporeal body are called the accumulation of merits, 
and the causes of the attainment of the perfected non- 
corporeal body are called the accumulation of gnoses. There- 
fore, the first five perfections, charity etc., make up the 
accumulation of merits, and the sixth perfection, wisdom, 
makes up the accumulation of gnoses, and it is necessary to 
practise the union of both accumulations. 

To state merely briefly the way of training in these 
six perfections, charity etc.: -The first, charity, -the 
actual nature of charity is the attitude of wishing to give 
to others one's possessions etc., and since,if one distin- 
guishes,it has three subdistinctions, the first,called the 
giving of material stuff,is,for example, (anything) from 
the small giving to another of a morsel of food up to the 
greater giving of one's life,along with the merits (ac- 
quired by the giving), and the second, the giving of the 
doctrine ,is,say, with the thought of benefiting, to teach 
another the doctrine from a single sloka on up. The third) 
called 'the giving of the asylum of being free of fear',is 
saving a living creature from burning in fire, drowning in 
water, etc. or saving another from any fear or wretched con- 
dition (like) taking out a living creature from a prison
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which he has happened into, etc. Moreover, as for the mean- 

ing of the perfection of giving, -other than signifying 

through recourse to training in an attitude of generosity, 

the giving to another of one's life, material stuff, roots 

of virtues of the three times, (etc.) out of compassion and 

the mind to enlightenment, (or) the perfection of the atti- 

tude which can give from the heart without any stinginess 

or parsimony etc., the meaning of the perfection of giving 

is not the abolishment of all poor in the world through the 

giving of things. The reason is,that,it is just as,even 

though there are many poor in the world, the former Buddhas 

did not perform the perfection of giving. Also,it is stated 

at length in the Bodhicaryavatara, "If by abolishing poor 

creatures ..........etc.". 

Then, as the perfection of lawful conduct has also 

three,-the first,called the lawful conduct which restrains 

evil actions,is the observing accordingly without transgress-~- 

ing their prescribed limits,the lewful conduct which avoids 
the 10 non-virtues and the lawful conduct of the three vows 

(i.e.) of individual deliverance, of a Boddhisattva, and of 

the Mantrayana. The second, the lawful conduct which gathers 

together the virtuous qualities, is all the Bodhisattva's 

training in the virtuous qualities, the six perfections etc. 

which mature the mental continuum of oneself and others. 

The third)called the lawful conduct which performs benefits 

for living creatures, signifies the efforts to do the practice 

of maturing the mental continuum of others, (like) the four 

things which collect (disciples) and the eleven objectives 

of living creatures which are set forth in the Bodhisattva- 

bhtmi. etc. Among the three, this lawful conduct of restraint, 

is the foundation of the other two also, and since the na- 

ture of this lawful conduct is principally an attitude of 

avoiding injury to another,along with its basis, once one 

increases this attitude of avoiding,by which one's mind is 
turned away from injury to others and its causes, killing 

etc. by the force of compassion and the mind to enlightenment, 

when this (attitude) is fully achieved,the perfection of 

lawful conduct is fully achieved; however, the perfection 

of this is not the bringing of living creatures one by one 

externally to a place of no injury, and likewise jit (s per- 

fection) is not dependent upon anihilating the miseries, of 

being killed etc., of every living creature; this can be 

known through drawing the conclusion from the manner in 

which the Buddhas of the past have perfected lawful conduct.
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Now, lawful conduct having been made just briefly, -the 
way of practising the third, the perfection of patience: -by 

way of understanding the statements in the scriptures end 
commentaries on the unlimited benefits of patience and the 
evil effects of anger or hatred, its contrareity, like the 
statement in the Bodhicaryavatara, 'There is no evil like 
hatred, no austerity like patience."', one must meditate pa- 
tience by many methods and with great application. More- 
over, to state just a single part of the evil effects of 
anger, - for instance, it is taught that if we non-Bodhisat- 
tvas produce a single instant of anger toward a Bodhisattva, 
we destroy by that the roots of virtue accumulated over a 
thousand eons. As this patience also is taught to be three- 
fold, - the way of meditating the first)called the patience 
of not getting even with a doer of an injury: - is (medi- 
tating upon) the reasons why anger towards him is improper: 
for example, if one considers whether an enemy does the per- 
formance of an injury to oneself,having personal control, or 
whether,without any personal control,his mind is incited by 
karma and the passions, one will understand that he is en- 
joined to act by strong karma and passion,without his having 
any personal control at all, and when one understands this, 
anger towards him is very improper, -for instance - a man 
who is crazed by an evil spirit or a disease, wishes to do 
injury even to his helpers, his friends and relatives etc., 
and even though he strikes them with a weapon etc. the friends, 
relatives etc. then produce compassion)as anger is unsuitable) 
and must help him; just so,also,when another does an injury 

to oneself, upon reflecting that his nature is not such, and 
that other than being intoxicated by the passions of hatred 
etc.) he is completely without personal control etc., it is 
necessary to meditate producing particularly patience and 
compassion. This and the others one ought to meditate upon, 
studying the wide variety of reasons as set forth in the 
Bodhicaryavatara and the Lam rim etc.
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EXERCISES 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Twenty-one. 

: GRAIN Sag RETR eqparaangess 

SR Reetigerna rye ws5e) cee ae 
MARKS QT MITA agg seq 75H) 

. fq Qa ERAS Neng U Oe Se Fey 
VRATRR TATA T GD He BTNTRS 

at + vN\ 
5 REBT EAA AR TASTE GTS URS BB 

ae 
My ‘ ’ " . ‘ % ae 1 . . ' ’ , Sansa Ree ants AAQAT AB AUDR 

By a we AX a ee ' : ace NCIS Sie YY e 5 AAgTEqS ANS a XR RE RTaQVANABS 

SEGARA ny 6 Rage aaah mace Que Gs 
Sci 

7 BHSGRARTATR PERNT RoE RG 
KREN YR Mako aay c 

6 RAB ANNA TTAS WRT RS RT ARR 
SETS a 9 RANE SRSTOAANS Serge RR 
AWARDS 

w \ \ 10 Ra RATAN ANAT IS RETA AARS
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NORSBTATTASL _ : 
11 eee 

= 4 
2 BARAT sAas se hae ha gage ass 

aanqaraka ener 
13 Ra Sane aye Nees sq) S8heqas 

qsashay nal 
4 RAAKFRR Ae Seyey Re Gagergagyasy 

Peqaqgayigeks) 
wv), x \ Qo Sf 

as RA RIS SINE R Ra Raeg asses hey 
Bae AGS|]
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LESSON TWENTY-TWO 

ial Do ct i sy Prec) 
~29) ve Sue ee 

ARATE SIRE BN AAA GASTRIN RIAE FSS 

QNINATHAUAARY ANA RUA BABA RATA 

Gann dqard Garang BI RENAN] aca 

AQaymeqqgass) WAGeaqsnaaany, yah yn 
ARQ] SEPA QagRnaAqay Rainey gana 

Nagy HAARAAR WIA FNRS RNVARTARA SEY 

BARRA SAAT SS TARAS RSA] 
qQacy Haar Ra Varga) PAYRQEY] sranas 
aRqadiqnadamagen Sqqasiganagadasy | 

Kevagay gTasgasTATsiss] DASA SASA4 
AR Gar alae gw agT ASAT IQagaPeayanaey” 

SePeReAT anqagey VAG IPA YI nana 

Aaa aT away Beye as ws} aS aySQ58 

ad ry pastas arena cook miaeahenes sinha 

RAY Bra Garage snags] SSG a 
Rana raayn snag nya Sarr gay er gyggn 
ey wats gaa) qa 29855) Sagrgnasy RES) 
RATER GANT SYS SAN SASH AHARG) 
AIA TAS VARA A NPAs aadagay
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BARN STEATA VOSS ATHANSA AA QA 

ANRSAANVES AAV ANTISERA IR IATNRS YH RET 
Re AH GNEAT YT NAGS FRAG] WYLITE AYN ATG 
FAI AHA RAGA] FATA AQAA RAS 
BINA Agger Npas Sra Haga aaaZaagugacsny 

Raden anseenee sang Ne YN Tia] TAMGMDTS 
RgaagQaaa aaqad Ang Bas) Aree asg595 
~ F ae NNN i * *& APO AGHA HA DYNASTY AA TI 

Star ecmanthatgrengn a ae Gyaia aT ARVANA RETARATNAS] SANIRARRATARSAA 
BRdaqagn TETAS TT INMNAN TIAA Ray 
agaas sa saR SINAAAYT LAA AAS saaaga 
AREAS OPNTS) WENTANGSAAA GS ASAA ADIN TIS 
FAA AQ rerda PARES RAT ART AGRIR RASS 
Renamnngar gaa naide Rens naga RQ Nar Anaya 
aqaggTes FNAAAA ARS S| SARA A VENTS SS 
Banas garnce BAREIS] SAAENDESA"™ 
FARA Ae nera FSSA PION RTT AEN IVA 
APPRIVAAGNAAT GAN GAAS IAG) TH 
ARB RETARD) SITPRAISTAR HAA] Sardis gg] 9595 
Daas degaasy NFA BAN Aa agaas 

AQSRRA QA aR ds) Way Far Rena aageqag
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CN ~ vv nN NA v 
AQ HAAS er AINARTS AAT GH ENN INAVTN) 

~ Q~ ™~ oN 
EN DRAZARQNY PAVAQIF ISS VALI TY A”™ 
RaqgargaracsysRcayagagagaagnsgisss 

PN Nee BE ré AN ~ 
LAAHT AAR ONAN OTST qa 

Garaiarss VAs gn sarasnsenen) Fane 
BARRA FF AHVTAUNSAAS A GS aqgay Fay gasy 

Kany Paqsaana Ga qqgrscy Arad gasvay 
Ade QotagdggeswRQWIIi 
APUSANAT ASAT SAS YANG Wsnssd 
LAMY RAIS TAR UNAAAS| TA 
AWE ARATE AAA RT AAV RIN AABN RIT 
ago gas naa RSaaR sa 3 eRe aN 
DAA QIN Aa gy Gansaqngagangs aga 
Agsq sq) Fq2-34349) OF BAYRRVAA 
A RRRAY AAAS GAN IR] NIN Qa Gasenavee 
SORAATTRTTATAGN IS aRawsary 
ANIA AAR A RATR BNAIAT SC SSS WIQADAY 

NAA HAN FANVIAG NINA SINAN GVAQA'§ FEN 
agai) HARTA AVDA] Baya Raa aay ager: 

Kage was) SATAN QASAN'GS BARU aaa) 

Rayeargger Sig le Qa YUVAL 
Raga deancaaegge) BRAG RAR gE AS
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Aimaga dain aa eqnansy Savas BRsR 
Qn gad genagaya hagas AR QA TTT ESAAA 
YARN HAT GAVSVGA NAA) VARATSR SA 
YR SIDA ma BAAN ARAR RARER Ges 

‘ ' f : : oe EN : aa ; al Mes orss aay IAA xy Aastha) 4 sas 

A BASA RAS RASA HS HII AAG A 
ARS RAY RA SANAAS) SAHARA TS 
BABS HAAR TINA NRTA YT Va AG QTR 

oa N a NA : “ 
ANSRARTS Fas Wand gnss| +355 FRMey 

QR Fa aPenyagansany SS TRN TY YES 
HAAR RAHAT NSN BNA NERY ASS BAAR 
RATA ARS NBS VEDAA Sas SSSA 
ARRAN GRVACARH RV RAWARAG ARYA 
Gees syHss) eaiannag ager 

AS AEE T RANTS SATIS ET SASH 

NSNIN BANGS] FIDTNSA VAN SGA 
HVA AQeag aga gga qaay Ag Daas} 
ANG AAA AHI RSANQS Neda) Agana 
ARAN GNVARNDVATAE Sa aay Dae Qarasy 
QVRTAAA QR YN BSH ANANTH Eg 
as) AGAIN AAT MEN QT RAT HATA” 

BN AA EAT ARE) BATHAAVATRS
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AQAA ASS Br gaaqgdael9ay aqaeraeysy 
RANA Gragg saayaraqaass) aaa RAR 
ARGRATRQKAR AMAT ASA Amv agAagss 

RR) RAE G ARPA AMAR EA GAAS BRN 
3s) Avevgay Se Ranga’ 
ANNA AT RYS RA Rey Se NSN RN IRN SS | qa 
VINAVATNNAGTAT AV ATTAR YINF ISHS’ 
ATA PIRAAGTAL TANNA AT SINAN 
SASNY AASAAER VAG: RgVaaS NERA YTNET 

ee BAT FAVES AAARTR HES ARGS ANIq 
NARARAT INA AIA THABAYAN) CVSS NTA TRA] 

Gran Aan gAaRaBagysayTeVRITgT >| 
AA) LAF ETON NEMAD TRH TN BF San gvan 
ATRIA QNERIRANIA]) 

RAN RAN ANS TAN OA AAS RES BAS SAS VENER 
2) aX Queenan gaya HA BAVA ASN Qa 
SaAQaqy sy sa} Ragaa Haye GA VAQIS 

HA Ma gray SRR aa Bay assay) FAai’sy 
aQiny HANEY YSVAH HSA QT HAIN] ge Aan’ 
RMN AR NAA RSAe ey) NERA DRO’ YA 
AS TAN AT RNS TN HAATYR DRAUSY”
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TAN AG AQH ARAN ANTS) HAT RrSeyar Saag 
STAs BATA & Si GAQRART avajayak a cal 
NASA HAT RTS AA INATND HSS} 
MEN YARRA sas GA aarss) ASSETS 
aas QARAY BARNA ga ver AARZ mer 

QOH RACER RRA IRS Srtere AS gran Ax 
SR eR HE YAN aagae Rqyahs) Sea 

BRRARAA AS Y SLY TYAN SAAT AN ARV 
AA RIN NET AT SAAR RRTARRAT AS ya” 
“YATRA RQUIASNSA GIN TANI Bg" 
Reng en RRS HAASE RST n i 
NE FRLANY REAR HTN YAP AGA AVR 
AS ATAYATASY ay LAK GT ATI’ ay Say RAS aN 

BAN EIA ATAINARANATSS | REVTAy 
NANA Ba TRAR AN STA QRAA’ Ranga | BAG 
NSNGW REVIT OLIN AENG EAT HAGLER 
AR NENA AINSI GIS SH TVRTH ASG) YR’ 
RV ART Aer AS ATTEN AHA ATA AIRS Ry 
AR HNN GT ESTA ASA HANES 
araneetn AgaRs| x WRARAS AS! qaaaqas 
LAN RITE YA IAAA ST a SHS eReas 
ASNANAFAATSS TN) TAS GN ASV ASN
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oN w N Ye A Nv 
q aan saqesass maqsagacsgssss” 
Rg] eat AN grea gansass] Ns WS 
AAR YAS Basa Heassraagayasaass 
SRR QI TNT RNY GR SISSY Fe ana s 
ay ss } nee: sae as asa A agar Ae RAy 

aiag a BARS sgasaaq segags 
RAAARART NAAN ALAA SENS SY BITING 
BATAISY Ragas’ aN Dar Rapratqargranans Sqeiee) SAR: Ragtime assem 
NEA Y AAV YR eats g) FAQda Zs 

AAgaa sada Taagag yg hay yyy 
aaransagsser9sy RNA DIVA TINA 
BAR GRAY ANG BARETANSN GN AAT 
gern’ S QATVASN BAN z ax ARN ARAVA SEG 

Bras aa aa QNV ANS \|
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LESSON TWENTY-TWO 

VOCABULARY 

~ na 
NAN Aai worry, solicitude | FAA dull, weak, feeble 

NAc) to think oh to discourage, 
; to depress 

Na) mirror-reflection] ~v _. 
reflected image &\ B armor 

Rea thorn Rag eS ha ae distinguish 

aaa to avoid, to BAA'95 ieee cs. void- 
get away from a ness, sunyata 

een: \ : 
”\ q leather, skin i 4% one of a pair 

w 3 , 
A\WaY to cover up, to AN ARR sky, space 

; put on en 

Dens Perey &' wing 
yA to delight in, 

to take pleasure RAR to fly 
in i \ : 

Ps “i AN without one of 
RF to like; to hold a pair 

mentally Meni. / 
NE aS a" P.N. of a sutra 
aq oe trade, Baas) a 

arter one who leads 
S SS a blind person 
AR AR: agriculture, <65° 

field work g g a little 

ARE to get, to take a other 

Rada to put off, Sern magical creation 
to postpone ; 

. ss, simultaneously, 
ROR to be late suddenly, all at 

Asa a to depreciate, > a we — 
@ to downgrade ae <\ i Vajrayana
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& ‘z RAI’ to take or re- SA aa! the precept of 
quire time the tantric vow 

Sl RR y airplane 

EXPRESSIONS AND IDIOMS 

a eee tun: 3 
as . cas yma) to accept or take voluntarily 

a . me understanding 

‘ ’ \ , ’ 

“ AKA aS BRR empty or devoid of self, an existent 
“a nature 

AN HEQ 
the sole of the foot 

35 as procrastination 
“ ath oo 

4 SADA the Prajnaparamita sutra 
. ws! ‘ 

a (H) father and son (i.e. master- 
: \ disciple) =F | : 
. Svatantrika (madhymika) SUVADRA’ : 

“ prasangika (madhymika) 

BaN ge degenerate time 

TARTAAN' the scriptures and the doctrinal systems 

‘ He dl 
4 4) w A to determine the extent (as of a i) 

river, cave, etc.), to fathom the 
\ depth 

‘ NFR ; ’ ow 

Be AS RR 8 Title of a book 

oh ' ‘aa cai, 
ee * Renan AQ &\' vitle of a book
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we 

FNAGYSIANSNARA' — Title of a book 
qnQ 

‘ $ ee a 

Bae ae Title of a book jae 

aN ARES et RQ AAT RSS) 

~ 

oe oF adornments of scholars 

ee at this time 

—— the ten levels 

ohne the pure land 

‘ \ a at ’ 
ee a akanistra ghana vyutha ; 

SADA RA’ the end of elie 

r the ten levels 

tea is the system of the sutra 

Bae short life 

HARSSSS BREE beg hs aa Ax) one possessing the qualities of ... 

benefits and dangers R'9q g 
SARE entry to the union (i.e. of the two 

kayas) 

A: ‘RY: \ \ 
se a #5 aa not completely without a place of 

mention
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NOTES 

1. Bega Asan "trade and agriculture” are covered by 

Brgaae'a:9° non-virtuous action, whereas BSH 
ON 

ATO AVA "beer and talk about women" is covered by neh 

"pad action", as well. 

2. AVST AVQO*’ "Svatantrike and Prasangika" are the two 

systems of explaining the meaning of the Madhyamika. The 

word, Svatantrika, "independent", refers to the independent 

syllogism used by the followers of the Svatantrika Madhyamika 

as a method of logical proof and understood by them based 

upon an inferential mark or reason inherently or intrinsically 

endowed with a certain nature. The word, Prasangtka, "reductio 

ad absurdum" refers to the reductio. ad absurdum argument 

favored by the followers of the Prasangika Madhyamika and 

viewed by them as a sufficient method of demonstrating their 

point. The actual point of issue between them is quite 

important and far reaching as what is at stake is the main- 

tenance of the determinancy of a right cognition in the face 

of the denial of any self-existent nature whatsoever. It 

might be added that both sides succeed in maintaing the 

determinancy of a right cognition; however, it is possible 

that the Svatantrikas accept more than is necessary in order 

to do it. 

3. kok ge = NARA’ . 

A, aaa "The system of the sutras". The two great systems 

of the Mahayana are usually seen as the Paramitayana and the
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Vajrayana, often called AT: » the system of the sutras, 

and oo i system of the tantras, respectively. 

5. SSAA AN 54 RAS - "the ten levels of an Arya 

Bodhisattva." The ten stages ( Was’ ) are coextensive with 

the Mahayana paths of seeing and of meditation (aman and 

Ravan ) where in addition to effecting all the passion 

eliminations as described briefly in Lesson 18, the practicer 

also accomplishes the six (and ten) perfections ( oRagge 

=) and the removal of the knowledge obscurations ( Age as 

The first of the ten stages is the Mahayana path of vision, and 

the remaining nine are the path of meditation and correspond to 

the nine levels of the Mahayana path of meditation.
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TRANSLATION 

The way of meditating the second,called the patience 

of willingly accepting misery, when one has a misery or 

injury, it is necessary to accept willingly these miseries 

and hurts and to produce courage by way of considering the 

way in which one is hurt,by increasing the misery of sol- 

licitude in addition to its being no cause of benefit if 

one is impatient and unhappy with these (and to produce 

courage etc.) by way of the unlimited reasons and benefits 

(of patience) such as stated in the Bodhicaryavatara, "If 

aman to be killed has a hand cut off, why isn't it good? 

I£ by human miseries one is not in hell, why isn't it good?". 

The third,the patience of ascertaining (the nature 

of) dharma, - this is to meditate the patience which in 

considering the effect of karma, the Three Jewels, the 

Truths, etc. is not terrified with these, and also,in par- 

ticular,to cultivate a particular patience through consi- 

dering how the doer of injury, the object of injury, and 

the way of the injuring are empty of a self existent nature 

like reflections. This so-called fulfilling of the per- 

fection of patience also is to perfect meditating the at- 

titude which checks the inner enemy, the anger etc. in 

one's own mental continuum, but it does not depend upon 

actually overcoming one by one the unlimited living creatures 

etc. who are doers and possible doers of harm to oneself 

externally. The reason is,that)such a thing is impossible 

and if one controls one's own single mind, it is like over- 

coming all these enemies. Here ,for example, - although 

one cannot cover with leather every region of the earth . 

for the sake of averting the injury of thorns etc. to one's 

feet, it is extensively taught in the Bodhicaryavatara etc. 

that if one covers just the soles of one’s feet with leather, 

it is like covering with leather the whole surface of the 

earth. 

The fourth,called manly effort, -signifies an attitude 

which delights in virtue, and again,it is necessary to prac~ 

tise according to the way in which the practising of manly 

effort as the antidote of each of three lazinesses, (which 

are) the opposite sides of manly effort, is widely taught. 

The first of the three lazinesses)called the laziness of 

addiction to bad acts,signifies not wishing to undertake 

virtuous action out of being addicted to and desirous of 

the nonvirtuous actions and the evil actions of the world,
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selling and agriculture (etc.), and beer (-drinking) end 
talk about women etc. (respectively). This is a hinderance 
to undertaking virtuous action at the beginning. As the 
antidote to this,it is necessary to have recourse to the 
manly effort which takes pleasure in virtue through reflect- 
ing on the action of the round as without a core and as the 
cause of misery. The second,called the laziness of procras- 
tinationzis the laziness which makes gradually more distant 
while putting off to later with the thought of ''tomorrow'! 
or ''the day after tomorrow'',even though one wishes to under- 
take a virtuous action. As the antidote to this,it is ne- 
cessary to meditate the manly effort which undertakes the 
virtuous immediately through meditating the impermanence 
of death and uncertainty as to the time of dying. The third, 
called the laziness of self-depreciation)is the laziness 
which depresses the spirit by way of downgrading oneself 
with the thought, for instance,'"'I am of a dull intellect 
and of small courage etc. since it is extremely difficult, 

how can someone like me practise the acts of a Bodhisattva 
and obtain Buddhahood?". As the antidote of this, as ex- 
pressed in the Bodhicaryavatara, "One like me who am born 
in the human race... . etc."', it is necessary to arouse 
manly effort and to raise the spirits with the thought ''How 
can I not obtain enlightenment?'' once one considers one's 
virtuous qualities of having the power of mind to investi- 
gate the good and the evil etc. and to have obtained one's 
good body, a human body,)such as the body obtained by the 
former Buddhas. Although there are likewise many ways of 
meditating (this effort) etc., the threefold subdivisions 
of the manly effort, (which is) the armor, etc., just this 
is made in brief. Then,since the method of practising the 
fifth, meditative trance, also the way of meditating (mental) 
stabilization, which (is) its nature, has already appeared 

roughly in the chapter on meditation among learning, reflec- 
tion, and meditation, this suffices. 

As for the way of practising the sixth, the perfection 
of wisdom, -generally speaking, the nature of wisdom sig- 
nifies the cognition which discriminates existents, and 
here alsoy,although there are many subdistinctions, mundane 
wisdom, transmundane wisdom etc., the principal of all of 
these is the practise of the perfection of wisdom which 
cognises emptiness, the actual condition of the individual- 
ity and of existents. The reason is )that, even though one 

meditates the techniques of the mind to enlightenment etc.) 
if there is no wisdom which cognises emptiness, the actual 
condition (of things), it is impossible to cut off the root
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of the round of existences; and just as a bird with a single 
wing 18 unable to fly in the sky, technique without wisdom 

cannot go to the level of a Buddha; therefore, it is neces- 
rie | to Bretalat ekaseae coupled with wisdom. wert) 

s sa in the Mahayana satgraha, "If there is no wisdom 
the five perfections are blind; because they are without 
a leader they cannot reach enlightenment."; even though 
the first five perfections are like a blind man with feet; 
and even though wisdom is present, if the first five per- 
fections are not present, it is like a cripple with eyes, 
and since it is taught that it 18 impossible to reach en- 
lightenment by only whichever (one) of the two, it is ne- 
cessary to perfect the practice of the six perfections in 
union. Therefore, it is taught that a Bodhissatva, a son 
of the conquerer, practises through comprehending all six 
in each perfection, giving etc., individually. Here for 
instance, there is a giving of giving up to a wisdom of giv- 
ing, and similarly, the scheme 1s carried out for the others 
also. Now, the production of the wisdom which cognizes 
without error (as the actual condition) of things,such an 
actual condition (as) emptiness, -since it is difficult, 
at first, 1t 18 not possible to produce it by one's own 

power, and it is necessary to follow one who teaches this 
without error. Moreover, the Arya Nagarjuna, of whom the 
Buddha actually prophecied that he would explain without 
error the actual condition of things, composed the six works 

of the wadhyamika etc., which explain by way of various 

reasons and (citations from) scriptures, the thought of the 

Prajnaparamita sutras. There are quite a few different ways 

of explanation and acceptance of his thought; explanation 
of tne tnought of the madhyamika as a Prasangika system (as) 

by Buddhapalita, Candrakirti, etc.; explanation of the mean- 

{ng of the Madhyamika as a Svatantrika system (as) by his 
disciples, Bhavaviveka, Santaraksita, (the) master and (his) 
disciple (Kamalasila). Nonetheless, the great Tsong kha pa, 
the scholar-adept of this degenerate time, having by learning, 
reflection, and meditation fathomed the depth of the systems of 
each of the above masters, developed finally the view which 
comprehends without error the real condition (of things), he 
composed Rtsa shes rnam bshad chen mo, Dbus ma la ' al. 
"grel pa, Drang ba dang nges paid don rnam par on aire 
egs bshad s O, etc., e essence o s teaching which 

Ts based upon eat view. At the end of that (last) from 
"Mose who are the ornamaents among the scholars of Jambudvipa 
. . -" to "Who would not hold the good system of Nagarjuna 
as the chief?", since he views as immaculate and the final 
view the system of the Prasangika by which Buddhapelita, 
Candrakirti, etc. explain the meaning of his system, the thought 

of Nagarjuna, he says)that one must have recourse to this. 

Therefore, although I wish through recourse to this to explain 

a little the way of resolving uncertainty about emptiness, the 

profound real condition (of things), since this is deep and
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subtle, it 1s not easy (to explain) by very little; on the 
other hand, because it would become too much here, since 
except for another time it could not be finished now, I put 
it aside temporarily. From this,through the above,I pretend 
to have explained in brief from the development of the mind 
to enlightenment through the practice of the six perfections. 
Then, just briefly,the way of obtaining the condition of a 
Buddha, the result:- as in the system of the sutras in order 
to be enlightened,it is necessary to amass the accumulations 
(of merits and gnoses) for three ‘non count eons',by way of 
practising the six perfections such as the above,one amasses 
the accumulations of the first ‘non count eon’ during the 
period of both the so-called path of accumulation and the 
path of reaching, the paths of a Bodhisattva who is an ordinary 
individual; inasmuch as)the levels of a Bodhisattva,who is an 
Arya are ten, one amasses the accumulations of the second "non 
count eon’ during the first seven levels; once one has amassed 
the accumulations of the third 'non count eon’ during the last 
three (levels), finally in the pure land called Akanistra 
ghana vyube the Bodhisattva,who is abiding on the final (moment) 
of the continuum of the tenth level,obtains the non-corporeal 
body, the gnosis which perfects the understanding and riddances, 
and the body of perfect requisites, the corporeal body which is 
adorned with the thirty two auspicious marks and the eighty 
minor marks; then at the same time, the many magically created 

bodies which are in other fields and regions are enlightened as 
the magical creation body, by way of which,one comes to obtain 
simultaneously the three bodies. From then on, as long as the 
round of existences is not empty, one accomplishes spontaneously 
without effort continuously, the objectives of living creatures 
by way of unlimited deeds of body, speech and mind; such briefly 
is the way of obtaining Buddhahood from the point of view of 
the system of the sutras. 

Nonetheless, while the teaching of the Mantrayana of the 
great vehicle exists, it is certainly of great importance to be 
able to enter into the path of the Vajrayana, the highest and 
unsurpassable technique of quickly obtaining Buddhahood, after 
Practising the shared paths of renuyciation, the wisdom which 
comprehends emptiness, the real condition (of things), and the 
mind to enlightenment, etc., paths which are indispensible to 
both the sutras and the tantras. The reason is that having 
recourse to this path is a special method for being able to 

become a Buddha even in one short lifetime of this degenerate 

age)without it being necessary to require the time of many eons. 
Also,the practice of the shared path comes peforehand; then one 
ripens oneself through taking initiation from one who has the 
character of a master of the Mantrayana. It is necessary to 
keep the different vows and special precepts taken at the time 

of initiation. Those for whom training in the shared path has 

not come beforehand, or even it has come beforehand, who have
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not obtained the pure power which deposits definitely the seed 
of the four bodies, or even they have obtained this, but do not 
preserve accordingly the vow and special precepts of the tantra, 
these push far away the special, profound, and extremely rapid 
qualities of the tantra which are not shared, (i.e. by the 
Sutras). It 1s said in the tantras that there are greater 
dangers, coming to experience the miseries of those gone to 
the evil destinies for many eons, etc. If for an example 
of both the greater benefits and danger,one takes flying in 
the modern airplane, it is appropriate. Therefore, when by 
way of abiding accordingly with the vow and special precepts 
such as these, one practises successively both the yoga of 
developing stage and of the perfecting stage, one will obtain 
rapidly the position of a Buddha, the union (of the two bodies); 
such at least so as not to be empty of an outline is mentioned 
about the tantra.



EXERCISES 
ae 

A. Answer in Tibetan the following questions on Lesson Twenty-two. 

1 Hapanargedagadaaas Seka Nay 
SaeTA HeyswaRageteagragiie-s 

\ 
> ange’) ieiiqm REI itna ks 

ma alaska intliniaa| 
; BaQnasbaadanasQqaaagie ga 
See ares ee 
BOR TAINAN SAA SA RTA Sade 
seq) ‘ 5 tmaaQangaag aaa Qagacadlcgnh Na) 
AVVSTRS SAT AT TQS MRS) 

ee ae sag GSR aRT NT Pasa igady 
7 PAAR DEVAS Engg araianaage 
Years ge as 5 

8 FAS RA RTAN GARR BT RENTS SINS 
Se . 

: RAAT ATNAS Har AQSVAG QA Soya’ 
SSINTANSYSAGS HFawqessess Say Naa 

i AT QIN A QR BT ET SMe Psa TE ASR
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Baws 2 qa ne egay 
x4] BxBaq = 

" Reschrerkecia ine Wasa



GLOSSARY
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oy py ° 

TH ay ~*  Kamalasile . An aA ascetic practice, austerity 

ME A7AAGG PN. of a sect ete how difficult? 

as =< Kumara e qe white 

° - - 

aa all, every - (114 NS 2]'2;NS Three Jewels, Triratna 

F'2IS: "the arising of all" : ti lea rare 
3A § i.e. the cause of . 4 

misery, the 2nd of . \q*\ ; to stir up, to incite 
the 4 noble truths . 

iw . syNa q' irritation, inflamation 

a4 zea phenomenal, eS (i.e. between two persons) 
conventional, . & zy aN- 
phenomenally true or. p. of ( 

real ma. 13" 
cis : p., Of.) 42 ? 

BAAN Ns to motivate ‘i sale an 
we . 27] a" speech, utterances 

ANG" motivation . Buddhist scripture (Hon. ) SAA 

ma leather, skin . ATA KaTEN: expressed wishes, order (H 
bi a e 

aN P.N. of a person =. ATM[2A'H'H" secret instructions 

ye Dyas: one of the... . aaa s P.N. of a sect . 

Bsyaqe hahava . Sa esa: P.N. of a sect 
ei ‘ 
gy o7 crooked ‘ ame RAS to ask, to inquire (Hon. ) 

AV Nagarjuna . anraa: kindness, favor, service 
NS e 

yan P.N. of a person e aq aaa “precept transmissions” 
¥. “ 4 . (see note Lesson 7) 

=" rea WES. hea: 
af AT ATA (28% -4') one of highest classes 

so~a fix: mandala ° in the monastic educational 
° system 

sya in the middle of ° 

(prep. with gen.) . aa Pe of AMAA 

42° ; S$ x it difficult aq homage, service 

saan difficulties, pains,. aris; p. of asie 
problems °
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a ‘ACORN: radiance, brilliance. . aad aX: very famous 

yt 1 (i.e. of complexion). phe th n weet ' 
; ; . stant; momen’ 

<q fut. of age: - “ay m 
\ 4 . A: aygeatgae every single instant 

ak ae p. of A Ri re ™ 

aqycn p. of Rayer’ : Bq sayer momentariness 

aga: fut. of U3} ° HVsayAd ga in every instant 

aga: p. of a" i RSs loud noise, noisiness 

aS basically, primarily- Ae conversation, speech 

Fra eee of the . SAY to tell, to report, to talk 
‘00 ° = 

Nee é oh : 55 to call; to invite 
mS vt foot, leg . rage . a 

ee . anguage, letter 
AS 2 VAN" stick by i. . an - : 

piece by piece (if - 34° *h°Q ‘to institute new language 

the pieces are of a - *) *I AQ a (as for translation etc. ) 
long, thin stick ° 
shape) s ae time, occasion; chapter 

RNa limbs, hands and . Aaa’ at the time of, during 
feet ° 

. Hare aera “the three occasions", 
FA palate . name of a class of gods of 

. the desire region 

xa to steal . ¥} 

ae" oe: t pay thief, robber ° 
XN : . PABA fortunate one (see note 
HAs stealth, stealing; - “| ‘V Lesson 7) 

robber ° 

ANA share, portion, allotment 
ara just, only ° a oe a s 

. n. 
ax cause, condition . as \ 
eee . aS: relative (excluding parents) 
ays) to cause oY (Hon. ) 

7s to extend, to . Hawa: image, icon (Hon.) 
v stretch out . 3 oA : ( ) 

. ‘ . thankha (Hon. 

ae stupid, dull; mute - a a ane a ia 
“ ° mt. ‘ e -@. of a person) (H 

Hawa P.N. of a person . ads 
° ‘ . ' from (i.e. of 

ay voice, speech; a a ba al a Pe eT 
language ° 435 likeness, image (Hon. ) 

Wigs: famous . as string of lives (Hon.) 
Ww
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yaw representative, . Ang . person, individual, 
S representation of + Ss creature 

ee ; Qazan: J 4 4 ° ataka 

BR ck: to represent (Hon.)- a 
NS ° WA: birthplace 

ay Saa|a- body, speech and . 8 
Nag Pe mind (Hon. ) ' x to be depressed 

ao : the three bodies wr poor 

ay to send : ye to lengthen 

Wa: to encourage; to ° we: defect, fault; objection, 
a goad, to spur on . 2 criticism 

. - Sai oN 

a to appoint; to : By EASY to express criticism of 
: nominate . 

Se e Ba 5N . at the time of putting, 
A to thirst . NS pi Ais a Lesson 1, note 6) 

. Hon. 
Sx: to go around; to ° x 4: make the rounds of; - 34 to protect from, to save 

to turn around ° from 

ax al concerning, on, : aa 4va lead reciter 
* about : 

e hair (i.e. of head ws 

eon refuge - 4 
xe ° ya strand of hair 

Wan arg to go to for refuge,» 1 
=~. to take refuge in - a to be afraid 

Deaay: : = society, membership;- %4° fut. of ‘ 
zis" wealth, wealth and - q a 

poverty . a p. of 5 

— ° NN 

a0 comfort, ease + os fut. of a 

ly to be born, to + AHN peof £4" 
ae ) originate © oe % 

es | ~ “Ry an eon, a kalpa 
3 a birth, production - ; 
a} . VAT fut. and p. of NX 
a) to produce, to a 3 
) bring into being ° aH fut. and p. of 7 

4 pamraca| 
oc to take to, to : ayaa 3s to help by urging on 

conduct to . a] 
Ras 3 ° AWA: an exhortation 
a p. of 3 oF Ss os 

° az fut. of a 

Nay zy: man (in contra- . \ 
zu distinction to : aaig fut. and p. of a 

woman) ois at =|
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ae — : \ AHN p. of a x <ima~ fut. and p. of ou 

a fut. of We: . fut. and p. of sc: ay ; of F 235 P 35 

ANGABA please do (Hon.) . a3 hoayA the developing and 
Z 3 A \e aad perfecting stages 

age" p. of a . 

ayo fut. of a ; aQyQau: the developing stage 

ayaa pe of Wa‘ i agyaa KN 'g]a° title of a book 

(otcwys) scan ayia (N43 again . 
DN 3h ° an TAA one who practices the 

. a \ developing stages 
aur aie: review, practice . 
3 34 again , e 

-aYq. v. to complete the - mist W‘ajc'ay: the higher realms or 
P * number ° y “y regions (i.e. the form 

n. an addition . region and formless region 
sl . of the Buddhist tous! 

a Raley quiet ; 
7 ea ° RAN AANR the three regions (of the 

PUA A color . Buddhist cosmos) 

5a recitation + (verb +) PIX just before. . . 
- ew S 

‘BAAS to recite ° ‘ ‘ it R65 esa to * RPS straigh 

RAN: food 7 Pla a loose bulk measure of 
. @ 30 lbs. 

. aA’ few e 

RY ‘be ( ° pAvala: acceptance, admission 
‘AANA clear (refers only - No ee 

ma to discourse) a a oe of a person 
° ARD. 

fay: part, division : Ax “IS 4 burden, responsibility 
e's 

fragszs: house . p. of 2gR" 

7 \ 
ok ; regional division .- ‘A , to bear the burden, to 

9 4 within a monastic .- BA A carry the responsibility 
college (see . 
Lesson 1, note 3) « ge: area 

. \ 
QA region; sphere; . al’ ‘ to pretend 

a element; ° § = 
disposition
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RBar benefits and A avxs you (Hon. ) 
dangers ° 

. Bz p. of agx 
Raa: to be inflated, to. 

be puffed up +» &F husband 
ba u e ; 

R 4 only ° gs you 

pxs° he . ow poof aga: 

ray stomach} hollow of . “| blood 
the trunk or torso . 

r . a: ten thousand; throne 

pe he or she (Hon.) . Q:as's: cue 
ell ses . oN. of a person 
vm anger . 

a e for 3 am P.N. of a person 
aw’ a part of, belonging. \ 

me = ’ . gy Yoag as: P.N. of a person 

man’ as belonging to, as ; a5 to lead; to explain, 

~ part of . 5 to teach 

ws ay * particular quality - aa at shameless 
or . 

“er . e3e scowling or frowning 
ns particular; . 

A 4 difference, dis- ° KRASa great preceptor 
tinction ° 

RA AAS a special, particular - WRF aT upadyay a, preceptor; 
. al 

‘2p Real without distinetion . Ne ep, 
BA 5 4 or difference ° AAS a4 BN ~ one hog acarya 

be. . @ pious g 

a Q Se SA eee ; av rage accomplished scholar 

ar to pervade, to : Ansa 5) at of a person 
encompass . 

9128 a" fi = ° sipual-anl skilled, expert; scholar 
> smu ° 

Y ay . HRA BI the adornments of scholars 
A2)'ac*'gZe: all-pervasive ° 

KS a a4 conditionedness . au ga: to know, to understand (H} 

8 dog Brae aa: knowledge, compassion, and 

“Qegey: ge Rs 
y ra ° i to bear, to carry 

paw laymen, laity . igi 
“KR ‘omar aX wr. Pee Of a person 

Ber P.N. of a person ° Ra Aaa me 
and a place ° ~~ ay
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eo 
RAT i to “ one turn . apex to carry, to bear 

.@. turn comes F 
around); to revolve,. ayy to carry; to arrive, 
circuit, cycle . to reach 

n. court, retime, . 
following : * aq ‘ n. instruction, explanation 

awa ot as : 4 v. fut. of ay 
ee. . — 

agente it oon : Agr 4“4" lead teacher 
ANAT ava: : 

alana 5 AN eben: war; conflict 

aAwmra: samsara, the round q n , to wash 
Pax of existence(s) : RS 
YZ ‘ ae to be born (Hon. ) 

oes Tae, tone > agcaca birthplace (Hon. ) vate. rs aN ce n. 
"Se BH short time é R 

ays} which ae a here, there and everywhere 

i when . 03 : whatsoever 

29° how, what Meet however, whatever 

ap qnagas nse it be . as BIA whichever way is convenient 

es a 2 BR AR how 
ere Fs 

. cat : what kind of (person or 
HR how many, how much . 5 A a thing) 

oe Gayadhara (P.N.)  - sgiiegea whatever one makes . . . 

s : en at am what a AI 3.78) 
apt 35 as . oS QAkN how 

“a © reason is . a i 
ev‘ that... : eA ae whatever one wishes 

aye aaac oeuvre : is, od WEVA as haphazardly 
atever it may . 

ay aiz: oe ‘ cae a's: without measure; extreme 

slow. . 
WS AwRuay: quite many, quite long, 

TWN AYA: from all over, . quite much 

from everywhere °
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asa, person . AP VRAD’ to have understanding of 

AIS ENE: any . arta sequence, order 

ayn mn whatever you have, - apa position, rank 

whatever is possible- __ 
to you + aye: before (prep. with gen.) 

ais-Say'4 5 . above 
‘ “ what one happens to - 

Pi 2 have : aoa: higher, former 
s ° 

TSA fairly well ; a{e-ard a: to rise higher, to be 
. elevated, to progress 

oan: to do as well as oS ie 
ay one can “oe qari 6" to make progress, to make 
a ° A os to progress 

= laugh, laughter oem : 
ee «Sy to step; to walk 

ee P.N. of a place ar 
° NAN a to be accustomed to; to be 

aya ‘a: of greater . acclimatized to 
importance 20) pe 

_ ai : ye clothes 
ek “41° of great importance: ~ | : 

4 ° bd lg on P.N. of person 
args: if + (asfa) BNasar 

«yet oe 
2) bent oN, AAS: clothes, garment 

AINA respect : : to be at (other than one's 
~ . WA ordinary place) 
NAAT: respect and service, - 

q uN homage "4 aa do! 
* — 

3 N obstacle - BV to wear 
“| hinderance, . " 

impediment ° q % > | $ preparation 

ay! to understand, to - an: monk's clothes 
comprehend, to know - 
about ° aK: monk 

Ta: armor . yaya to become a monk (Hon. ) 

ww * 

‘ax meaning; the . “A S34* to become a monk 
a 4 meaning to be under-- 5 34 

stood . qa q monastic college (see 
oe . Lesson 1, note 3) 

a Ray to reverse , 
(positions) “ome! monastic center (see Lesson 

ae . 1, note 2) 
TPA: position, rank . 
ua . gasga~ to enroll at the monastic 
a nade: position, station : @ aN: center
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aa{4 s a’ .o famous, better , iV wa . belly, stomach 
own . sa 

. ’ to be free, to be released 
= AN at fame . a ™ f 

i i . << A as eee deliverance, 

zy om . ‘reedom 

cn: omer reckoning, . AR GR P.N, of a person 
number . 

Lae te: elephant 
Aa numeration, see any enumeration . a a continent 

=] END vn" incalculatable » Dr = na ae one of the four grades of 
. aA eshe; same as 

3 om: x : number count, . ‘ 
‘\ numerical measure- , 

ment, numerical ‘ 4 ber : 
Limit . = eres 7 

3 e mt “ast book 
ASCA'N “aa to come into the ce 

NN reckoning of ‘ a a tage foolish, stupid 

a 7 ~ EAVA'R -to be counted as, .  af'q: lung 
q NS etches. ons ofetho.cs 5. i 

. : fubssofiein : 
3 Qn: preparation . be: ™ es en 

° Q ‘ave: refutation (of the position 
2 Ay" line, row ‘ wo i i of others), establishment 

‘ 4A (of one's ow position), 
2) knife . = and responce (to criticism 

: of one’s own position) 
a) y p. of ada: . 

. sig: P.N, of a monastery; 
Jaa shadow . v3 a4 Tusita Heaven : 

a poof AMa . awry qo3 * occupier of the throne at 
a q ; a0 *\ g Dga® ldan (see Lesson 3 
qa nar: tenet . note ) 
“SS . um 

qa accomplishment . yi mA SAN = P.N, of a monastery 
SS ° ~~. 

aya aCe Siddha, adept ‘ Kar 2A" to like, to be pleased, 
Be Sa . to please 
ake ) friend . 

. AAR Wa: enjoyment, pleasure 

aaa fehend (mele) | ee eA ee 
. ' nine 

3f3 Nor friend (female) ; su 

* 6a} fut, of aan: 
eee) iggy : | 

ae ay ‘ . Gg-aYr age (Hon, ) " 
ayer to die iOS 

. “3 winter 

Ata
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RAEN: winter session % gaan ‘purpose, aim 
. Le . 

\. . Bate ea: without purpose; without 
FAA teacher 3 2 19 need 

\ . 
an : upasaka 4 : enemy ange vamens Aq 

aa\"2 53" sangha, assembly of , 3] aga zy arhant, "enemy slayer" 
\ monks . MS 

Ae . 4316 fut. of aalen: 
DSI ASA STA; P.N, of a person XK 

AS « ox Ws to go 
58124474" a member of the : “ 

“N sangha, a bikhsu a a" head 

qa\'a virtue . Haya Rx: the head is spinning, go- 
° ing around in circles; to 

ay ; at s a: kalyanamitra, “the , be rapt or completely 
S AA’ good friend” of the eete, up An 

| 3 4 Prajnaparamita - ne 

sutras, geshe : ayaa . suppress, to push down 
ar . 4 the head of 

Fe ee sramana . on 
7 S 7 HA W'S: a head's weight 
qa aN P.N, of a sect a 

X oA, 14 : responsibility 
iy ae geshe, an -academic , 4 

ASI A title, (see : A772 Q>| some 

sa aga aq) 
de. ’ 23124 ~y several, some 

44) a8: bikhsu (see Lesson \ 
I noté 9) + Aaa to contravene; to contra- 

-t 5 . dict; to oppose 
SASN AGA: consent, permission , 

. aaa Ba inamicable condition, 
qaeN ag commentary . . hostile 

aya, to think (Hon;) | ; aN'y ° AANA to bend, to force 
S71 thought; actual ‘ V7 

thought (Hon. ) ‘ aay beginning, front 

TON +2" to give permission | a Ae ~ to begin 
v1 56" (Hon, ) . e = 

ngs . 1 to stop, to cease 
ATEN: z'234' P,N, of a person Z 3 o 

TNO ee é aay ah ‘a 44° the truth of cessation 
orca fut. of a , < ‘ 
ay “4 aa ae - cessation and path 

aaa 8 monastery ‘ | AG 
“R ye to arrange, to order, 

AN to be necessary, to , 714 to formulate 
al have to, to need to , a 

eo + EN to take or require time 
\\a" . need, necessity . 

& 8. Sy to delay, to be late
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mR Rta ‘ \ ey wo a BA AAS to be changed, to , nz" N' to plan to go 
be turned i 

aa 
» AMAc’ coming and going; traffic 

207 to be changed, to i 4 . . 
be transformed, to . gaa: place to go to, destination 
become, to turn * _ 
into : 22 NG: expence, cost 

ay Ae competition ‘ aajsn: to kill (Hon, ) 

agaa Ass) (in)comparable i: Fe to age (i.e. as of a liv- 
™ . ing creature, not a thing) 

“4) AS: at . 
BN) . ‘aye older, elder 

ada to be right, to be (y : 
aieen to be . aNw p. of q 

4 + (oye Wee, excitement, stimulation; 

aR 0 to be diminished a 5 = frivolity; wildness 

: : to be accomplished, : ’ : a India 
a to be finished; to , be ay 

exist, to be . ae a an Indian 
existant (i.e. ‘ al : 
demonstrably by x Hs ‘ea’ size, stature 
logical proof) 5 > > 

‘ : : wide 
aya VPN effective action . & Se 
N . Bax widely, extensive 
agqwaag title of a book ‘ se 

qn ‘ Zaye extensive, wide, vast 
a q et commentary s 

‘ . ' China 
aq Ay: as subcommentary . & 4") 
x Z . x ae India and Tibet 

nay Oo go . 
ue ‘ BaF ch aaa PN. of a person 

Aa 2A" to walk . 4 ‘J _ 
a . S ‘ * to put, to shoot, to hit 

n q : Bsn $ arrangement, order, , All| 
sequence . 54 % distance 

rw © 
Az" : benefit to living , q° behind 

% be creature; purpose a 2 

of going ou ai: king 
ee . 

n q ‘a creature, being 5 Bn . 24 5 : kingdom, principality 
as . 

R cat ay' the six kinds of fe -adifayvxag: P.N. of a person 
em I beings (i.e, men, ‘ ae Sa 5 _ - 

: gods, asuras, hell- , Caer y epithet of a person 
pe) denizens, animals, , 2 on regent - ' 

ans preta) 4 

. Sue N- royal lineage
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rr kingdom . ae incite, arouse 

it Ne 

Bm Ss . son of the . BYVBY the Upper Tantra College 
conquerors; prince - 

i e 85 BUN: to put into practice in 

BUY kingship, monarchy - Sy aE one’s mental continuum 

A to be extended ° says a person in one of the 
% ° dA 4 two tantra colleges 

: cause, reason; ‘ i 

& property ; : ayes a al monitor of the tantra 
. college 

to move, to be ° 
moved By Sasa tantra session 

ie -Q 
GRIT T2qN the result which is . BLAVBA ai qar the system of the tantra 

‘NS N a: in conformity with .- 
S the cause . SVAYL the Lower Tantra College 

Sway causes and . Sy RVs the Lower Tantra College 
conditions . 

Sma . 34 i continuation; contimum 
CaS SC "riches e 

% \ ° Sraxe 2'Si* the end of the continuation 
. ‘a’ motion ° 
& . . Sr'HS ‘ to contime 
Hi2Aw cause and effect, - » 
ws causality ° SaaS usually, " 

. \ continuous 
eon seven cause and . ree, 

aa '4 5a effect precepts . BA RA conaeellys an 

FRB’ the reason . a ‘ 
Ss 4 ‘ sy= “HANA without interruption, 
s* RA" 4 ' on account of ° uninterruptedly 

a examination ; = SAN®' sa varying length of time a 8 
to run ° “| f 

Ly . Brace for a long time 
: ' to take an ° we 

gs ie examination . Baier how long a duration? 

N‘AAA to take an : Wer: everything, all 
3 m N examination (Hon.) - ay in stiice : 

; Ry “We ne 
SBUN-Aa’ to give an : 7 “| 

examination . at door, gate 

2y tantras mentel : a & egg 
continuum, person - aan: w ona 

’ i 24 a way of; via 
“tantra sound" ° BA. 

Zo) wh (a deep resonant . cae the three doors (i.e. of 
vocal production) - ~ body, speech and mind)
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auc P.N. of a monastic - A a2: obscuration 
| college ° q 
vl ° Aa to achieve, to effect; 
aS os egg-born - to practice; to prove 

Zou a to meditate _ agra to hypostatise, to 
ms : superimpose 
ARS meditation hut ‘ie 

° . chain, fetters 
Bsrg2 wx kind of meditation . aI : 
ml m1 - aa): lamp 
a wee: to do meditation . Re 
*[ & . qQ~y to set free; to transport 
Ray hermit . 

a ° a6 ‘su Tara 
aaadax: a great yogin . 
a . ye mamer, way 
We). ‘ey-de- to be a great yogin « on 
ayy da 535 ‘ 1S FS S'SiG'2t° many hundreds and thousands 
Ayan riddance or . Pe. 
*\ riddances by - Sa Rag? 150 

! meditation; ° 

meditetion riddance - qy/5<' aq apjas’ 112 
. Bt 

aaa the path of med- . aH yy" century, a hundred 
itating or of ° 

meditation ° 35 aa: Indra 

man ‘Aa: Bhavanakrana : agK eight 

35 = =|" procrastination ae BS et eighty 
e ) 

+” magical illusion * a BAT yet eighty-nine 
° NX AN} 

Bar illusory body : sgt fut. of S77 

nx to change; to . a*an’ p. of =" 
a translate . = 2 

. : linea; 
3a sack, bag . x Lin a 

° ‘qaN' 4 rec 

3 : sound, words . <i “ 
grammar . “eS5 to be transmitted from 

«* NS one to another 
y Ragas literally . e as 
2 + aaa: fut. of aa 
oe regimen; rules ° a. 

\ , ARRAS Pp. of aa 
aa@4\% ay to enroll, to . 

S enter the regimen - ayy p. of 57° 

<\ ; ‘ ; du x axaN ; polation 
Ra ‘) to obscure . 3 a i 

. i p. of : 
Qaaga- the two obscurations- — =" 

: —. fut. of qa 
a
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y CG 2 : aajawn p. of aa ‘ aes p. of ay 

AR fut. of Wa- 7 

XQ J ; 

SOHN conceit, egotism ° aa: to ascertain, to know 

RIG < we . Annas: reminciation 

RRA Mandhata : aaa: on peepee’ cond 

R31" voice, speech ° x 
° Raw aN ascertainnent 

AY AWA A a mute oi Wea ag 
NS = © ANNAN understanding 

Ea apn: nonsensical spe ° 

“| & : ° e ro nature, character 
“COTA’ while... is . 

4 present, in the . Say: actual; real 
presence of . . +, © VV 
during... 2 SWAN to be acquainted with 

. el 

RR TAN” to remain con- » 5RNA’ satisfaction 
tinuously in. . .» ° 
to remian through ° Ra: P.N. of a person, 
out... ° epithet 

Ra NN’ bad, wicked, evil : RNR to place together 

6a" 23)° those who go to an - KA a84- to identify; to recognise 
evil destiny or e 
transmigration; an - A ae silver; money 
evil destiny or . a 
transmigration ° RAM . actual, real 

Rac: those who have gone» Ccaajqay'ay in fact, actually 
to an evil destiny - ‘\* i g 
= as oe 4 qa" ai honest to goodness 

transmigration . ater article, things an 
bese . actual existent (see 

SNA A" as I heard ° note Lesson 5) 

mite . eae. = 244 Reureve : Ane a1 the actual, actuality 

Ss adn day ‘ Meharaurava . ‘sare ean directly;
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ASAT: to commission, to . HRT NS: directly perceived, as 
delegate ; mw ND before one's eyes 

° — 

AGAIN Pp. of HIKA: saa SIN A obvious 

RIGA'A 471 lord, master; ( Far Aan: P.N. of a person 
landlord ‘ 4 Avkg: 

a . aL five 
WRWTN' P.N. of a place + ae 

. 2 38, five hundred 
AKEAY womb, uterus + ape: 

~ AG v2 Ag 5500 
Aaa: a WN’ womb.- born . om 

7 ze : Bese early, former 
Nex sy *  supernormal know-  . ah ee 

oa gw ledge . a ara earlier pic oa 
° or sprea 

aaa 27 the actualized, the . 
present actually (in, aa: former-later, past- 
ne to. future 

potentially ° 
re . Papa each former 

Aa Bas: Abhisamahalankara . aoa 

5A - anv past times; previously 
eee a high condition (in. 
cans the world) . Ban mantrum 

atang; to see, to perceive; . Baa a practicer of the 
to obtain . tantra; thaumaturge 

a ca aN" Abhidharma : BR formerly 

wea 5512 to take delight or ’ a3; previously, formerly; 
pleasure in * first 

oe \ ° ar: “ e 
woe: 7 paranormal cogni- . R forerumner, introduction; 
a tion, clairvoyance . a q introductory, preparatory 

x ean ay" direct perception : aa = — 

; . AN E 
SNA things, stuff 2 SRN whatever kind of, 

; . anykind of 
SH having, possessed of- “— 

endowed with 2 BN any 
4 eS) 
Says ely good it would - Za: a, an 

a0 ee ‘
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4 4 
SA STA’ simultaneously, - awe fut. of ade. 

~ suddenly, all at ° 

once » adca: P.of = ade: 

3 a and . AS F ten 

seaq a little ‘ ag ada: eleven 

ZH this" * . ADR: sixteen 
~~ é a i Se 
SAT TAB PLN. of rs . * of Az: al . 4 a of a person : = a P §3 

ase" fut. of zn" . adagy eighteen 

31S ‘qW30° a dangerous carni- ; aS: fifteen 
4 ‘| " vorous animal ° — 7 on 

. ASH’ past of RRAIN: 
as a one . ~ 

4 ‘ ABH Ra-AGN: the Blessed One, 

Ba arate - « » of one's é os 5 Bhagavan 
ad:...- eating another . aN: ( wee. 

5 Sales Aaa") (un)feigned, (un) art- 
aioay5 . single, unitary . ificial 

qjtace dear, cherished; . ay" iron 
valuable ° 

ks @ B74 Ray to goad 
35 to cut, to cut off . q 

<s . Da: heavier 
assy p. of 2434" : 

‘ , . Bree: heavy-light; weight 
ATNHBAN: the prescribed . 

limits, the limits . 3° tongue 
of the rules . 

ae 

< \ 
& part; pair 2 HAH without a break 

Be partless . KAN’ to exist; to become; 
" ° to have; to desire, to 

RAS completion, ° be attached to 
entirely . 

‘ HANGYN to make a slopping 
KANN: style or custom of . sound (as by kneading 

= dress s or hitting in water) 

BAN part - AMAA desire, attachment to
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ao beer . Bajeae great, middle, small 

BY to bresk in half, | ‘3 great 
to snap; 46 stop (as. s 
of raining . Ata’: how big? 

ay Be a nihilistic view . RYN: largest, biggest 

& §, zy punishment . as purpose 

: water ? x ‘ay . for the purpose of 
8 ° 4 oa for the sake of : 
BH AVSa’  — Arbuda ie 

ee y . Be TCAN GA especially, expressly; 
A'aAVagua: Nirarbada ° purposely, on purpose; 
_) Ee. \ * specially 
RU ®™ a great river ° x tee 
NN i. : @ a. great, large 
HHAAS' P.N. of a place oN 
NX » a Hadz- greatly, widely 
Ride pool + ee 
NN - RN Aaya very much, extremely 
Bo*a' small, little _™é/. 
aa . 31" ritual, rite 
RAs’ water and manure . 

XQ 34 ° Kalas Vy: way of Pon) i ) 

Re wR’ little, small ° a ritual (rituals) (Hon. 
DN é 
Aca: younger person; fe Aad AA° power of magical creator, 
~~ smaller peeeematery: » paranormal psychi power 

of ° 
° Baxaras: to compete in the power 

Be aged: rudimentary, inter- . ~“ of magical creation 
= mediate, and super- . 

ior; small, large, . FA" to allow, to permit 
middle etc. Re 2 

. AAs ~ satisfaction 
ACA wife ° 
» . as to be parted; to be 
AVE: minor, small stuff . separated; to be 
> . resolved 
w® RA larger section a ees 

- aN: religion, teaching, 
aS size; higher (or) . doctrine; quality, 

~ lower, greater (or) . phenomenon, thing; 
smaller . entity 

e a al 

BROAN of a suitable size; . Rag Fan P.N. of a person 
~ 20s of just the right .  T 

size » RAH dhamakaya, perfect 
° NS ineorporeal body 

Rea major, larger ogee 
(comparative of - BARA Dhamakirti 
(a ) ; (Ka B-qqacs)
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Sots x au pious king, - AAA} Re superior, excellent 
dharmaraja e - i ane 

ee i Ads 2] 5 GAN the best, the superior 
Bae ; dharma-master, . DSO 

master of religion . Figo‘ to jump 

Sa say: session (see note. BIEN! pe of suee: 
Lesson 2) 4 wat 

= . HAA’ to worship; to make an 
BNA! "Six Teachings" ‘i offering 

sS (of Naropa) . Re ads: wa 
Prien . worship 
aN: a on the religious ° a , 

a side; on the side . een aa stupa 
of virtue ‘ ~ “a 

- ‘ TAS ARAM object of worship 
AN'AAlAN’ denominational or . | Q 

doctrinal system, . Aid ‘; sy ceremonial offering, 
sect . religious offering 

&au'4 ~ the religious and , %®%° to chew 
secular, religious . nex 
and politics e to rise 

Bis to go : AR BN signs of death, death 
. omens 

HBAS" P.N. of locale . ia 
~ ° as — to die; to transmigrate 

nda p. of aud: ° as: ‘ 
ay ‘ 4 death 

Aaw‘'G’ lips ° 
2 i ake: to tie, to bind 

\ ‘ 

Raya’ bandit . EB Ajga (not) to give it any con- 
“a . sideration, (not) to pay 

a: aN. as many as (i.e. ° heed 
eee Sma a 
see note Lesson . Be how much? 

- 2. a i 
Ape’ as it is (4.e. ia a exact, actual, as is 

ultimately true) . A : 
(see note Lesson 8) - &”% \ until 

* Ne 
A-qrarady: exactly, as itis - Raa a” P.N. of a sect
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ox lord ; 2a ‘) v. to change 
ww § . n. lord, king 
e'a ‘2 an epithet of Atisa . Dicx 

5 oe ; king and subjects 
AEA to meet, to see ‘ a 

i z “23a venerable, reverend 
BGA 2346" to meet (Hon. ) ; Bane : na 

alas ss ; a] following, follower 

HES] ° Be 
~ aNXY next, 

BE aya’ after (prep. with . \ 
gen. ) . ENA Daca: each latter 

acga- to hide oneself, : Bard para the one after the next 
to sneak ° 

. z N'A afterward 
REAN: p. of 2&2” . = 

x Aavaagea v. to follow; to follow 

aba to destroy, to ° “ according to 
break; to be des- . BN RgEa: n. follower 
troyed oy 

Os ti ° RS to say, to speak, to 
a2ca\s view to the imper- . utter 

manent ° 
ad > i s ews tongue (Hon. ) 

jE i i wor. ° ee 
a] S in . ANS ES to compose, to write 

Akasa Deu future life : (Hon. ) 
ada: to be afraid : BOR’ green 

. Ag aD 
aban:3s: Yamantaka é BIS! P.N. of a place 

° vi. 
aga to set he tuictas. Acs heavy 

to put in; enter,. \ “a 
to initiate MG ayaa aa heavy sluggish 

ag aya'Aaa: anind or enter * | SRR fut. of 2 
Ade . 

ne zy ta” steps of entry ‘ ata: p. of 2 

° al 

San | ee eee oe . ~'y 
to establish zl aah" subject, topic 

° Mrs. ee w 

ada aia fixative meditation , aya yca * eentral subjects 

RESIR! to destroy; to : 
conquer, to over- . 
come °
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3° fish . ane S a little, few 

aa, to listen : Bea scarcer, fewer 
"2 

35-3" syavaka, a disciple . Birr utsada 

te: Sravaka and : ‘ARTA! round, in the enviro: 
a Pratyekabuddha : 3 a cCckiae) 

“in 
BAVORV dosti bens . Bran: close to, near 

wretchedness . pel 
. ‘ar Zaalen: the cognate passions Baa}: degenerate; ‘ 2a 34 1-4 pa: 0: 

wretched, miserable . a partiality; distance 

BAN n. experience . 4Aga KR! impartially, without 
nN: 4°) v. to deteriorate, - partiality 

Ax ( to lower, to degen- - \ 

erate . Oa danger 

eo mors, songs of experience . ax: os ‘ twenty-five 

BUA as experience ° Braga twenty-seventh 

s ‘“ 
BNA AR: to svenarnes to. AN wa ham, injury 

practice . 
at i Ba: ai evils fault, objection 

‘ o keep 5 

big : Zand aN disadvantages, bad 
aa bie Sleep; to lie ° effects 

lown . 
$a: 5 r Fas’ a buyer 

sun; day ‘ 
“a x : . 5a9s passion obscurations 
3° "a! pradesika; a small . 

part e 
Set) a te . ‘aYrea'2y' passions (see note 

%, 4 twenty . a Lesson 4) 

“2BCTIBAUN' to take rebirth, to : : sleep; sleepiness 
EL a continue on (i.e. aia drowsiness , 

after death) ae ray ; 
Q ° a4 9 AS dream 

35) (ref.) self, it . 4 
-% ° ‘alat:2,: to sleep 

4a aH day 4 Be oe "| mn, 

a ; : . 44 WN two 

2a 64 everyday, daily . ss niet 

aix'>: : " 
24g . 3 Hs ; > ey? antidote 

4 We
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\ 
Aq a wrinkle . Bn thought 

A358" p. and fut. of 3a" i B25 with the thought, i.e. 
gimmie: ease Ot . a. anew Vania? se 

3 : . Aare, za degenerate time(s) 
HZAWUTAQa we to be absorbed . 2 “\ 

(=) in meditative ° < heart 
concentration - oO 
n. meditative ab- . Acp: compassion 
sorption, meditative. gz s 
trance 5 Hae ‘eat great compassion 

BAK ale: incomparable ; Qeaapagqa: from the very heart 

AAT: together; together : Ace essence, pith; center 
~~ with ’ 

. Aw See, nurse (Hon. ) 

ace aie nthe : Sas ae to claim, to all °. o age (i.e. . Late i c. » to ege 
only of things not . aoe aa 
persons ) . aga to depreciate, 

4 . to downgrade 
BON old (i.e, of things) 

: atc fut. of $< 
Rear: P.N. of a sect . « 

° adcar p. of aS 

as to acquire, to get; - 
3 to find, to discover. ager to acquire, to get, to 

° obtain 

ayayane difficult to find . \ 
BS . 833 HAAN the one day vow 

ras difficulty, ° 
a 9 complication . ang Fae full va (1.e. of a 

. < biksu 

3A 3 aN! fame . 

BA A5Q to report . 

: yas fe 
BAD aA} P.M. of a monastery , Fay -zpu: a little, slightly 

enon pamadhis meditative ' r Bak aka: Senet ehthons : ™66 fut. of 6S 

mental focus . 55 an: entirely 
4 ‘ 
BS akg a Samadhiraja-sutra . AW5FAKC: nothingness, nothing 

ce e 

Bos: sesamum * 5H reputation, fame; 
WS. . speech 
Bi Ake zy Tilopa °
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S: ; . object of i a es 
a56 depth e have recourse to : 

a fut. of 294° : » “wa an object of worship 
“WS x . " a belonging to one’s share 

: treasure; treasury . (of the family estate) a5 
abe to send; to release . Ba: to think; to conceive 

a ae = 9 ‘H,3° a geshe who is to. mpg: the yoga of no idea- 

a a “8 bea... es of. ae ag oa ix constriction 
such a class oe 

Lena + BN’ to knows to understand 
R* ‘zy: to be able to give . 

“\9 ‘ ° a) to see, to look at 
ve. to set up, to open . ieee 

ey up, to establish . 8 3qAN° scrutiny 

AHA: p. of agaya . Bansy to see, to meet 

AGE Pp. of a5 . way theory and practice 

ane Sa indifference, even- - 2!'Q: view, theory 
mindedness - af 

* east ‘ athe four seals signifying 
AGa° p. of aakaa: » Bt TTA eee theory ° Burs ee 

AGB: fut. of Qas: : aa like, as 
QO ° SS 

ma Say p. of 24 ey ‘ ax according 

A5IAN’ p. of 242° ’ atac: simulated, counterfeit; 
3 a = es a fallacious 

. ~of 25° . ag P. 0 v » Bla: to fall 
“2° .of 25a" . 

men a ™ ° a main, principal; 
B5a5s chant, hymns » & center, navel 

Asvaghosa (P.N.) . sit 
o BAe Aaa: at the navel 

575 5 always wee 
S . eS food 
"2° permanent ° 

ar ° walang 5a food, clothes, and 
saat always ° 5 reputation 

Bx° mark, sign, trace; - San: food stuff 
logical reason ° ae 

° - to be hungry 
SZAMN 2 &2° title of a grammat- . 9 

x ical work . Papas P.N. of a sect 
° ‘S 

Aya duller, weaker, “oN 5 procedure, manner, wasy 
S more feeble r ° & ~ : ,
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BS: seat; abode é ada) p. of Ba: 

~ ° fi 
ac 4: upon; in addition to, aaqan: through recourse to ... 
BON (prep. with gen.) . xs 

° eee a pole for tethering Ba: to get, to take : ay \S ee 
‘ : . 0 : 

Ax: to give ‘ " 
6 “4 an - ABN p. of oe 
E235" emptiness, voidness,. a x : 
5 sunyata ® S N depending upon 

iia: ° ays: se 

aA upper (i.e. upper . BA fut. and p. of 
5 1 part of body); ‘ te oA 

Western Tibet ; ABT 23) . doctrine and living 
Ay. ° 2 creatures 

, to show; to teach . -— 
a ‘ 2 . AGA Asn commentary, sastra 

"Re autumn ° 
5 4 a : ad aga source; (fig.) a 
Ban teacher ° central place, hub 

yd sa: fore , apa: to accord with; to be 
5 eae reanie 6 be . % 4 in conformity with 

ar repent } ada: fut. and p. of Aq: 
ARAN SARA examination, . — 5 4 

investigation : ABS ae a ‘praise 

AGIAN p. of aa: i ape to praise, to eulogise 

Aga" a fim, stable : a BS aay praise and salutation 

, , * ann bee mo a 2]N religious discipline. “4 5 aq7y a58 to destory 

4 ae long distance 
= different ¢ a 

aa el ‘ ant painted scroll 

aa Seueuh ts LBe ° Ban: method, means 
4 east, las . 

° “ iar destitute; miserable 

ast rope . an . wretched : 

AIT? AVSG* _—s to decides to det- - JIN AX aj-Hc- to try to find 
ga * 4 ermine; to put an ° vA 

end to . aA as all
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\ 
AAN ST [ HBA al1-knowledge, - 4’ to be able 

21° " omniscience oS 
» 2a sage, muni 

~ a - -.- uncertainty (i.e 
‘ between two alternatives); 

aqy release, freedom, dilemma 
emancipation, ° 3 A 
deliverance . wel to go 

Awegya- Prasangika . aay vehicle 
(Madhyamika) Ee 

4 - 37] Vesa Mahayana 
a" line; outline . yeu : 

Jaa semen; dot : bear — + os 
. Papaya the three vehicles 

Af to reach the source. : = 
S or further limit; - ON occasion, time 

to meet, to touch - ~ 
' - var hammer 

Aan: mind (Hon. i. ee 
St ‘ AAG Aan’ to descend on one, 
aqaga a unable to bear (Hon. ) to happen to one 
S ; a3 . e ‘Al 

aga ki responsibility (Hon. ) Say ae ay the beginning, the 
RY . middle and the end 

‘atay: of great importance. — : 
& “\S a (Hon. ) . az ‘qa’ about, concerning 

Se Ne 
aq 22)q" responsibility (ie? aay au the first, beginning 

QaN 251A" to practice (Hon.) + 34 UT Ags to initiate, to 

dm eT. cadena Geel — 4 i 5 attra ni, aaa 

aaj ea © aya in —— to (prep. 
=) xe - to be fully . with gen. 
Sas satisfied (Hon. ) See 

a ° ANNA: obstacle, impediment 

IMA: RSNA’ to be satisfied oe 
S71 (Hon. ) ° Sq. without obstacle, 

. unobstructed 
Anaad compassion (Hon.) + _ Cha 

. S2x- ° sh3 eave 
QqN ‘Qn disciple, son of . . to come out : 

one’s thought _y- 
aan ( - 33) as progress, development 

SF ANA thought (Hon. ) ._ = «fy. Ta age 

‘ Aas, Wea P. N. of a person 
a Gas short o, ie 

Pa - aa to obtaine, to get, 
aqx aq common, shared . to acquire 7 

oe iM 
Saxe sy: , exclusive; not « 3N to hear; to study 
34 .e ag common, not shared « to learn '
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Yu AIR’ end, limit,boundary . 14°24 high 

BIAS aie, Seay » nee highest 
° - 

A aad a1.5° definitely; point- . dic’ to see, to perceive 
edly, specifically . -v 

e SHAQCEN’ the present 

HDARBAN' unlimited; illimit- . VA 
able . BIAo Ne riddance or riddances 

. by seeing; seeing- 

HIT finally, at the end. riddance 

Taras” ultimate, final; . HSC Aa: the path of seeing or 
es n. the final end. of vision 

Har gaa gone to the end, AIF 2 high, tall 
perfect ° - 

7 Asa es quarrel and dispute 

AAT A'2 @~™ until reaching the . Mn 

Zax end » AQAVReEn: — Fight 
4 . 

HAC gal Kele-sutra io to drink 

aa" power, force « Rav to cut into pieces 
NY 

a4 4 to be joined; to » AABN: to be right, to be 0.K.; 
~ be connected ° aS to be approved 

\ ® x 

nu sa amicable conditions oH AGF contention 

Ada in accord with, . BAA: fut. of Ja: 
N conformable to, A os 

consistent with - ADH to be confused, 

Nac . to be bewildered 
Syd aa: thumb RN h ens * RIN p. of 253° 

' \ 
5 now * 4a] 35: correction, 
RA: ° / purification 

\%5 now, the present .- + ich 
‘ ° N'A 27/2494 P.N. of a subsect 
yaraan: at this time . 3 m ws 
ay ‘ - 

Aas me still . gy P.N. of a person 
\ ; 

4 AN at this time . BA: and, or 

2 < 

Aa\: clean, pure ° a aA first and second
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54S" and, along with oo Ra brate, animal 
4 (see Lesson i, ° wu q i 

note 8) 7 aa time 

E 
S4aNag-_gN’ according to . . ies all the time, always 

‘\ 31 4 relying upon” . Me AP : 
e ec. holiday, celebration, 

5S Bia 2t- having, possessed off 4% AX festival 
S endowed with : 
cS ° Bat: 2)" an inappropriate time 

amet first + ee 
ats oe a 

AS Ae at first, as first . 

\ 4. © AN'AAS religious holiday, 
At 24 aya competition in - N\ holy season 

R ata ‘ 
V4 say Eirias ° a that 

aD : ng ® - 

yes . Aa fy: reality 
505 ‘ to accept or take . 
a on voluntarily i Aapaq aaa: similarly; likewise 

Qs religious veneration. A-qjav2aay to count as fulfilling 
x faith and respect . S the requirement 

aye faith : BN afterwards ‘1 ay 
qa ase chemeee ant thesis;- ‘4 94" oneself, itself 

P se . 
- . A2ig : thus; so; such as this 

qa firm, stable; holy .- 6 
se. . A earn: in addition to this 

Bs a ” : aaa: those 

aa Xe ‘ the precepts of . 4 

the tantric vow ° 42 aNUSN' on account of that 

\' to be spread ~ \ Ba SN 
. a: 25a Ay such a 

ox" wa ‘zqa5 to spread, to ° ee 
propagate (Hon.) . Ava sos «2a: therefore, consequently 

. ae: 
Wa’ widespread ° & aN" then ‘ 

° NS \. 

vay a ‘ PN. of aperson ° “TAN'ADA' RW: taking it from that 
: aon . \ _ a 5 point; beginning from 
Bee ribbon, bolt of . that; since then 

cloth . 
3 . a Seas even more so 

Aa Ags wealth and leisure - \ 
: f Aragar- along with that 
“x: many : 

. Rp Rt . d-ada: otherwise, except that ... 
VN e @ poisons - | 

Q ~ ae 5 yeu so much
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Swale as: ia B+ Pens similarly . cy % a mental 

A. i those rc 
° ‘ t 

sag te a x oe 3 ae. e; 
. y*1 frightful, formidable 

RreqK: moreover . aaa 
° 3 too much 

A-Aa at: therefore . ‘ : a 

aaa gan more miserable than : 8 odieg 1 
Papa ¥ that ° aang saad title of a book 

i : Rae enady £ Res ay: during that time . Aqaagg ay 
X : * 45" Pe of ada: 

AS'Sa! present time, ° 
nowadays . 44 “24° attentiveness; 

Ni ° mindfullness; 
\4 book ° recollection 

Rava a4! not only that ; 4a commemoration 

cai load ‘ Ase: smell 

Sep marrow, tent aU A panos stations, : . 0: eS 

AaN AN’ — doubt, uncertainty - 4 

< WA aXe: to resolve un- ; aqa5 — 
. Ty conetabatye Raa! “mindfullness of 

a" meaning; object; e a 3 
objective, purpose . a 15° repayment of 

- 4, : . kindness" 

WUBI Sag Recaapsieue: eines attr 
- ~ g ais . 4 q 7 or kindness 

g tee essenti: . 
4 a1 ay ; ss six 

AAA for the benefit of . ~ 
; ae agit Av z= sixty 

Aa 13 = to strive for, - ea 
S aim at; to aspire to. §<\§ at, in front of 

oN 
Xo \ 

Rs ‘z,° aim, object of ; . s secretary 
WAN rN striving rae Ax oy: aa 

SR her ultimately; an . Raya . 
ultimately true or - aa heat, warmth 

real ° 
ah . : fut. of Qeaja: 

Aa lt for the sake of . ae me 
(prep. with gen.) °
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qa v. to open (i.e. of . a "2]QaaZal' sameness of oneself 
v4 the eyes, mouth, . a m 4 and others and 

ete. ) . exchange of oneself 
n. foreign accent; .- and others 
tone . 

- gtx seven 
1442 aa: invitation (Hon.) . tpl 

| . aja seventy 
44, ara a to invite (Hon.) - ~5 ee 

“ " aga eRa5g seven thousand and 
WAR monastic center, > Naa ax seven hundred 

(same meaning as . x 
» see . ah 9s: happiness and comfort 

Lesson 1, note 2) . \ Me 
. Ao those who go to a 

2154 'A MTR from any one of the . fortunate destiny or 
aN: \ ” monastic centers . transmigration; a 

. fortunate trans- 
42° fut. of QaaN° - migration 

alsa’ fut. and P. ofa ar-ae ay Sambhara 

BY W'F AT" instruction . Not adj. happy; easy 
“14 zi precepts $ ° a a n. happiness, felicity, 

. ease 
Baya: instruction . 

“TA . ataaad the Four Truths 
‘ . - having partilineal . 

1958 ah Rex descent from WH a2 arrow 

“a fut. of ant ' ba Vicia: Saal to shoot an arrow 

a's: one to be trained . Su : in front of, before 
“18 & or to bring himself . gs ’ 

under control vie - 3, ° sutra 
the Buddhist dharma . 

e wae a title of a sutra 
ase competence . ‘SS 

ie mR xR Ss : sutralamkara 
aa: v. fut. of @q- 4 ree, oT 

hn. evil spirit, ‘ HYD-2- Sautrantike 
demon . 2 \ 

- a2 ‘ROA — title of a sutra 
=o self, I; atman . SGA 

Roa- master, owner : ak A on the sutra side 
"I os t 7 ry 7s (in contradisctinction 

aa B29 the controling . to the tantra side) 
yy result . A 

. a ay P.N. of a place 
age aa - without aself, . | 

non-self, anatman - oA a* “Agamamuia" 

a ‘QA the apprehension of - du x ay a the system of the 
VI ay a self ° ‘ aa sutra
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Ba eaq: cast, appearance; -« 242° Vinaya 
color . No 

se i * AGN p. of 2q° 
HAA] 14434 to pretends to - i S 

indicate by a + ABN AN: caused; conditioned 
gesture or sign e ‘SS 

Ae ° << ‘ assemblage 

AGT ARN: briefly, in brief . aan =i 
ee ° ‘ to found, to establish; aran 

ann to go, beyond; to ° to sow 
transcend . aS 

. male" to hang; to put a name 
ana p. of 2G2° 5 2 

° ah to desire, to wish 

na- this ° for; to accept, to 

e admit 

na-n AN such as this; . ee 

(a5) sucha... ° Ass Gate the desire region 

“ a . kamadhatu (of the 
AR ARMAS such and such ° threefold Buddhist 

ag) RN ‘ cosmos) 
add a eoun: at this point ° ~~ 

a » ASAT: attachment 
ania ~ to be collected; 7 

‘NY to be included; to - mez tzu: wish, desire; admission, 
ie abrlaget; to be NN acceptance 
comprehended + ae a 

e : aqq aes @qX: as one wishes 
acvay (act of) condition- . 4 
S ing; something which. 2X12 BI . a god of the desire 

is conditioned : 4 region 

ACQEMAN a gathering to- . aca: to take out, to recite; 
»S gether; collection . to exit, to come forth 

\ ® ve 
ALAN: perception, thought,. aga NG) to instruct 

aS) mental formation Ae 
(as a discrimination. anat similer, like 
or a singling out) . a 

° ac Zia 5 different, disparate; 
R sv to be; “auxiliary . different kinds of 

verb" . a ~~ 
a. 7 agag RIN different kinds, 

agapar ay fhat's how itis. . x variety 
" It's like that. ° 

\ ° ar v. to mix up, to confuse 

a gap aks: It's like that. ° n. deson 
NS . 

Ana to tame; to train, . ads: to draw out, to elicit; 
SS ‘to diseipline, to . to derive 

subdue . 
A oe aw . p.of 4 A. 

REA BAA the rules of the . 

\N Vinaya . e RQ to beat, to strike
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oo maimed, limbless is x piorjownally subsection, 

. subgroup 
a dust oo 

_ : mA Ga the seven treatises 
aoveQ : colored stone dust . ~S (ss a: y 

° rm 

x ee (3 Bia Tripitika, "the th: . By e three 

rrQgrys lotus posture; q vo baskets 
N padmasana ° 

= s Neary ‘ Ganda- (name of 
Fe aw Vajrayana i. a ate 

° sal 

: ING: ° 
ax to rub ° a4) ieee dwell; to 

Air: to arise, to stand . ~— 
RS : 3 Ret to restrain 
Baw having, possessed - Bayes ak 

naa double ‘ aN - 
x ea = / 2% 7) Dharmakirti 

e 4 3 Ree Dharmapala 
Aan: to reverse, to . a as 

qt turn back or away. azz p. of ZR 
kos : 
Aa: Ai’ the opposite, the . aAz4' fut. of Za: 

as a reverse : . 8 § 
\ . agan’ p. of ae 

Ac Aaa’ an attitude of o> ~ 

5 hatred, hostility . a4 fut. and p. of 
<\ ° 
Baya evil, vice - ana fut. of How 

syed . suffering, misery, . ADSIN' p. of Hn pps Bier tems SAR ‘ 
. ax fut. of AS 

ayy: pleasant, attract- . ~)} AS 
\ ive ; “ee p. of Bs 

~ 21 S 
Nay za" bad, ‘evil; * JwA‘a name for a class of 

ql niseretle: ‘ * s a" elementary textbooks 
line . ‘ on logic 

a4 to collect; to . Pees : 
S abridge, to sumar- , AA NAGRIA' Samghata 

ize, to epitomizes .° 
to contain in, to. 

; comprehend
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x a to be i11 . Fa) v. to disappear 

ae" pain ‘ % ps 
an pain oe pia ie 

a © - gare ability, capacity, 
at “zys Naropa oN power; potential, 
ae. is ° potentiality 

4 a é TN RS’ to the extent of one's 
aay black ~N ability 

aay aX-g*a’ epithet of a person - az'@) v. to be mistaken 

nate: aR A eo anal F285 inner yoga ° Xpaga: ae 

as'2 3 Ay: contradiction tog ~~ 
- LPagargag: to be deluded or 

as ay within (prep. ) . § ages mistaken 

A'AN' from, among . con things which one has 
via : . aA % to do (Hon.) 

aun : Buddhist ° hie 
e a5 Qn way or system of 

ABA’ within ‘ doing (Hon. ) 

qe aga’ like, similar to ' WISN’ day after tomorrow 

RAN! ha) (prep. ‘ 144 pith, essential, point 
gen. . 

. . : alient feat ’ 

aa ara: within ; et vay etiing eats 

a4 diease, sickness ‘ 14494" essence, pith 

aq sick man, patient ; mA 45'S «es Loa important 

- ° a) po 
"S1N577' nurse, mursing . 

a, rI + e : mqH ey airplane 

FAA intensity, effort, - 
exertion : aaa’ (*) v. to remain, to stay 

. . n. object; place 

Qa’ when ~ ws rag 
° N Haan: temporarily, for the 

FAVARA! sky, space ° ay a time being 

1s ea generally, usually : MAN we steadiness 

AN Ga AN commonly ° WAN Apa" sthavira, elder 
8 & Sea 

° 4" ‘su a 21° -Vatsiputriya 
AN* barely .
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AN aa: inn % aa set pure, purified 

gay conditions, site. . : “suk ‘name of a kind of 
— S ation, new - qn ar sa stupa 

, ‘  aetual condition of | ‘ae Vairocana ANAS << me RANG 

; = : ‘24! aspect 
44 to injure; to be ° qa pes 

injured . RAV UT AED to conquer 

aa Aa|N° a possible danger : FarUy Roach Vairocana 

aa harm, injury i ax ‘apajete:a: to be distracted 

‘ay;>yru soto do harm : mia ‘at'2 ‘the result of 
155 3 ° 4 a4 a = maturation 
24528 harm, injury ° Ss 

=.» ; + FRAgs 4a[sa' title of a book 
A445 WNaiwA’ the wish to injure ; ata aA } 

xx: to di to. ‘Agx’ edi tatio AA pt ivwy lown, ‘ an aAgayx Yoga; m n 

.- = nose 
nag fut. and p. of xx. 

44 ms oo he BA ’ various 
Har at’ daughter-in-law . a 

. ae to lighten; to 
HAT to suffer . appear, to seem 

wa ala’ avici hell i ot appearance; light 

aA dream (Hon, ) : ea to destroy 
2. es 

e771 pus and blood Fy ya end 

: . many different ee te to smell (P1.) 
ame aS varieties of; aN to take up, to carry 

synonym < (Hon. ) 
\ é 

AA ‘aa Pramanavarttike . Aqel ay CE Ne couvetousness 

a zaqy’ thought, ideation, . 7 SL" fut. of ay: 
a 2 ides-construction . * x 

. si Gea p. of RN 

FRAT exemplary biography,. 
story of a model . Aa: fut. of a: 

life ° 3 NS 
‘ ayaa Pe of = ta. 

8 3
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Z) : 

Sq" father ri 5x a to model on 

ap: 5° pandit ; X to infere, to know by 
o F <Tay inference’ 

SAAR apa the three "palas” . ‘Y 
_ . ‘ fut. and p. of 

aa: atcha ee 
. c . analytic meditation 

ze: lap . eH la 

. ‘ : threefold scrutiny and 
AGs2 as the lotus born . A718 examination 

Niayaay’ Copathet of Padma- . 
sambhava) : aah to examine, investigate 

2q° AT AA" padma (hell) : : fut. of We: 3,3 an eecine * 2s me 
240° Hts ‘mahapadma (hell) . sae a riddable; qualities 
ues “s . Be to be got rid of 

UB HR a. great pandit; . (see note Lesson 18) 
Panchen Lama . 

i * Mega a\asg: the action of develop- 
4° (4774) enna MAK “\3* ing and avoiding 

hos ‘ 

el fut. of Raa" f Aca: p. of ar: 

sy 'S: -2y: immeasurable “o& ‘ ‘Yaa’ qualities of riddance 
ye ine inealeulable’ . x2 “— riddance qualities : 

saa p. of qlay: . =)" hair 

- * sy 
qn ad hero; Asvaghosa . Day to further; to 

(P.N.) «4 increase, to develop 
- ° \ 

ag ee P. N. of a person - a Se way of increasing 

WATE Sri Dharmapala (P.N). s to relinguish; to 
\ Vga . 36 abandon; to get rid of, 
Sayeeen' shoulder ° j to avoid 

aa model, example . aga: invitation (Hon. ) 

A a book ‘ aaa Avalokitesvara 
Ne — = 
aos: « to relate the mean- - ed generally speaking 

* A HA ing and the example . 4 x in general 

aaa: for example . ae crown of the head 

aa HK example; sign, mark - jx western year, year 

> ghty mi ns wae bags <g- eighty minor marks - 
— aH ABS (of the Buddha) .
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4: : in general . : fut. and p. of zYc: 
A generally, * generally. 3 i ai 

speaking A ga cloud 

as a5e: in general : OC magical creation 
— NN 

By 284)" Bodhicaryavatarce . ° to radiate (as the 
pen ; sun radiates rays); 

aye practices conduct . to delight in, to 
. take pleasure in 

Ay activity; conduct . ~ 
Ea . Lae p. of xf : 
3 eal: beggar ; 

. a to offer, to give 

=4° father . 24g cig benefit, advantage 

2A'S1" parents - 42a p. of axan: 
— © um 

RA: the other side » 24524]'H T2477" to go back and 
eS ° ) forth 

24 Fas’ ‘ the Six Paramitas, - 
a 8 33 the six perfections . '% ; prajna paramita, 

“ the perfection of 
24a 21° pig , wisdom 

24a‘ 24 esteemable, valuable. 74 Vey baek and forth 

' : arsimo : 24a‘ 2 : far from... 
agen Aza r * ° AM putting aside : ees 

me to help, to assist - not even to mention... 

- » xX 

=45° A’ auxiliary, helper . 742 ax mostly, almost, for 
4 at 7 ° a the most part : 

2B from. ... on ° ak 

(time expression) . “421-25 °24: to determine the 
we é XQ e ‘ extent of (as of a 

24qq 3) aN benefit > river, cave, etc.), 
. to fathom the depth of 

— a: benefit and . ae 
happiness - 24q'2/- skandha; (mind-body) 

we a aggregate 
<da'A4<|N° to help, to assist - . 

> aA Qe sN excellent, admirable, 
24a" Ra: back and forth, : pale: Qy: desirable 

4 QO mutually; each of - 2gr: De mnie: 

the . SA Pe aN
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Ne ~ 
aa ah to rub : O23 Al: abe rye rapa 

aan: to go (Hon.), to ‘ 
come 5 Jad a ‘: aray: aspera, un- 

° mi - 
aaa aga: to plan to go or . oo “es 

55° to come (Hon. ) *. 9 
— . RS’ since, as long as; 

242° to be hit f later, future 

245" hand (Hon. ) : Qa p. of aa” 

‘za seals; mudra ; ‘acy: to send out, to 

ele 2¥ Mehamudra (a tantric. 4 ran srpell, to fxtle oe -2V~ Ce 
=| zw 4 system), P.M. ofa . ax for the sake of 

sect . 

i . 3x he expulsion 
BAAS 5 worship ax ate : nets 

‘pagax: to receive (Hon.) .- 
oe < 734 ° ajay: later 

agayq book (Hon. ) ; < 
4 Ee sk . wat fut. ef 74 

23° ‘. ‘Wo: ot a ° 

arenes respectful salute . 34h half 

age any to salute, to bow : Sh one-half 
own s ale 

aie - Bra direction, side 

S| = * er : Sea on one hand... on 
c ' to take in hand, to . . . 1 the other hand 

ST cicLlia puna “\(Hon.} e SIN ae 

rk (Hon. ) : ras — "ALA" wo! n. ° a 
S| SN . was the ten directions 

Bay Aa: performance (Hon.) -  [ Xs we 
Fa a : as 

Ayn system (Hon. ) « Ss" c 
. 2Ja\N'2 “A: some portion or 

Q AX later propagation .- part of 

“aR Buddhist and : Saas fine, subtl Ae iptahapenmegs pee 
outer _ yu: slander 

Jar future, latter, ; aga very fine, subtle, 
later future life . temous 

Axa: isis aeolian : 2g R'24-2' most detaileds finest 

ii tes th tsid : —z! smaller so a | 
i ‘ : : envy 

33, 0a: outer, outside . a ii
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353 a little ‘ ants syaaa percipitative action 

ak child 1 aQara: to grow, to increase 

Lao garland; rosary : awa) to transfer; to 
Ba a ° transmigrate 

‘ay’ arya; noble * apa : ae : aera: ear iy 

aah aie aryan individual ‘ a2 < Pew s os 

REAMA za: Aryadeva ‘ 
oY ” nm . aga nia deeds, actions . (Hon. ) 

Aza: fut. of Aa: + oe ere 
° ' 8 

AREA: p. of ans . i he take by force 
. — 

aa4 to fly ° oa p. of 2 2Faq: 

24a to throw, to url. 22g to be suitable, to 
be fit; to be 

x * 9 

a aaas shooter, thrower; . received 
hurler . 

AN BAN’ inherent tendency; - dqyaradin Vikramasile (P.N.) 
habit formation; . a yale J. , 

propensity : al AAG Vimalamitra (P.N.) 

aga: storage bin - 23% Viarupa (P.N.) 

aay ga treasury «2 son, boy 

954) interruption ‘ Vy child, offspring 

ay (from)... upto e« yar girl 

aya bactnels the middle - Ba a P.N. of a sect 

; ‘atc: woman 

azas up to, until (prep. - S4 . ‘ 
with gen.) . ao za jar, pot 
between e >} uw 

. ‘XB a P.N, of a person 
aqs in the middle of . 
VQ between (prep. ) ia ae30 to use, to employ 

up to; until e ae ot . 

ta8 ay: Nepal é
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AVS ke 
S4' DBA: the Bon religion . cn the most, the general, 
oH aus . the common 
aa’ p. of Ray e 

° co p. of 294° 

] a ; ‘ — ° . . a a 

av action ° san particular’ 

a) qu te > ° S971 iG: in particular 
nat ° 

. ¥ ‘a ; Vaibhasik: 
aR north ° é 97 § . gore: 

a ° a1 g~ false, pretended 
g'a'pAaiathe mind to : 

~ enlightenment ° ant heey which one 
. mus 

Q5S4.2121-4)° Bodhipatha-pradipa - ign 
aa . 44 to do, perform, act 

SAHA: P.N. of a person . 3 : rae 
~ . sa way or system of doing 

a3 P.N. of a monastic . ge 
college ° sz p. of 233° 

arn Bodhisattvabhuni. ° 44) F orag 

ac Nan: bodhisattva . SAA without, devoid of 

° qx Pe of ay 

sans 2 Se 
= ° 378 Pp. or 2 7 

GAN aaa! the Natha Maitreya . 
ie \ o ‘iat ° 3 to raise; to rise 

BRIN '45'2ga The Twenty Works = - e 
aX -Xayfig Pertaining to . qu pe of 2492" 

NO" Maitreya iN 
Me ™ * 2 aa (gq) great lama 

SN ey love, affection . ey A 

ann agen: to fondle affection-. g°a2)4) zy) incomparable, un- 
way ately, to carress . surpassable : 

En made > ga garu 
nt e 

QN URSA Tt ds said, don't. Qrauradas ae lead lama 
it? It is done, . 
isn't it? - gat fut. of lz" 

SA'Se therefore " a ax cultivation avoidance 

an AG AN: when this had - ang qualities to be 
s occured . et cultivated 

36 to sink dom ‘ aks p. of Aq: 

aes lethargy, torpor . a to ransom 

SS
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“ pe of 4 ° Ag es Madhyamika 

-— r ayy 
aq'ac: mamals or systems . DARA 2° Madhyamakavatara 
ae of mental discipline. _ 8% 
ties . Sy eras apa Title of a book 
RAN AN from memory . ayn: 

Faacdan gy P.N, of a person a Was: unheaded (letters) 

a ova : to memorize : Ram 2d: poor, destitute 

aa minister 7 Ne middle; center; 
aa a :% Central TMbet 
AN 244: to memorize . \ 

a a - Was solitary 
AW 2158 to give up, to ° 

renounce, to ° a ae: Madhyanta-vibhaga 
sacrifice . a xg 

° ats P.N. of a mounteind 
Rac: power, force a 7 mM 

OS * 48x74] sumer 
ee can by virtue of, by . ; 

— SUT te coer 
saver one mace controls or . Lesson 3) 

dominates 
. A ; acceptance of the 

sa Ve power . A “a As , precepts for the 
a \" summer retreat (Hon. ) 

AEA’ power ° 
* ° agan: shape 
ARIK: . from the point of ° ; i 

4 aA view of ' a4 “34 Vasubandha 

<3 vy organ . 58° p. of aay 

Rac ga: sense consciousness . 3-3° subdivision, class- 
° \ ification 

Kaa fut. of 23aN° +, es 
e By 2 5 inseparable 

a3 head (Hon. ); . iL 
Regherines starting . aegis re ly without 
po ° effo: 

ay hate of the bead « Aavasg effort 

. 2az: protrusion 
ae ads leader . N 

* Aga, to assign; to offer 
Ba" headed (letters) . NX (Hon. ) 

ak, sconces > akan: to descend, to come sa Ct. er ; down, to be brought 
‘ ole d 4 344 tuft of hair (Hon ). lown
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axe to call, to invite . 2° fut. of 5: 

28° to arise, to occur; ‘ yc fut. of ac- 
\S to be ° — 

289° RS" rigin + Sate eins ° » source oy es oe 

ne: - at poof BX 
Ragas: the four elements . x 

+ aon! p. of = 
23s to divide, to 

distinguish; to ‘ AN Ba) Bs P.N. of a person 
initiate, to start . | 4 

nay ia je ae | cavity, hollow 
come e 

a i ay to hide, to bury 
Ray to reach, to obtain. 

. ae to soak 
AIT wealth ° ~~ 
a - ay to ignites to illuminate; 

AGN AN: P.N. of a monastery . to flash, to blaze 

S . / 
Agaz- fruits result, - > fut. of 3a: 

effe . 
: oO p. of ae 

aq to write; to draw; . 
° . fut. and p. of 4 ‘ to delineate . ys Pp. o as 

aa 3 ™ P.N. of a sect ‘ gaan to give, to donate 

aq 5 middle, intermediate. x to give 

AAay {a2 PN, of a sect : are giving, donation, 
q 27 * charity 

aq ay: to cut; to shave . ae i i 

2 “Q: pertaining to « 
a0 related to, in. Hoar practice 

connection with, ° 
relevant to " St to join 

Si stuns: . 2A aay aia epithet of a person : Ree elton tion 

A9R BRA epithet of a person : er Gaim the path of reaching, 

° y \ or of joining to 

aga: to flee, to escape . aoa pregnancy 

xX \ completely .
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Lv X WN rer ar until one’s turn © AtidZw’ “understanding as 

P28 comes . a4 mother" 

y "ah 
TS Magadha <1) Ol” man, men, people 

HaT “old mother" * oth ax ; family 

aS TN except ° al-aq} ay the ten nonvirtues 
‘ a) 

‘Acaz until, empty or . ie wees : ought not; is not 
- BN sy void : . a A”A\ a8 supposed to 

2 NESS 
ORT immediately . salad ied impermanent 

By sas st mantis 6 ° a of m generations 
ower remity . 

+ . an “ans . different 
Bi-gg'z{Q: before finishing “aye hha wm Ne Lene» 
aga aaa: stealing a « " 

gl y+ * Dawes family 
ASAT A until completing “oa : 
ee - ee life-sized 

‘ ° basic ° 
” ° a a, smallest regional 

BeatQ-an basteally . subdivision within 
. a monastic college 

Has: not only... ° (see Lesson 1, note 3) 
(see note Lessen 3) - Suu, a ui Pa 

we ° ; “™* oN. or @ et o. 
H'acaar the future . _ a person 

oN 
HTN: low, disreputable - a ‘ a human; human body 

or ill-mannered ° 
people ° A mada the body of a human 

4 . “N (4.e. a human life) 
HAA A nascence EUR EU EE iiainth of no 

Say without exception - further training 

oda Se 
ay many . Hay eye 

qezou' quite a few . al a a¥e-a: blind man 

AISA" instructions, . dic: name, terminology 

aba . A e-agaja-xa: to obtain the name 
aut" butter . or title of geshe 

BETA epee of a person | ARG ATN: sto aes to 
aux! a . butter lamp ° n, name, title
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\ 
"gy throat ° cs wie a, : BS aa 

ay edge, end : ga experience 

v 
on , non Buddhist ° Bya‘ay: low 

cou Tirthike Ho ‘ 
* FRVaeaA: to lower, 

Hag 5 to continue, to take. 5 my depress 
oN) up where one leaves - a us 

off ° ae zal epithet of a 
. person; red 

"2y° darkness ° 
5 bs ° FAT P.N. of a person 

, fire ° 

a ° aR A a meditative support, 

aa “the five atye © a oF meditative object 
i.e. a form of . 

austerity in ° oa a object of perception, 
Brahmanism ° object of conception, 

N= . object of meditation 
HG 3" flower . 4 
NA ° a al one who leads a 
i : Maitripa : . blind person 

“ : aa A|N'ALay- object of meditation 
oes gun . \ object of awareness 

e ig 
ax? enber ‘ aa aN'AN A: special, particular 

aA xan: firepit, pit of + Gaya" denizens of hell 
fire ° 

. F-aysu: dream 
a ‘ zea’ cannot do without, - 

" 8 N indispensible . i “ay darkness 

als: ee : to be, . FaAa- ignorance 
absent, non- . 
existent “Ne: P.N. of a monastic 

<i . a college; lower part; 
FiczAtgyza to make nil; to . Eastern Tibet 

S wen eradicate e * at 
e - mm \ BF en 

BAA Xz: + the three king . x \ a. parents (i.e. of =m qSage to treat (medically); 
se the spread of ° a4 | to cure 

Buddhism in Tibet) - Q 
. BAN to ripen, to mature soe 

ALW 24° esteem, liking; . 

a general notion . aqaa . the mind of wishing 
° : 

"ay: : ‘nirvana ° A prayer; P.N. of a 
i) AA ial a . Sawa festival 
wa sprout . 

=) ° ;
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a to become out of . Wa p. of a 
eS control (like drunk,, = 

insane, etc. og to say, to 
- ae advocate 
as a madman a : 

. nN p. of 3° 
4 x 

su just, only, mere ° ase" fut. of axa: 

sar 2a: amere... . avg-e: prisoner 

Lea P.N. of a person . assis: jail, prison 

a8" saa tg of a . ASB jail, prison 
province oats 

+ ASR a aga to pat in jail 
SER AUP LN, of a person - “1 ss “9% se 

7 + IZA: p. of nay 
WS" 54 crow ornamen ge sal 

‘aAa} ac’ temple ° 
| nr + Fe: ' root tantra; 

ae fut. of 22° 1 2 S4 mulatantra 

an: p. of ax. oe from oe a 
s . person. ° 

ea x greatly, widely ‘ 
< ° za roots; root text 

2s" n. leading principle. a 
adj. chief,principal. Sadat very precious, of 

we . great value 

say principally ° 
get) Ovan: from the root 
ax: p. of Ae: . 

o A aga ayy free at the root 
asx p. of ars: : org 

 FaR-qga- principal division 
ABA p. of Agen s or classification 

SS * 
Sats adj. venerable ° Fa. ad al: veins, breath, and 

a5 . mn. monk . $ a ol semen 

AZa at \ queen : EAN fc le title of a book 
. aa 

' p. of Z ° 4 
ARIA aa - a grass 
ax fut. of aw" os
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: ¥ ; investigation. . “mi(2zy° ve. to cempose, to 

4 " 1 searching out, ; au (s ) write 
searching for i Fos: Rn. composition 

x1) v. to count, reckons. Zay at composer, writer 
enumerate ° 

Qe n. luster : Fhig: effort 

Pav } coarse behavior : AFR fut. of Du: 
gd : 

}-(a) v. fut. of a* - AaIN p. of Fa: 
ES n. summit, peak ° 

a1 pe oe . ay fat. of 2 
* “Cc: one-' ° 

2 my 7" 2 2A a arn . p. of 2. 

oe ak, ti ° Ma peak, tip i afn-age mas to check the 

a to play, to sport . recitation (Hon. ) 

a p. of 23 : az'a: compassion 

Xe to: dieuete,, te » AZ aga’ manly effort 
debate, to discuss . ~ 

“ . asa 2° effort 
x ua debate, disputation . 

ae hot ‘ BAG" instead of (prep. ) 

ea apana (hell); ; RT (a) to finish 
fever . Qe é 

R ° 1° word 
HG nest ° M Si 

x e mT "43, subject, topic 

aC? to be complete . END 
. aaa harsh speech 

Re a all, complete oe 
in . BAA to be begun 
RAN Brahma ao 
= . at back from 

HS measurement oo 

° way: way, manner 
RSs epistomology, logic,» Y 

pramana . Ra Gaus: a lawful conduct, 
7% ethics 

Ren ' Pp y aha awa AGN Femanasemioceys = -
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Kaw aa: inappropriate, un- . ax (2') to feel 
os according, ‘improper . Xe . elite 

° Tiehy eeling 
Rn ‘AQa{ according to the =. _ 

bs) custom, correctly, - HRs sign, mark (P1.)3 
ae proper-- name (Hon. ) 

+ Hae aan: famous (Hon. ) 
Ro aaa: to fix (or place) . or | 
a 3 qe the thought . RR YS philosophy; det. 

correctly ° inition; character 

Rae first part of life, ; Beas Aq a4 sone possessing the 
earlier life . " qualities of ... 

e aA 

eas" short life oe reknown, reputation 

Hei in this lifes in . HAASAN: name title (Hon. ) 
a the present life . : 

* Haas ‘ ae: to do one’s geshe 

ie A 'S5RN' SIAN Ghat 
e rilife . 

xe ' . ABABA dream omen, dream 
ag) (in) later life : revelation (Hon. ) 

s.. sure of life + BARaaac'*|-Ag thirty-two major 
als le Gls ss seem) zy. © marks (of the Baddha) 

°N 

a A" life ° _ : demarcation, partition 
xe a ; . meee (temporal or spacial) 

saye a long life ° 
5 : . Www 2: one who is set off 

Xr au: thorn . (i.e. a recluse) 

XD: -_ mS day of . RRMA ga sometimes 
@ mon . 

7 HHA aT aq: the helper or 
Snap at the early part - attendant of a 

(of the month) ° recluse 

ey day Ia on the first day . BBCN2 to hepa to 
of the month . res e 

a vey: ssembly3 guthorings. a. , P.N. of a regional 
eee anoumabatiod . A mr} division within monastic 

. college 
x : -2): one of the four ° 
aan ae grades of geshe oe ay a: » ~~ > ear 

F a 
Bey : : the path of . 

aoe accumulating . NR RA weapon 

x ‘aye, ~— name of a religious oe awe symbol; representation 
aie a festival e ee 
en . 4, a‘ to strike with a 
RE re trade, . TSK a weapon 

er
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RSA for example - AKA: livelihood; 
; ce ‘ necessities of 

RADIAN A suitable e life 

ax: to squeeze ° axe: to beat 
: ‘: 

RE: to enters to go » AXaja: to assemble, to 
31 into; to be put into. "| gather together, 

3 to congregate 

. to harm, to injure . 
2a nn aXe to boils to cook 
aa ne! dislike; uneasiness . 

we a ‘ axXny: to seek, to 
2X to be restored, to . search for 

recover; to tend . 

Ee 

\ 
Ma a &' Jinamitra (P.N.) - 223: 3] class 

Her to do, make (Hon.); - aga to esteblish, to 
to compose ° ~ institute; to 

° stick into 
aut >" things which one . 

‘ * has to do; * ABN to close (eyes, 
celebration (Hon.) - v mouth etc. ) 

HEN , action, act, deed +» Qe; ‘(3° to enter yas fe peat! 
aa Hod ° eat to climb 

os 2 er e 

S N(agaat) » An nA: of 22%. 
A N a5 Pe 2 AN: beautiful . 

2 ° ame: reluctance 
SIEh: Abhidharmakosa; . 

4 treasury ° Aad Ri to be careful about, 
” to be reluctant 

aan: to fall . about (i.e. a 

to be finished, to : —— AR: Shed, : 
4 be ended, to be ° agar Pp. of AP): 

exhausted, to be ° 

consumed * ARN: to gather together, 
* to come together 

ages4-g\c: Janbudvipa, this + 
N At world continents ° A&A: Pp. of 225° 

a ae to hold, grasp, + BARR mire, mud hole 
apprehend .
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aN substance .& qnay gas: complementary action 

an pool ‘ & an Qos: perfecting stage 
uv 

Ta: : rnormal ps «fe a tay'2: practioneer or the 

q SS - par — is - a developing stages (see 

: note Lesson 3) 

Lad” Lil lying ° 

a . + meet epithet 
Fanaa P.N. of a sect ; 

ee : cripple . Qa pacification 

Qa a day and a night, - Qs highest peace 
twenty-four hours + 2 

- Qa Santaraksita (P.N.) 
CTSICES P.N. of a place . 

at ig . Rae Santideva (P.N.) 
Qc Aga ye P.N. of a person . 

4 ° qaye P.N. of a sect 
QxA' the worse (i.e. of - 

a better and a ° Qa ones; someone; 
worse) ° something} a, an 

QaN' foot (Hon.) . Qa<ay a the pure land 

Rar'Q’ servant; service ° AR aA: agriculture, field 
i) (Hon. ) . work 

ax: mouths face (Hon.) - ae to be ground into 
° fine pieces 

AL AAN* number, mmerical - 
li count (Hon. ) > QVBn’ in detail 

QN245 _— recitation (Hon,) Ra-zy: in fine or great 
. detail 

2y'AQAN ‘aN ‘in the lifetime ° as 
a g* y of (highly Hon.) . Qa savory, delicious 

Qn Bay WN bequest, will (Hon. ) A) to call, to say, to 
ONS name, to ask, to tell 

ANagn mas e nr to admit - (Hon.') 
n. . 

. Aan to enter (Hon.) 

ba oe » Samatha : Ax) a. O 

S
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aes p. of oS t me fut. of 26a]: 

asa very Z ma bya My Migrant 
° e) in - 

a BS hatred ° distinction to 

a’ thos; ". .. ." ‘ 
‘ yy . are the scripture and the 

a Lote a hold . + doctrinal systems 

QA\ P.N. of a place : Dies, ro 

ayaQay fut. of 2ea ARN: pe of 2GG1N' 

Aq other i Gy Mat 
A454) the objective(s) or : 1s Bahn MAN. 

pormoge or benefit . aa: four 
of others ° » * aa-aza ; 

aq br pines schools . 3 S . ia iene 

fits 4 bchocle) 2 AQ tase feet? 

145 to shave : ioe 
.o : 

aa: base, basis, object . Gas Ps Sek 
< ‘ a . . 

a\q-ea basis, support : ang tees 
fs: LL ‘ Oe us . RANA: zy dwelling place 

SINAN’ GheTbotton, tats = 
e rudiments 4 AQAA N: living quarters 

oil al fut. of aay “ Cen.) 

S\Q5-2qs\° to take as the _ oC 
2 basis, to base on . sagan custom; system (Hon. ) 

Qn: native place; place. a Qray: to make, to 
aa peseane’ resi- ‘ Q ie to wake ap aa; 

ae bow : 

fh
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es to eat ° 3 “a moon; month 

teh ay title of a sutra aaa Candrakirti 

3. oor time or opportunity ; x21" to avoid, to get 

to eat 7 “A away from 

AN'ATN' defiled - saan: fut, of 22 a{N° 
aay defilement . saz{NyIn’ pine " pocd 

° rea 0 

acd q° n, material stuff . 
adj. messy . ajaa jaa careful 

ac Lk ; ; ak oe 
AVaAN ~ profound . 4 : ; sa 

u i ° " “— ee onlooker; a buyer 
JV profound, deep; . (Hon. ) 

powerful ° 
. Aaa: fut. of Q2E%mMA: ay: wat a of 25%N 
° as nirmana-kaya. 

AN ANAS morsel of food ° “ie a saglosl-srertion 

a i‘ to have; to hold; ; 
A to apprehend to ° 24 N RH a: the senate che 

‘ rupadhatu (0 
et , threefold Buddhist 

. ° Tee 5s nirror-reflection; 
ase sq entry to the union - q reflected image 
s bbl the two . x Bie ts 

kay: . szg: 8: 28, 
\ 6 . “ert v living creature) 

3c: age: union, forming, . od 
N coupling . aq ‘axa physical condition 

‘ . ? Siz‘ the formless region. 
$4 on ee aan arupadhatu (of the" 
Aas ' separately ° threefold Buddhist 
NN ota . universe) 

< opts gs ->* me e 

ay ap g 5 upon the surface + aa fut. of aaa 
(of the matter) . ] 
(Lat. » state the . [aR fut. of Boies: 

nici: : aa SAAR to raise, to heighten, 
ax to say, to call . to cheer up, to uplift 

ya p.of ' ayaau: fut. of ary: 

Ae: companion . ae p. of ARan'
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290°64' worth, value » a966) Vz to tolerate, to 
aa ° be patient with, to 

aca good ° bear 

4aar mt. of 3! : 
9 2 adgn' patience i 

as to be drunk e adeazay fe «)( ) 
é ; “<'} (un) bearable 

qa¢ p. of 203° ox. re \ 1 
BS) 2 VAN p- of 23° 
ax to make, to invent, . us oy 

to fabricate . 944)" fut. of aa 

NGS. He 3 i" x ; aan: 
aa 2 3 resembling, like : ag4|5 peof 37] 

Res also . aay ‘x aay akanistra ghana 
: NE WW ~ xyutra 

axe Urdu a ie © TaN the clear light 
a" well!; well then! . , 

‘ Ag ys however, but 
&: 1 under, beneath; Oy as 

after . aaa deaf 

Raya lower 

OY’ 

. \ 
ov ad ay: one of a pair s AAT {A good (or) bad; 

. ™ quality 
Ngan without one of a . 

pair * aaa good 

NRT wonder, miracle; . yaya: : well 
" surprise * A aay 

r, *. Gor’ also; even 

Aa’ Pla strange, peculiar, - 
eccentric * Gaia aA again 

Aaya] 2q Tt As better. '
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4 
KAA 43" a true object, an - AV to be depressed 

ultimately real : 
object; the e As: gas a madman 
ultimately real ° 

» {4 Bun: to be satisfied 
Ac: a perfect, right; e 

ay real ° ae Ae gnanca: “affectionate love" 

ays: lighter . Aqarda a’ ‘s ay eae at 

Dans: again and again ° thought 

ONG AL. ww:  Sanjiva (hell) . Ac day: mental consciousness 

Na upwards from... ‘« Aa to bes “aux. werb" 
on . 

e Ag-aac but, nonetheless 
AT ’Y from... on$ ° 
AN from... up ae Ag aha 00 <7: whatever . . . there 

e are 

Ag other ° 
a e Na period of time, 

NEN: part; limbs; specific. ™~ length of time 

AVAaA: father and son © Aw896: brief, for a short 
s (Ie. master-dis- . SAS N while. 

ciple) (Hon. ) ° si S. an cee 
. RQ ats a long e 

AN" up ° 34 
* aA: country, area; 

ATEN extensions progress,- ~) objects cognitum 
improvement ° RS 

. & 4 a gnosis 
na fay sya: to rise gradually; . eo 

Daa: to rise through the . Aaa yg Fan: accumlation of 
cursus honorum ° gnoses 

x}: letter; alphabet . A Qa 3% P.N, of a person 

Ag qa pretas . Qx- a: P.N. of a place 

2 soap ° Tas things, belongings 

Aaa textbook; file «, We: to come 
(see note Lesson 2) .« 2 

A . a¥a-al g- to come or not 

i : . » Aea-diaja complete, finished 
Aya N° te trust ing to 80 

ave confidence in . ae Oe to abridge; to 
A ara: : ° z,- bring together 

confidence, trus ‘ ce 

1 : + A&N'A Pua: to be finished, to be 
Ags tea: desirable, attract- - S y’ perfected, to be 

; ive ° ; consummated
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SEN ARES - be sonst, to. BAN’ right 
fulfille ° 

e a , to throw or cast 

Ao: to be . 7 al aside, to disregard 

Xt Vag" it seems, probably : aA ya to be distracted 

Anata: whether or not : qa CNC p. of qa Q! 

ar ty whatever exists : aor as RS P.N. of a person 
° ~~) 

eT eas ae story, news ° Va) x. to move, to be 
i mo 

mn fn : good qualities 5 Rivas adj. mobile 
a ae virtues; qualities . oe n, motion 

Aa Ga ay Gunaprabha (P.N.) : yay ae one up, to 
4 put on 

veer ; donor, supporter . Wal 

ee patron ne Nay v servant; attendant 

TR to sway : a{Tay9 3: servant 

TARA seen) atyss, =. TC Rjau- Pe of ea: 
chasm : 

: sta. left 

SENG Ratnaraksita (P.N.)- 4° 2|5 according to one’s 
ye . own inclination 

4B AT" Ratnakara (P.N.) 4 Saas catlitsibiiiias tilaie 
° : “Ag: Oo able e 

a) (4) to get, to obtain - | care of oneself 
. Xs 

wy brass . RS Qa: autocomentary 

AQAA rough; gross ; AES oe, 

Nata row . \ aq - a5 ae 
‘ self (reflexive and - ae 

i intensive pn. ) i. ae 4e one’s own objective, 
° purpose, benefit 

AS BHITAL existent as anin- - 2) : 
Tas. : dependent substant- - T¢'s- our own schools (i.e. 

Ey oYa ive A i: the Buddhist schools)
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FVCAIANN: according to its ° Qayavessy way of reason, logic 
~ (their) natural i 

condition; as is) .  Xcgc: duration, length 
natural ° 0 (of tine) 

aqas independence : Qavas during (prep. with 
° gen.), while, for a 

TR: AQa’ self-existent nature. period of 

aaa ay enpty or devoid of ; Ra daaac ey P.N. of a person 
x xg: self-existent nature. g 

e “AG price 
AKA AAR'A* to belong to one ° 5 us 

. Aaa: Rinpoche, a title of 

Tag: very . respect (see Lesson 1, 
0 ‘ note 1); precious (as 

TAG GRAZ to distinguish . as word) 

fer nk é Raga: dually, ty step: + me a monk or nun . gra s 
— 2 3 on ° by degrees . 

ray: long hairs some- ° 
ce thing torn or ° Raya: step, stage, degree 

ripped ° 
° Qa ayaQas progressively, in 

Raa Mahatapana (hell) - 3 sequence; gradually 

2. mountain, hill ° Qarada progressively in 
4 nes ° sequence; gradually 

‘VANAAA’ PN. of a place ee 
. ° as (2') to be fitting, to be 

AGS] AN PLM, of a Mbetan «SS suitable 
~ religious sect ° Ra 

a mS (anatomical)bone, 
Lara Mt. Sumeru, the ° 

cosmic mountain . Sass : bone 

Raa: kind, type, class - Raga: a couple; a few 

daca 5+3<. to.make comparable c yaa: expectation; reliance =4/R'S | Somalinats rs Radin = 

Qaarn: logical reasons; Aawaagr to rely upon 
reasoning 4 & nr 

° AR to rely on, to expect 

Raya Saya’ The Six logical + . 
An Works (of Nagarjuna)- XY x: turn, alteration 

Raaag® a to break off the ; Ran gn: in turn, by turn 
& continuum of the 4. Noy 

TR seemingly identical - 1'X- each 
object ‘ 

» <4) to touch 
R i one of the four ° 

Aa14 or grades of geshe . Ay) is “aux. verb"
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S 
FAAS 3" some; sometimes « Ra gR NS musician 

FWA aid, assistance : AA, moisture 

Xa Zs: roughly ae wind, airs 
eN vital air 

CAPT just before, on the - maw da: notes on the 
point of . Lom Rin 
n. the apexofa ~- f 
mountain pass .e ABA immediately, at once 

masa: hand print; foot ° ABV aa system; custom 

print (of animals) - 
. ALA work; act, action, 

Nay Rau: mutilated arms or - deed; karma; ritual 
S hands or fingers ° action 

Fel SL) hand « ANG q work 

AMA: yess; also an honor- - : ; responsibility for 
m ific enclitic used - “ ania the activites or 

principally with ° functions 
proper names. ° * Le 

.  Maralzaaga: to go away from 

Aa answer, response}; . 
message © Aw: aay a assistant 

Aa" HAS often; many times : a S° sheep 

AZ: : jamb f 7. #4 : manner; tem Ree) number of times : at aia way, 3 sys 

Naz: Lantsha * amacam. follower 
4 a ate a3 

Az to say, to state ‘ Aa ayn: system, custom 

AWA path, road, way . Ae scripture; text- 
. transmission; handle 

AA road, highway ° e 
\ e AS ERR may ay scripture and reason 

vas Bada the truth of psth . 
° Qo 7ag : prophecy 

AG a the five paths; the - 
fivefold path e . qrzy: area, region 

ARAN: Title of a book ° var aay: neutral; indetersinate 

miay tay : Title of a book ° ALAS: to receive a text- 
oe NAS transmission
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Aeag: Caturagama . av Bs: Yoenaee cr junior 
Q . trans. r 

eee scripture and oO es 
reason « N'HS'RE-Nan'at a young age 

, ace x 
oe body Le ROAVIN™ from an early age 

Anda: body ‘ waa: elder or senior 
ae ae : translator (if in 
AN Bada: great bodily size . contradistinction 5 

. a younger or junior); 
aay: body ‘ great translator 

ANS size of body . at 5 2: crops; harvest 

ae life e areT yearly, annually 

NA aay ey to life and . atuad aan & dotgewe and a great 

“i , oars 
ai: aX: laziness . aay ‘ leaf 

ae + Apes: alan BA484 Bhavaviveka (P.N.) ‘ oe 4 lotsawa; translator 

Ran ya qualities good and. eee wrong view 

xe . Avaya wrong, perverse 
Aa gas depending upon the . no 2 ; 
ada aa: quality of ; AA: N to plan to retum 

Aaya A well . Aap ayAau. sexual misconduct 

ag to take : ale nay one who leads a 
of. ceil ° blind person 

A 2 Aes blind 
a Ss number of years ; a us pathoe 

. al Cee ma’ resource; 
ey history; res gestae . we 3\ necessities and 

oo ° amenities 
a lian: e@ end of one . 

= a3 4\'25)" year, with the ; 
— passage of a year .
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< 
sy flesh, meat . Ange knowledge ob- 

° tio: 

ag : Shakyasu (P.N.) oe 
Y . AN) to know, to understand; 

WES 2 Sakyamunt ° to cognise 

"NAY just, merely, only - \AN‘3' object of cognition; 
4 | . & a knowable 

3A: 2° Sariputera 7 Ss 
4 QO . AN'aga: introspective 

cA . PN. of a places . awareness 
4 nose (Hon. ) . 2 

ve ° Aaxe to the extent of 
Ha asa re epithet . one’s understanding 

x “NN 

en zaye P.N. of a subsect - Naa understanding, wisdom 

. SON eats ps or » AAA apa: "the good friend”, 
VN east, eastern oes kalyaranitra, geshe 
Ar eastern : Aazaad aay: P, N. of a person 

as 6 a very great... : : to lose WN ey AA 
s+ to die : aay wing 

Farag: near to dying ‘ aes to be cle 
. contain: 

rave t Silamanju (P.N.) - : 
ge ‘é a ‘ 44 fut. and p. of 2m" 

. i : ition and Ee er - aes ea 
3° twi small - & ‘40° i to transmit and 

B69 of Soa 7 . AA SS7185 explain a text (Hon. ) 

A" estrenely, very . a3) p. of nba: 

a5: very, extremely : aay to check, to check over 

™~ ° i 

age Sarma : 
‘ power, force, ° 

wr strength , 

4 a da: Prajnaparamita . 

4x QqZar the _Prajanaparanite ;
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az’ 

nN place; grounds earthy 2\a\\.5° 3: title of a grammatical 
Pei 5 * NAS work; thirty 

A 7 P.N. of a sect . i. 
° AASS NAAS; three thousand three 

Aazcral'aie not completely : # ~~ hundred 
4 2 without a place of . 

mention ° Aragon Aaeins Hd dpung, 
° a a n 

Wag: the ten levels . leat. , % ae 
. a P.N. of a monastery 

N's area, territory, ° . 
land ° azn P.N. of a monastic 

° college belonging 
Aa earth and waters ° to rest 

N environment ee 

© AOA mind 
Am As unsuitable surround-. 2 

S ing or envirorment - 2si12 (21) to think 
ye Zo nda aes the great former Aaa 29 the mind to 

4 S e (x > akyapas : ¢ ax aaD oa enlightenment 

aan: from... (i.e. of « AWA WA worry, solicitude 
a person) ° a 

aS , TN: ny the mental 
As a seed ° & continuum 

AAs: field . Aang’ living creature(s), 
4 : . sentient being(s) 

NOB A morrow ° 
° ¥ : mental fixation (i.e. 

ASW HAV Buddha . Aan aa on an object) 

AKNHA 4 Buddhist » AsiayaA-aay- mental action 
ASABA AHN Baddhapalita (P.N.)- Asin 260-21 Cittamatra, “mind- 

° only" school 
FAG frost ° 3 

° “Zh stinginess, miserliness 
i Saga: the seven proba- ° a af 

5 at tioners ° Axa yellow 

ao whoever . Aza: hail 

na: to close up, to . Da: to clear away; to 
N stop up; to erase » remove 

a an by whom ee tooth 

Na. the extrenities (4... 2ajga: thirty-two 
Tl ar e. hands and feet) .- a}
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WanyAsi' — Atate (hell) - aie to wake up, to 
wx. p ° arouse; to beg 

Ax _  pratimohsas individ-. ee 
= 2taiiaay'< ual emancipation + ea to train, to study 

Vara a 7 Pratimoksasutra . aye 2 ‘q 4 school 

“ © Yo - ' discipleship- 
Va spy ° BAS lineage 

Rt a OES 
av art thirty-seven : aa we studies 

Cay dual ch . Ya: aes 2Vay individual, ea : wa 13385 to study 

Way ae : ordinary individual - eee. master, master 
(in contrediatinetion 24" a teacher, acarys 
to an aryan individ-- ee 
ual) . ala 36 studies 

atau: etc. ° Aa Be95) to study 

ayaa: gone ° Bava: disciple, pupil 

Ayn ay daughter; girl (Hon. )} BNO’ mantra, tantra 

Qc x the world summit ° aie aS a secret preceptor 

aaa: protection + Bape ge-aqeaa: Guhyasamaja 
a y ° ares: 3 aan Sambhara, and 
AS to protect; to . S Yamantaka 
a) safeguard; to ° 

observe . Bs 
. Ae fut. of aN4’ 

aay to burn , ey 
? WNa: to hear, to listen 

aysy' life ° ry 3 (Hon. ) 

aye: killing . Aa : listening (i.e. 
a fal ast . 7 4 we learning) and practice 
Aya living creatures . (Hon. ) 

4 to straighten ° wa Ye & to learn and practice 

a5 A . “4 4 ze “lA (Hon. ) 
VASA Zia P.N. of a person ° SNe msg amly 

Qa system . aN) 

a eee i ANA SU new 

me 7 aN ay? clear 
BAY for the sake of ° 

° A ; clearly 
AT ONG! again . ae a 
= ° aq eq to say (Hon. ) 
4° to arrive, to reach - XN
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rye: ay talk, conversation ° ana ada deliberative 
~) (Hon. ) . action 

ee -to give religious - agaizi-3: thou 
ARS ae “\" instruction, to . e, e 

teach religion (Hon): gaiay-y-a 5a’ eh whatever one thinks 
nuitens . ° a about 

Ae “mga to lec on, . 
ie i AM give explanation ~~ Nay Baca evil thought and 

i" a action 
HRS, Pe of ANG: . 

NS = ° aNay na: P.N. of a monastery 
S\N a1). three : a 

* : . of aA 
TAN Sy all three - ere , \ 

, ‘ poof Way: aay gold a o 
* ana: fut. of : 

ara RA" gold expert " >» — 
us : Ian: p.of Aq: 

aa" to recover, to take - us \ 
eare of, nourish, ° az7 VquXn: merit 
feed * gs 3 

ae s AN Van’ ‘  acounmlation of 
aN NG’ sada; gso sbyong ° xn . = merits 

v y tee note Lesson 3) ° ay & TN 
. a fut. of : 

ajnay: to accwmlate . NA 
, © ANCA p. of a 

ann to murder, to kill - q + 
os : AQ! fut. of aS 

aENa A life : ‘NS ~~ 
4 . AAS a FH aa precepts which are 

aor ga: medicine (Hon. ) eo kept; observances 

aN: p. of aa ‘ aNcN’ p. of ys 
. 

. e xy \ + ' an) fut. of a3] : “23 fut. of Aq 

i ve, ; : SC: aa p. of aN a1 : a p. of ~2 pall 

ans Pp. of arg: ; AN alloy; impurity 

ana: fut. of Asi: * ABA fut. of AIA 
a 

_— 

‘ ‘ai: inconceivable, un- ° ww : ie OL Qs sen yrgmgmiesm Dace nat RAH * aya fut. of 2a: 
ANAaGg Meditative trance, - a 

meditative absorp- - ARAVA Sy s' the three disciplines 
tion : » 

. 424 =m’ p. of 2a : 
ANaa: thought, attitude + JN, a 

. aa fut. of aq: 
‘os : a , aan works Aa:
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ATs very . Rea image maker 

‘ae a: (not) to know, (not), a4: ay ° one of the four 
x Ss to understand. Po Sy iol grades of geshe 

Baa almost 4 Bn Lhasa (P.N.) 

dat t <) N : to be astonished at Ba excess 

x" « P.N. oo bare ec transcendental 
4 “ | HIS vision; vipasyana 
gue whole; globular f 

. aa superior; in excess 

a god, diety; deva, . of; wind 

a divinity; the divine. 
i may nde. superior... 

ae chapel, temple ‘ 
. Baa 5" in particular 

Ba Na the heaven of the . 71 i) 
4 \\ thirty-three + Baya remainder 
SeNAH : 

: ; P.N. of a place . : ; _ “pare superior 

aa : a thought" or "attitude" 
ae -asz-having the sevenfold. ; 

or aah a4 bka* gtams doctrine. 2i«: impurity 
and dieties ° *\ 

Sve . Bawa: together (H) 

Ald) Q ‘Day ax P.N. of a person . 44 3 
oy ay! . Ba Say together with 

a4 Nz: icon painter . 

"i . a4 together (H) 
Ag 4’ ay: "Divine Guru", i 
“TA Guru King + Seta) to fall 

. » 
Bare ; asura, antigods, < Baa a spontaneous 

4 titans < 
2 Ait 4: loose (ly) 

= SS 

SN’ 

Ne ee: of course, indeed . : O84 : Atisa (P.N.) 

mks on + ee well. then 
Be 3g: i 

x s Ya) Huhuva (he11) . Ng) old woman, grand- 
. mother
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ae -sytZ suum 
WN number - Nea ez aw’ Utpala (hell) 

Bem numerical order a es is there? 
VA (i.e, 1st; Sl, Se 

etc. ) » Wa 2 : doctor



List of frequent verbs of three and four roots
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Fut. Pres, Pr; Imp, Fut. Pres, PP; Imp, cee PRR. Fie AMD a Na eeed. . PEos Tipit 

. x . BY UN aS [ame Rar seer gas 
(to wrap (to dry) 

SU) SRR AQT gE [NES IR sys ge 
(to stir up) (to smear on) 

7157 UY ORY GAT eee ABN RAE” 
(to respect) (to hide) 

aq: ans aga: RY Ter Re aga Han 

(to lead) (to retract) 

aq Ay Ag gN [aay AY agAY RAT 
es wash) ih (to send) 

. Vi . . 2 2 . . a ass’ Bay . aa" TN" Ae ee eT OB 
(to read) (to goad) 

” y. ee Vets. 
aq a aa i a% | ar qe 

(to steal) (to appoint) 

(to dig out) (to call together) 

~ ; - an os 255 , ‘ 

aa) 28) TR SIAR ay WRK 
(to stretch out) (to surround) 

2 2 ax wae Ra: any yay 

(to be born) (to boil) 

ay ae AREA aan: aye so ayen’ yen 
(to fill up) (to take care of)
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Fut. Pres, Pr, Imp, Fut, Pres, Bf. Imp. 

; Yas: age OS te Sok “get sg ger eRe aes BAT ay 
(to protect from) (to take) 

ayy BN gis Bay [ees ass agen ages 
(to repeat) (to be carried out) 

“ey 3 age ar agar ag pny axy 

(to reduce) (to arrive at) 

2az ar: asa: ae gy q RN aN 
gr’ zy g\' J 
(to give up) (to be angry) 

a Re : Ne : J : So 734 Si =By BT feat aay Ae BR 
(to produce) (to lead) 

ee Aaya oe ae ee 
(to take to) (to hire) 

- vr. a s Pe 4 é Mie, i oe aay By Sy fae air aay 
(to move) (to stop) 

a EA EAT Sis an ee ater 
(to put on) (to fi11 up) 

~~ - S a 
aay ay a4 ay a Aman ae\a. Ra 

(to Ba (to cover) 

“Ne MeRy OAT ORT SS Gy ae ai 
(to carry) (to single out) 

ABA" ABN 2BAN 2gAN qr aay: AAA Ras: 

(to wander around) (to load on)
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Fut. Pres, Pr, Imp. Fut. Pres. PF, Imp, 

AA aya aray: * paaye a / agen SRA" 
Was bend) " a al (to count n A 

SUP MeN ate ee we sae aa 
(to kill) (to cross) 

eh eet At *71 ee aN Ot 
(to pull out) (to f411) 

a a i ee ae 
(to arrange) (to hit) 

dar agaer agar gay |agey Bay saw SA 
(to spread) (to run) 

ade aye adjan afer egy yey agp BIS 
(to kil1) te wait) 

qa aay aya’ R2y aR aa IA aes 
(to unfetter) pat move ) 

a RS A IT [ae er 
(to laugh) (to meditate) 

amy 8ayy aaN aayA’ aBy BV AWW SN 
(to divide) (to change) 

ABR RASN ABCEN’ AUDEN 2H 71 aay “err aN 

(to postpone) (to declare) 

ad ady agar dav faq Jar aga Fy 
(to do) (to remove from)
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Fut, Pres, Pfs Imp, Fut, Pres, Pf; Imp, 

a4 214) aay ey Aga AEX WAN’ 2ZAN' 
(to cut) (to hide oneself) 

5 ; arn: ; ae 8 is SERS: ae EE BN [age ag 2g ag 
(to twist) (to grab) 

. R . — oy: . ax Ae 24 » . Sead 

eh Aey eK BT Be EN 
(to tame) (to exchange) 

se nae sae dee [ak RB 
(to hold) (to say) 

QZ2 2B ABN BN | AM Bar Buy aa 
(to chew) (to lie dow) 

ate age aban Aca 3° 3 GN gar 

(to tie up) (to buy) 

i i ASN" NTH : . ~A a ay AR’ AEN a4 3a Gay 3a 
(to turn around) (to listen) 

+ we Ya hal \ 

as AHN ABN BN | ABO 30° agen Raw 
(to make) (to age) “used only of things and not 

living creatures" 

a ve i . 

azn: Aen asae MS aaa oll ba i an 

(to ask to take care of) (to be muddy) 

aa: aad HAN: HAN: age a —e _ 

(to go) (to reach out) 

a x xX + - 

HOS HRS NASN HEN’ aye BH aay as 

(to jump) (to level)



aaa 

Fut Pres Pf, Imp. Fut. Pres. Pf, Imp. 

aa ga es page ade gee 
(to arrange) (to be diminished) 

axa qs agian Han Ae aghgs 78° 

(to obscure) (to be accomplished) 

(to tighten by turning) (to go) 

< 
ag~: aa ayay any & Ss a. ll 

(to roll) (to ery) 

AR BA AAA AANA] aesey asap NST N’ aN’ 
SS aS ~ asa (to order) 

(to pick up) 

aq 3 again’ Raa az" = azn EN 

ie (to reap) 
(to acquire) 

az: nat aa{n 1At gt ee Zan 
(to be smeared) (to such in) 

Ae ASSY BA oh bee) Se) ee 
(to be changed) (to fry) 

ad ad BN On [aes adn BA 
(to separate) (to dedicate) 

AAS) BOATS: aay St ana: aay ana Ray: 

(to be filled) (to rummage through) 

ae % Yy 

na) 2a\ay a afaqN away aS ay ATYN HAY’ 
(to be alright) (to break)



ae 

Fut. Pres, Pf; Imp. Fut. Pres, Pf. Imp, 

ae Bu Ae" set re Aga: <eoy a 

(to lay down) (to cut) 

Clie ee aie: ; age Ja azn 344 EN 2AAN “er SN 

(to topple over [a heap] ) (to wrap) 

aye ner agen gen] sq dq ad4 FF 
Nia Besa v N (to establish) 

\ \ 3 Nhs l : GENE 

ay agar a [asap taey agg’ daa 
(to lean against) (to weave; to ground) 

Reon : a a ; : : ‘ 
a3 Jai aga B78 no “— oe a 

(to follow behind) (to gather together [the scattered] ) 

ah ’ . 7; ’ 5 

ager aeu aga Hain AGS RAR AHR ASM 

(to be proud) (to drink) 

aq Bay Say Say fsey QT sey “AY 
(to accuse falsely) (to salute respectfully) 

we w ww Ww ri ‘ x i u Vie ayy x Fy ise Fy see Fa 
(to squash) (to investigate) 

AGS AHS age Asn’| asa’ 33, aa Bay 
(to send) (to trust) 

ya A Sa " \ r ; pet % ¥ 

sl. sin ie naga i Ka tai aa Wl ac 33 2554 a4 
(to hand) (to be dependent upon) 

“1G AIGA AGRE TGS AE Tw BAY By 
(to meet) (to perfprate)
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Fut, Pres, Pf. imp, Fut. Pres. Piss AER 

~e* a AWN’ Bu] ae Sa° Aen” ale 
(to look) (te draw out) 

‘ i Aw ‘ ate { aga: Qa agian Dany aaa akan agar dan 

Pe 
(to show) (to open) 

A “\ \ NAG 

aga dau aBAN Dun] ags wan aga J3 
(to make disolve into) (to sow) 

s \ Awe: : aac: aC A AQGIAN' AGHA aqagyn’ 7 oS Sy ee 4 i 4 
(to make continuous) (to choose) 

N 4 7 IN: os i 8 a ‘, i rx i 
ABH aq AH Tq Bay AlGaNn again aan AGHA 

(to have recourse to) (to instruct) 

q 4 ee 
RAAN AIK’ AQHN' 29VHN' ayaa: Agas' 455° DEN 

(to embrace) (to spread out a cover; to plan) 

- we “ » ~~ is x , . 

aaa 45 ag, 245 a a7" “4 am 

(to depart to or from) (to subdue) 

\ % 
ada 3g Ga: 3831 naan’ aban’ 2a] 

(to obtain) (to: 1att!up) 

Age 28ay 2Fmn’ 45° 245 aga’ 8a 
(to be confused) (to take out) 

Wine y. ‘. yang ‘ pu 

ee AT |e ee ee ee 
(to abandon) (to chase)
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Eat. Pres, Pf, ____ Tp, __ But, _-Pres, _Pf,__Imp._. 
az ‘aan Fan: ; a aa aa Zan “~ me ORM 

(to slap downs to clap) (to be gathered together) 

‘ Ser: ; Ses s 4 i say ay ceany aaa) ee sah as 
(to rub) (to ask 

ag a” or ai 28 fe i 3 

(to beat) (to dig) 

aay Sonn Ry | a ae a 
(to stay) (to drag) 

aaa Jou" ADNAN’ ETENG aa: aa. aan’ ales: mae 4 
(to restrain) (to mingle) 

a RG ABN BN | Kaa AR NRG’ 4 a4 5 5 “Oe 
~) (to ether together) S (to press dow) 

ADH BH ADRIAN RAN] aya: Wa: aBnay B34 
N (to Sesict y A (to ae 4 " 

ANY RA RAY NAY faye Wau aguas yeu a. § aS . 
_ (to Wie) 7" ’ (to smell) " 

ARal Re ada BAN aay RR eBay Ny 
(to compare) (to prolong; to elongate) 

a : . . ano ay: ay . ASG ' oat Ab, aan 
(to be pure) (to hit) 

Bal cn, a a aye qa Azan BAN: 
it pasb bevend) * (to mukstonte) “
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oe Prep Pi i Peg, PE Ti 

quay Raley: GaN’ quan: Ams aya 2s" 
(to infer) (to be defeated) 

. vo . Vis e ° ° ’ TON WP VN: SEF) PRR OMe”. WE. UB 
(to examine) (to meet with misfortune) 

A am MSN. NaN Aa 4A YA 
(to get rid of) (to fly) 

a3) ax: ahah: a4 ny: a2: nan’ axa: 

(to light; to increase) (to be transfered) 

“ ' Aso ays 2h wat a737\ e345 A2gR\N 3714 

~Y (to pile up) (to sweep) 

v. 3, : . . a 
ee ON OA ON CH a 

(to remove) (to hold up in the air) 

ay Sy ay OST [tay 2HY AY RY 
(to use) (to be met) 

x, y v ~ os ellis oe ee ays Aha a a. tHe eS 
(to hand) (to be radiated) 

; Nig : ner 

ay ay are ates) a ay ae 
Q (to cee) S 8 (to do) 

al me wee ae % 3S % . HG eS) av ey ae ae 
(to radiate) (to smear) 

R26: aad AAS’ aga aa Aa ast: ARN’ 

(to shoots to throw) (to take)
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Fut. Pres, ri, Imp. Fut, Pres, BL: Imp, 
=" ane 2n° aa: Ne Se Ne Ee a a a a way OS 73 

(to phy - ‘ (to divide) 

2 . ‘ ia . : i % . rc . a am BAN aan ae “ale gn Spas 
(to pour) aan 

\ a ag A: an: 53° aq 4: adn: 

(to hide) (to reduce) 

se Re gee den] Aap ada: alae a 
(to soak) (to seize) 

e He gen Pal aay aay day: ofan: 
y (to eine) * 3 (to descend) 

ae eh CU CC ‘ y ay SY AY aay IY BN 4K 
(to give) (to expel) 

gaa akan: 2a° aga ats: aaa an da 
(to make descend) (to call) 

Sa Aa 2dr agmelage aga: : 
WS (to offer) ~ bia j Ss (t Ss g* 

© arise) 

3 ee at’ Say: ae ei Bee ei 4 ay WN BN [age ade Sa Tay 
(to erase) (to come) 

Te SS er ek ete 
(to throw) (to avoid) 

BR) aga: age EK’ |me: ne: AGRA: ate: 
% (to take out) ad S (to peel q q
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Fut Pres rt Im Fut. Pres 

ngnu agar aay ae ant aan: aN 

(to separate from) (to harm) 

af nk Gar fatty aaley adie Se 
(to write) (to strain) 

nga: a3 Jan gan asin aka: aga ata: 
(to cut) (to bow down) 

agn: 2gn Gn Ae [ava ake ang Ruy 
(tates) (to search) 

ye BR AN MEN ARR Ry aly Ray 
(to experience) (to squeeze) 

a! aa Ba |e ads agin’ a 
(to dream) (to boil) 

Er Ay BN Ria | asey 2Bay asaya Fay 
(to plow) (to beat) 

Be: a. me we ate: A's: akan’ BEN’ 

(to abase) \ (to sell) 

a ve ica sie ‘ My, i no? AL Sea | 
(bt beP tnt) (to debate) 

~~ ar vA 
a za: Sn aa’ | axon’ A AZFWMN HAN 

(to say) (to compose) 

\ 4 

a de Fy Re [ae BR ARN BN 
(to play) (to count)
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Fut. Pres, Pf, Imp. Fut. Pres Pf. m 

aga ze axa: BN: nak nak adta: adta: 
(to build) (to tangle) 

N\ ‘ \ asay Fay adn BN] aig: adh adqnada’ 
(to stack) (to climb) 

axa aafsy aX nn Maa] ah aby: aka aman 
(to sew) (to come together) 

ABA Bray 2g, HAG Ch ' aN AN 

Y Geersaekow) (to wha) - os 

Hey Ke Baa Sun aaa 242° aq’ Aa" 
(to be satisfied) (to put) 

es eS ARE BAR Ay RR AGA ES 
(to send of a person ) (to shave) 

ag a ann: an: AN aga aga nea 
{to squeeze down) (to measure) 

. ie * ‘ - ' Py ‘ ' S . AB Bag w'|apday adey age Gas 
(to disguise) (to destroy) 

<\ 
aa. at apn: AYN: ajQa: RRA’ aaa’ aa 

(to pull up fas a curtain) ) (to suck) 

“ x “ “, 
a i 2). : i : ' nN a sy sae Bh ig. a ee a 

_ (to crush) (to hit) 

AE ag . . ° 24! _> ’ ot) 8} Te a ee a 
(to be finished) (to make enter)
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Fut. Pres, Pri Imp, Fut, Pres, Pf, Imp, 

GaN akan a¥u Say | aae a: aaa: = (to conquer) (to eat) 

' . ‘ ; ¥ ve Ss Nae a a" “7 76 a3 33 aAAN AQIN 
(to melt) (to make) 

nh nade adwlage agar Sav 
(to milk) (to recite) 

Re ae . y ‘ xr ' . . x a ' wag Ag aaa! | aay Aap aaa: X51 
(to ride) (to reverse) 

RSMAS! SAI APS ats ER! ape aS 
(to fall) (to lend; te borrow) 

aie: 4 i ‘ ‘ ‘ z . : AA ASR A Sey Are aT 
(to pierce) (to swing) 

\ 
ayes: any: aajn' san: ala: are aJAen' apelen’ 

Y Co ena * ™ (to be distracted) 

: Dn i : - Y Mi, Wee ik ajay 2B4 az’ ral ape apes ayaa! ap ein 
tte dee"tn) (to move) 

Mae agua agua Bouapsay aqalay ata asa: 
(to close) (te cover) 

3 ’ apt: ay , ae azra Xq° aqan: Zan {a4 x as aay A, x A a 
| (to extend as a bowl for (to inspire) 
‘ receiving) 

aaa nr Mou: aruaradua AIG AIR ALBN Alea’ 
(to abstain) (to wake up)
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Fut. Pres, PE, Imp, Fut. Pres, Pf, Imp. 

Vase aa ala] aga “AGSIN' aA 4 si a ee A 

(to say) (to weep) 

' . . > . . » ' . MA 2 wT OR aay ia adsy 59 
(to rise as the sun ) : (to check) 

q y q ee vai Hae Oo may aay oh 
(to die) (to 421) 

MAR ax os he Gos ay NH 
(to lose) (to weed 

v ba ¥ wa a ees es 
AN a 2 AN Seal a’ AA ANN 

“i i a aa" (to nae to aa 
(to split) 

af a aN ayia] ence apy ane Sey 
(to throw water) (to accumalate) 

AWS AGS’ agen’ SaN'] ANG ANG ANCA! ANE’ 
(to undam) (to clear away) 

AAS 68a AAS 44 ana’ ana ANA’ ava 

(to explain) (to repay) 

29 aay Aqayan’ WAY ANB Aa ANN Naya’ 
(to prepare) (to think) 

~ 
24° a AWN’ a. AN? Nay aN Shel 4” 

(to peel off) (to dispel) 

aay gay AWN YIN RR ag aaa aan 
(to hand) (to welcome ) :
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Fut, Pres, Pry Imp, Fut, Pres PE 

aay aq ay NA TAQ ada Qa 
(to annoy) (to mix) 

ANA NA Anan NAA: ay - ay aq N 2 a XQ N a NU | N47 i Qt 
(to erase) (to burn) 

age ye aQEN Aen lage gfe: anise gan: 
(to straighten) (to arouse) 

Ai 2 . ve . . ee a ies ae 
(to persevere in) (to influence for bad) 

aac Q< agen Qan'|ana aa: qaaa’ van’ X q ay a a ia! 

(to make longer or more (to teach; to learn) 
distant from) 

ayaa’ BS AaAaGcr' aN] AQ xn’ ADNAN WA’ Cee TY AN ow 2B a 3 
(to protect) (to betray) 

SAG ae’ ARAN BAN’ ana Aa Agqaa’ Q XQ Q Oo al at 

(to, churn) (to arrive) 

of Fades Mee lakey ey agi gw 
(to bask) (to. return)
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